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ABSTRACT 

 

This case study explores the Spanish speaking and writing practices of middle-school 

Latina/o youth in Miami, Florida. Its ethnographic approach aims to re-present students learning 

English as a second language as emerging bilinguals (Escamilla, 2006; García, 2009) who 

access, maintain, and develop their first language to varying degrees while learning English. 

Through my position as an attached member (Wax, 1971) of a Spanish-English dual language 

school, I examined students’ Spanish production within larger socio-historical and institutional 

frames of reference. Shadowing students in their Spanish-instruction classes (e.g., Mathematics, 

Humanities, and Spanish), I drew from observations, student work, interviews with students, 

educators and parents, and student focus groups. Analysis of data sources reveal that students, 

together with influential adults, created and received messages about language—ideologies of 

language as standard, evolving, and dynamic. Youth engaged in normative translanguaging and 

transliteracy practices in mathematics class; confronted institutionally-created labels and 

articulated their bilingual identities as members of two language programs; and developed their 

Spanish writing as part of varying, yet often prescriptive, literacy instruction. This study adds to 

the limited research on Latina/o middle-school experiences and K-12 heritage language 

education. This research has pedagogical and language policy implications for those who educate 

and oversee the education of bilingual youth.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

I first became interested in education without a strong interest in Education as a 

discipline. As a monolingual English-speaking child, I thought of the Spanish language as a goal 

to achieve in secondary school. During my undergraduate years and into my 20s, I began to see 

Spanish as a means of communication and entry into other ways of knowing. Spanish became a 

personal requirement for any educational or professional experience that I pursued. I sought out 

Spanish when studying and living abroad, working in a grassroots-level computer learning 

center, and consulting for an international human resources company. I decided to extend my 

interest in Spanish and applied for a master’s program in Hispanic Languages and Literatures. I 

soon received a rejection letter. To better understand the reasons for rejection, I contacted the 

school’s program director. She responded via phone, “Your personal statement talks about 

bilingual education. We do not have faculty who can support you in your research interests. 

Have you thought about applying to a College of Education?” This slap in the face was 

simultaneously a welcome introduction to Education as a discipline.  

During my graduate studies, I have had the opportunity to learn about and visit with 

teachers and students in various types of bilingual programs, such as transitional bilingual 

education, self-contained dual language classrooms, and the 4-hour English language 

development block. Although I visited several “additive” bilingual programs (Lambert, 1975) 

prior to my dissertation research—where the belief is that learning a second language adds to 

one’s repertory of skills at no cost to one’s first language—these programs generally excluded 

English language learners. In Arizona, students must pass an English proficiency test before they 

can receive instruction in a language other than English. In 2000, Arizona voters passed 

Proposition 203 (“English for the Children”), which mandated English as the language of 
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instruction, with use of students’ native language solely for clarification. While students 10 and 

older may be exempt from the policy, few secondary additive bilingual programs have been 

maintained since the passage of Proposition 203. 

My interest in the educational experiences of English language learners during the 

middle-school years led me to Coral Way Bilingual K-8 Center in Miami, Florida. I first learned 

about Coral Way in a class taught by my advisor, who had a relationship with the school from 

prior research studies. Intrigued by Coral Way’s history as the first Spanish-English bilingual 

school in the United States and its 50-year maintenance of the dual language program, I inquired 

with my advisor about the possibility of visiting. Having visited Florida yearly since the early 

90s, the state was not an arbitrary choice in location, and one where I had family a few hours 

from Miami. After months of leaving voicemails and sending emails, the principal agreed to my 

visit for the 2012-2013 academic year. I first worked voluntarily as a co-teacher in the fourth 

grade. I taught Spanish and English grammar lessons and social studies lessons in Spanish. I also 

observed all grade levels and pull-out English classes for English language learners. In 

December, 2012, I received approval from the principal to conduct my dissertation research in 

the middle school from January-June, 2013. 

 

Research Rationale  

Nationwide, English language learners comprise one of every ten students in K-12 

schools, for which Spanish is spoken by 80% (Davenport, 2008). Between the academic years of 

1997-1998 and 2007-2008, this population increased by 53% while the general student 

population increased by just 8.5%. (Migration Policy Institute, 2010). The increase in numbers of 

English language learners is occurring during an era of school accountability (e.g., Adequate 
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Yearly Progress and Common Core Standards). Technological advancements and globalization 

have led to greater flows of people and goods, both spatially and virtually. School districts face 

growing challenges of ensuring that students learn English, excel at subject-area content, and are 

prepared for the demands of a digital and transnational society.  

Although Latinas/os are the dominant population of English language learners, there is 

limited research which explores their Spanish development. Learning in one’s primary language 

has many educational and societal benefits. For example, it reinforces content-area knowledge 

learned in English (Cummins, 1991), improves reading achievement in English (August, 

Goldenberg, & Rueda, 2010), and increases the self-esteem of its speakers (Portes & Zady, 

2002). For Latina/o students, Spanish writing continues a literary tradition fractured by their 

enrollment in English-dominant schools (Vélez-Ibáñez & Greenberg, 1992). More insight into 

students’ use and development of their primary language would help to fill this research gap. 

Existing research on Latina/o English language learners is also sparse in terms of studies 

at the middle-school level. It is during this age that all students, monolingual and bilingual, are 

beginning to learn more complex forms of language. As Halliday (2007) notes, middle-school 

students start to perceive dialect (geographical and social differences) and register (different 

contexts and purposes). They learn that writing, the most difficult part at this age, has its own 

styles of meaning, wording, and conventions. For Latinas/os, middle school marks a critical time 

academically in that 43% earn less than a high school diploma (National Center for Education 

Statistics, 2003). When asked why the middle-school years are important, a Coral Way teacher 

responded:  

That’s where I believe that’s where their characters form, that’s where their self-esteem 

and moral values and all of this is really being shaped and formed, and if the students are 

not looked at or observed or managed in the correct way, then they lose themselves, 

especially here in Miami where we have all kinds of different ambiances that they can 
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pick up from. I mean there’s the drugs, there’s the gangs, there’s all these new things that 

are happening in the Internet that everyone has access to, and so do these kids, and you 

know, if you’re in the middle of an inappropriate scene, and you don’t know what to do 

because you haven’t had the values or the morals presented to you or taught to you, then 

you’re there, and probably you’ll take over that same scene, so at Coral Way, we try to 

give the students a little better education, not only with academics but social and 

community, where they can go out there and be productive people. 

 

Middle school marks a time of academic and linguistic transition, peer-group influence, 

and character development. More research is needed regarding this critical point in the 

educational trajectory of Latinas/os. 

My dissertation research explores the Spanish speaking and writing of five middle-school 

Latina/o emerging bilinguals. The term “emerging bilinguals” (Escamilla, 2006; García, 2009) 

counters frequently-used deficient-sounding labels for language minority students in state-

mandated English learning programs (e.g., “English Language Learners”, “Limited English 

Proficient”, and “English for Speakers of Other Languages”). This term recognizes students’ 

realities and potential as bilinguals. As emerging bilinguals, I argue that students access, 

maintain, and develop their first language to varying degrees while learning English. In addition 

to observing the ways in which students speak and write Spanish, this study explores how 

students reflect on their own Spanish language practices. Students are seldom part of creating the 

language policies which affect them. Informed by theories of language ideologies and youth 

agency, this ethnographic study seeks to create a space for Latina/o youth to share their 

experiences as emerging bilinguals. 

 

Language Ideologies 

Language ideologies are sets of beliefs, feelings, and conceptions about language that 

form a mediating link between social structures and language practices. They are not only about 
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language; rather they envision and enact links of language to group and personal identity, and to 

epistemology (Woolard & Schieffelin, 1994). Sociocultural and historically contingent, language 

ideologies are constructed through one’s own experiences and in the interests of a particular 

social or cultural group. They form a basis for more specific beliefs, interpretation of events, and 

social practices (van Dijk, 2003). Language ideologies can promote, protect, and legitimate 

group interests as well as rationalize and justify how one uses language (Kroskrity, 2010; 

Silverstein, 1979). In this sense, they index relationships and identities.  

Language ideologies are complex because they are often unnoticed and taken for granted. 

It is important to problematize ideology and users’ adherence to a particular ideology. It is 

through one’s own language awareness and in-group and out-group affiliation that one can 

interrogate ideology. As van Dijk (2003) articulates, “if there is no conflict of goals or interests, 

no struggle, no competition over scarce resources, nor over symbolic resources, then ideologies 

have no point. That is, it is only within and between groups that ideologies make sense” (p. 37). 

Contestation of one’s own ideological construction is embedded in the ideological construction 

of oppositional others (Kroskrity, 2010) as well as one’s own ideological inconsistencies. 

One lens to consider the notion of language ideology is through language policy. 

Language ideologies shape and are shaped by language policies as they are constructed in social 

practice (McCarty, 2011). This shaping makes language policies dynamic and active rather than 

stagnant and fixed. Language policies can be top-down, bottom-up, de jure, de facto, overt, and 

covert. They can serve larger political, economic, and national interests with their power to 

“manage” language. They can also serve ground-level interests in their recognition of the power 

of societal and local policy texts, discourses, and discoursers (Hornberger & Johnson, 2011). The 
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sociocultural process of negotiating language policies creates a space for language policy-makers 

at all levels. 

Schools provide a crucial context to explore the intersection of language ideologies and 

language policies. The day-to-day order and authority in U.S. schools is visibly and invisibly 

present in scheduling, hierarchical relationships, and state-imposed accountability measures such 

as the Common Core Standards and English Language Proficiency Standards. As Woolard and 

Schieffelin (1994) contend, “structure conditions ideology, which then reinforces and expands 

the original structure, distorting language in the name of making it more itself” (p. 70). The 

structured environment of school facilitates language control and creates a cyclical effect in 

which the language in school becomes the school’s language. As McCarty (2011) notes, schools 

have “language-regulating power,” through the ways in which they make normative claims about 

legitimate and illegitimate language form and use. These claims are promoted in literacy 

instruction through emphasizing the mechanics of writing more than student inquiry and creative 

expression. 

One way schools exert their language-regulating power is through control of the complete 

linguistic repertoire of bilingual students. Bilinguals draw from multiple languages in their 

everyday communication. These discursive practices include shifting from one language to 

another and mixing languages. Schools regulate students’ bilingualism through language 

compartmentalization, such as designating a particular language for instruction, assignments, 

testing, and communication. In many subtractive bilingual programs in the U.S., segmentation is 

imposed through separate and often segregated English classes for emerging bilinguals. 

Separation occurs in additive bilingual programs in various ways; there may be one teacher per 

language, one language per subject, or one language per time period. Compartmentalization of 
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languages is what Lippi-Green (1997) highlights as separate-but-equal language policies. She 

explains, “On the surface, these policies seem to be conciliatory: do not deny the home language 

of the student; instead, redirect the student’s use of that language to those environments and 

circumstances in which it is appropriate” (p. 109). This redirection of language reflects an 

institutional undermining of the complete linguistic repertoire of bilingual students. 

In addition to compartmentalization, schools regulate language through perceptions of 

language quality. Language quality involves issues of ownership. Blommaert (1999) argues:  

A ‘good’ language is one that is inherited through generations of speakers. And only 

when someone is part of the genealogy of the speech community, he or she will be able to 

speak the language ‘well’, ‘correctly’, or to understand it ‘completely’ (p. 433). 

 

Language quality evokes ideologies of linguistic purity. This purism is upheld through 

dividing language into standard and vernacular and ranking standard language as dominant and 

vernacular language as subordinate. Standardizing language is an attempt to stop language 

change and unify linguistic distinctions between language varieties (Lippi-Green, 1997). 

Ideologies of standardization ignore languages as living and dynamic in favor of fossilized and 

unified notions. Understanding issues of control warrant an exploration of the language practices 

of bilinguals in U.S. schools. 

 

Youth Agency 

Youth research has often downplayed youth at the center of interaction (Bucholtz, 2002). 

Yet, youth have their own generational and transcultural experiences as participants at the 

intersection of pop culture, national ideologies, and global markets (Maira & Soep, 2005). These 

spaces are both literal and imagined as youth situate themselves as individuals, family and peer 

group members, and young people preparing for the future. Youth is both a category and an 
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identity. One way to challenge essentialized notions of youth is to understand their enactment of 

“here, now, us” (Bucholtz & Skapoulli, 2009). This perspective considers the ever-changing 

contexts in which youth shape their worlds as well as their own flexible identities. González 

(2001) notes, “As youths define themselves in multiple and complex ways, an adherence to a 

standardized behavior demanded of unidimensional persons can be problematized” (p. 184). 

Understanding how youth create and unravel ideologies as active participants is a key aspect of 

recognizing and highlighting youth experiences. 

Youth articulate their identities through language. They use language as a resource to 

make meaning of social structures. This “socioculturally mediated capacity to act” is what 

Ahearn (2001) terms “agency”. Agency can be complicit, oppositional, intentional or marginal, 

as well as multiple forms at the same time. Youth enact agency by the ways in which they 

position themselves through language. Their language practices are constructed and informed 

within peer culture as well as within broader frames of reference, such as family, community, 

and school. Youth are constantly making and remaking language policy; however, they cannot 

act alone in language planning efforts, as they need the support of language authorizing agents 

(McCarty, Romero-Little, Warhol, & Zepeda, 2009). To center youth in research is to explore 

their understanding of larger institutional and national ideologies through language. As Maira 

and Soep (2005) recommend: 

Analyses of the local, emerging from an analysis of the institutions that youth inhabit or 

(re)create, could help radically rethink debates about place, power, and culture, for they 

link systems of meaning and structures of production that have not always been yoked 

together (p. xxix). 

 

 A research approach which considers youth agency as part of multiple systems of 

meaning is one that brings youth language forward. As youth language is historically contingent, 

illuminating youth language practices influences future generations of language users. 
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Discursive Consciousness 

Ideology and agency inform each other. One’s social and historical beliefs about 

language influence language use and metalanguage—thinking about one’s own language. 

Agency is the “capacity” to act, in that one’s actions represent varying degrees of ideological 

awareness. Language use may be outwardly visible as oppositional to or complicit with existing 

language ideologies; or one’s language use may exist at least partially out of the realm of 

consciousness. 

 Agency informs ideology through “discursive consciousness” (Kroskrity, 2010). Micro-

level interactions (e.g., code-switching), or shared language practices at the intermediary meso-

level (e.g., teachers’ and students’ translanguaging), can become normative through individual 

and collective awareness of language use. The fluid language practices of bilinguals offers a 

space to contest the legitimacy of ideologies of the monolingual educated native speaker. 

Woolard (1985) proposes: 

The test of legitimacy is the extent to which the population that does not control that 

variety acknowledges and endorses its authority, its correctness, its power to convince, 

and its right to be obeyed, that is, the extent to which authority is ceded to those who do 

control that variety (p. 741). 

 

Schools that serve linguistically diverse students provide a noteworthy setting to explore 

the legitimacy of bilingualism in teaching and learning.  

Methods 

An Ethnographic Approach 

This study utilizes an ethnographic approach. Ethnography is a form of qualitative 

research that represents reality in a world that is rapidly changing in political, economic, social, 

and historical ways (Marcus & Fischer, 1986). Ethnography provides a desirable methodology to 

understand issues of youth language because of its potential to explore everyday language 
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practices. Through shadowing, observations, interviews, and focus groups, ethnography provides 

a means to capture the nuanced and often contradictory aspects of youth language. Frequent 

interaction with participants is not the only constant; researchers continuously review and revise 

their research design, methods of collection, and analysis. An ethnography of language is 

grounded, situated and critical, in that researchers simultaneously consider language while 

critiquing socio-historical, political, and institutional contexts, discourses, and power relations. 

This critique is not only outward, but inward as well. Ethnographers engage in reflexivity as they 

constantly contemplate researcher-participant relationships and their own participation in social 

settings.  

Ethnography presents a sensitive method to understand the experiences of marginalized 

populations, such as English language learners. These populations are often part of broken 

systems that, in the U.S. for example, have not been built from democratic practices and 

involvement. Ethnography is a way to better understand the lived experiences of marginalized 

populations and encourages “learning about difference from the Other rather than learning about 

the Other” (Jones & Jenkins, 2008, p. 471). Ethnographers strive to create safe spaces and 

trusting relationships with the goal of including participants’ epistemologies in the process of 

language planning and policy. 

The following sections describe the study’s local community, school district and school 

site, and situate the Spanish language within a larger ethnolinguistic community.  

 

Miami: On Becoming a Pan-American City 

First inhabited by the Tequesta Indians 12,000 years ago, the City of Miami was 

incorporated in 1896, shortly after Henry Flagler, the founder of Standard Oil, expanded his 
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railroad to southern Florida. Miami, once centralized along the river, grew north and west to 

encompass citrus groves and frost-free land suitable for agriculture. Prominent settlers soon 

followed, and white and Black communities were established within Miami-Dade county.  

Miami historically has been a refuge for immigrants seeking freedom from economic, 

political, ethnic, and religious persecution in their home countries. From the 1930s until the 

1980s, immigrant groups such as Jews, Bahamians, Cubans, Haitians, Nicaraguans, Hondurans, 

Colombians, and Jamaicans came to reside in Miami. In more recent decades, Venezuelans, 

Brazilians and other immigrant populations from Latin America and the Caribbean have 

established Miami as their home. Fifty-one percent of its 414,000 residents are foreign-born, and 

among the city’s 70% Latina/o population, 66% are foreign-born (U.S. Census, 2013). Miami, 

with its geographical proximity to Central America, South America, and the Caribbean, and 

dominant industries of commerce, travel and tourism, has become known as the “Gateway of the 

Americas.” 

 
Figure 1.1. Map of Miami and Latin America 
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Spanish Language Vitality 

It does not take long for a newcomer to Miami to feel the presence of Spanish. The 

language is as much a part of the linguistic landscape (Shohamy & Gorter, 2009) as English, 

represented in the public sphere through audio and visual means. Spanish, in all its varieties, is 

seen on billboards, posters, window signs, graffiti, business and street names, and electronic 

displays. A quick rotation through the AM and FM dials on the radio generates more than 23 

stations in Spanish. Basic TV includes at least 12 Spanish channels, and more than 14 Spanish 

newspapers and magazines are in circulation. The impact of these media sources, the majority 

based out of Miami, is expansive, every day reaching tens of millions of homes in the U.S. and 

throughout Latin America (Florida New Media Directory, 2010). 

Since its establishment as a receiving community for middle and upper-class Cubans who 

fled Fidel Castro’s rise to power in 1959, Miami has become a place of residence for many 

Latina/o families. Once predominantly Cuban, Miami’s Latina/o population now includes groups 

from 20 different Spanish-speaking countries of origin, including Cuba (49%), Nicaragua (10%), 

Honduras (8%), Colombia (5%), Puerto Rico (5%) and the Dominican Republic (3%) (U.S. 

Census, 2012). As one father in the study indicates, “En Miami no hay sector que no este lleno 

de latinos” (In Miami there’s not an area that isn’t full of Latinos). 

With the Latina/o population sprawled throughout the city, Miami’s demographics hardly 

reflect what it was 60 years ago. Because of shifting trends, Spanish has become an important 

language of exchange and viewed as a political and economic resource within Miami’s local and 

global society (Fradd & Boswell, 1996). It is common to hear residents claim that one will not be 

at a loss for a job if he/she only knows Spanish and conversely, that not speaking Spanish may 
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hinder one’s chance of employment. The presence of Spanish is a defining characteristic of 

everyday city life, making the language, as Roca (2005) notes, a lingua franca. 

 

Additive Bilingual Education 

Since 1963, schools within Miami-Dade County Public Schools (M-DCPS) have adopted 

various forms of additive bilingual programs such as dual language, extended foreign language, 

Spanish for Spanish speakers, and the International Studies Program. With an initial focus on 

teaching Spanish and providing content-area instruction through Spanish, M-DCPS schools now 

offer French, Italian, Haitian Creole, Portuguese, Mandarin Chinese, and German as languages 

of instruction in addition to Spanish. District support for bilingual programs includes funding for 

hiring teachers and for textbooks and materials in the target language.  

Developed in 1989, the International Studies Program (ISP) is the result of collaborative 

efforts between M-DCPS and the education ministries of France, Germany, Italy and Spain. This 

agreement ensures that curriculum and high school degree requirements meet the standards of 

both the United States and European Union educational systems. Students learn language and 

content in the target language. The collaboration includes the hiring of teachers from Europe 

who come to Miami to teach for a temporary period, such as 3 or 6 years. In addition to 

materials, the agreement funds cultural events, student scholarships, and guest speakers. Over the 

years, non-profit organizations run by volunteer parents (e.g., Spanish International Parent 

Association and German International Parent Association) have formed to support the various 

district-wide international studies programs. Parents coordinate fundraisers for materials and 

international trips for students, teachers, and their families. Students in ISP receive high school 

content-area credit for their participation. Upon continuation and completion at the high school 
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level, students receive dual recognition for their studies and can pursue higher education in 

Europe. 

In recent years, M-DCPS has partnered with the Spain-Florida Foundation 500 Years, a 

private non-profit organization which educates the public about Florida’s colonial history. 

School events and resources include the Hispanic Heritage History Bee, art and essay contests, 

student scholarships, field trips to the Spanish Naval training vessel Juan Sebastian de Elcano, 

and visits from Prince Felipe and Princess Letizia of Asturias, Spain. Through collaborations 

with various local, national and international entities, Miami-Dade County Public Schools has 

continued its mission to provide curriculum leadership and instructional support for oral and 

literacy development of other languages in addition to English. 

 

A History of Coral Way 

Built in 1936 by noted Miami architect August Geiger, Coral Way is a Mediterranean-

style two-story wrap-around building with classrooms that open to a courtyard full of shady oak 

trees. The school is home to the oldest Spanish-English public bilingual program in the U.S. As 

part of the U.S. government’s “Cuban Refugee Program,” Coral Way was selected to pioneer a 

Spanish-English dual language program for the 1963-1964 academic year. At the time, federal 

support of bilingual education was seen as a temporary effort until the overthrow of Fidel 

Castro’s regime, when Cuban refugees were expected to return home. Coral Way was chosen 

because of three factors: (a) it was located in a neighborhood of approximately half Spanish-

speaking and half English-speaking families; (b) the neighborhood was a stable middle-class 

community; and (c) administration, faculty, staff, and parents were interested in the concept of 

bilingual education (Shaw, 1966). As part of a national Ford Foundation grant totaling $278,000 
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and serving Florida, New York and the southwestern Unites States, Coral Way sought to fulfill 

the funder’s aim to improve the education of Spanish-speaking children who had come to live in 

the U.S. (e.g., Cubans in Miami, Mexicans in Los Angeles, and Puerto Ricans in New York). 

Hence, the school shifted its focus in 1963 to provide students with the opportunity to become 

bilingual, biliterate and bicultural through a Spanish-English dual language program, which has 

continued for fifty years. 

 

   
Figure 1.2. First Grade Classroom–1964  Figure 1.3. First Grade Class Display–1964  

 

Coral Way Today 

Coral Way continues as a public neighborhood school and has expanded to become a K-8 

Center. It is part of Miami-Dade County Public Schools, the fourth largest school district in the 

U.S., comprised of 392 schools spanning rural, suburban, and urban communities. Coral Way is 

located in a residential area of predominantly Latina/o families. Winding alongside the school, 

cultural monuments honor Cuban revolutionaries, singers, and writers who fought for Cuban 

independence from Spain in the 19th century or attempted to overthrow Fidel Castro in the 
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1960s. Near Monument Bilingual is a statue commemorating the 14,000 Cuban children who 

emigrated to the U.S. between 1960-1962 as part of “Operation Peter Pan.”  

The school’s motto is “Dos idiomas, Dos mundos de oportunidad/Two languages, Two 

worlds of opportunity.” Coral Way is unique in that it is the only public neighborhood dual 

language school, meaning that it welcomes all students residing in its school boundaries, and all 

students participate in the dual language program. At the elementary level, students have two 

“cooperating teachers,” one who instructs in Spanish and the other who instructs in English. 

Students spend the morning with one teacher and the afternoon with the other teacher. Spanish 

Language Arts and Social Studies are taught in Spanish, whereas English Language Arts, 

Developmental Language Arts, and Science are taught in English. Mathematics is taught 

bilingually by the Spanish-instruction teacher. At the middle-school level, Humanities, Spanish 

Language Arts, and Mathematics are taught in Spanish, whereas English Language Arts, 

Developmental Language Arts, Science, and Social Studies are taught in English. Except for 

slight changes, the dual language program has remained consistent during its fifty years. Coral 

Way’s rotational schedule is such an ingrained aspect of its operation that teachers often 

comment that the school “runs by itself.” 

Walking the halls of Coral Way, one hears both English and Spanish. Morning 

announcements are predominantly in English with a Spanish component. Both the principal and 

students give announcements, which include school reminders, class achievements, weather, and 

current events. The majority of administrators, teachers, and staff at Coral Way are Latina/o with 

some African American and white educators. Most are bilingual, and many were raised in Miami 

or immigrated there as adults. It is common to meet administrators, teachers, and staff who have 
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worked at Coral Way for more than ten, twenty, or even thirty years. For many, Coral Way is a 

“family”, an extension of home.  

Coral Way is a Title I school where 75% of students participate in the federally funded 

free and reduced price school lunch program. Of the school’s 1500 students, 89% are Latina/o, 

8% are White, 1% is Black and 2% are classified as Asian/Multiracial. There are approximately 

524 students (35%) designated as “English for Speakers of Other Languages” (ESOL). The 

majority of ESOL students are of Cuban, Caribbean, and Central American origin and speak 

Spanish as a first language. About 10% speak first languages other than Spanish  

(e.g., Portuguese, French, Italian, and Arabic). Coral Way programs include gifted, special 

education, ESOL and ISP.  

Regarding the ESOL program at the elementary school, students tested at lower levels of 

English proficiency (e.g., 1, 2) are pulled-out for ESOL for 1.5 hours each day for four days of 

the week. At the middle-school level, all ESOL students (levels 1-5) have Developmental 

Language Arts1 in addition to English Language Arts. This additional class occupies time that 

would otherwise be utilized by students to enjoy an elective. To exit the ESOL program, students 

must pass the Comprehensive English Language Learning Assessment (CELLA) and pass the 

Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT) for English Language Arts with a score of 

three, four, or five. Both the CELLA and FCAT are administered in the spring. The state’s 

expectation is that students will be able to exit the ESOL program after no more than three years.  

Coral Way is the only public neighborhood school with ISP; the other schools are magnet 

programs requiring application. Approximately 30% percent of Coral Way students are part of 

                                                 
1 Developmental Language Arts addresses the following components: 1) Reading/Literature; 2) Composition;  

3) Vocabulary/Word Study/Language; 4) Listening/Speaking/Viewing; 5) Information Literacy/Study and Test 

Taking; and 6) Culture (http://bilingual.dadeschools.net/BEWL/pdfs/esol_related.pdf). 
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ISP. Students are nominated by their teachers and encouraged by their parents. At the elementary 

level, students attend ISP after school for one hour each day for four days of the week. Coral 

Way teachers teach the curriculum, which has a humanities focus on past and present 

civilizations around the world. At the middle-school level, students are enrolled in both ISP 

Spanish and ISP Humanities as regular periods during their school day. These students continue 

to Advanced Placement Spanish in 8th grade. Everyone in ISP must maintain good grades 

(predominantly A’s and B’s) to continue in the program. 

Coral Way’s mission, vision, and goals emphasize bilingualism, biliteracy, 

multiculturalism, academic achievement, and preparation of students as citizens of the future. 

The following statements from school documents highlight these aspects: 

 Students become proficient in speaking, reading and writing in two languages. 

 All students, no matter what their home language is, graduate as bilingual, not just 

conversationally, but also academically. 

 In this international setting we are developing citizens of the world where bi-literate 

communication and technology are integral components of our teaching and learning 

environment. 

 Students acquire a historical and global perspective that will help them to become 

productive citizens of our country and world community. 

 Students develop an appreciation of diversity and are able to function in a multicultural 

society. 

 Students develop critical thinking and leadership skills that will allow them to make a 

difference in their community. 

 Students achieve the highest standards in all academic areas. 

 All members of our school community, working as a team, are able to enrich the 

instructional environment and empower students to take responsibility for their learning, 

while providing them with the skills and tools to prepare themselves for the future. 
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Figure 1.4. Coral Way Courtyard    Figure 1.5. Middle School  

Inaugural Plaque 

 

Attached Membership 

As a teacher, Spanish-speaker, and proponent of bilingual education, I became an 

“attached member” of the Coral Way community. Wax (1971) elaborates on the notion of an 

attached member: “a person who, though he always is and remains an outsider or non-native, 

may function in the society in a manner that is useful and agreeable to his hosts” (p. 50).  

As a visiting teacher, I gained entry into the school and received a voluntary position as a 

co-teacher in a fourth-grade classroom. Teaching lessons in Spanish and English, talking with 

educators and students, and observing classrooms at all grade levels, I became socialized into an 

already established dual language program. As a visiting teacher, I received affordances provided 

to teachers, such as my own parking space and freedom to come and go as needed. While I was 

given affordances, I had to abide by certain systems in place. For example, I signed in and out 

when entering and leaving school. I was not provided a key to any classroom, nor an office for 
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my research purposes. I was not part of any district-wide or school-wide email lists, nor was I 

able to receive a paid position due to my lack of state teaching certification. These affordances 

and restrictions contributed to my status as both an insider and outsider. 

My attached membership with Coral Way helped to solicit consideration from parents for 

their children to participate in the study. I was introduced to parents over the phone by the 

students’ Developmental Language Arts teacher/middle school ESOL program coordinator. My 

role as “maestra” (teacher) and my Spanish-speaking abilities facilitated communication with 

parents and entry into their homes. Throughout my time at Coral Way, my teacher-researcher 

role identified me. I was referred to by parents, teachers, and students as “maestra”, “Ms. 

Mackinney”, or while shadowing Julieta, “la secretaria de Julieta” (Julieta’s secretary). 

As fieldwork is a social endeavor (e.g., reciprocity, role-playing, and rules), part of my 

role was that of a participant observer. I attended school holiday and retirement parties, 

assemblies, and student awards ceremonies. As I shadowed students in their classes, I completed 

many of the same worksheets as they did. Teachers would occasionally call on me to participate 

in the whole-group lesson or ask me to confirm a fact that they were teaching. I would be asked 

to oversee teachers’ classes while they carried out a short errand, and I was invited to present a 

lesson about a recent trip I had taken. I participated in fire drills, helped students and their friends 

with homework, and followed my students to unanticipated places such as the counselor’s or 

principal’s office. While visiting with students at home, I shared many moments with their 

families. Parents and I exchanged stories about living in different places. They showed me 

videos and pictures of their home countries, and I shared pictures of my family and travels. I was 

invited to watch the Three Kings Day Parade, enjoy homemade meals, and drink café cubano. 

Over time, one parent entrusted me to drive her son to soccer practice, and another inquired 
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about my availability to tutor his daughter. Through participant observation, I developed 

relationships with important members from students’ many social settings. 

My attached membership as a visiting teacher, researcher, and student follower was 

oftentimes a complex personal experience. Certain moments would bring forward one identity 

more than another. For example, I felt like a teacher when students would disrupt class or 

respond to the teacher’s question with an unrelated comment, such as “Can I use the bathroom?” 

or “Can I have a pencil?” I felt dismay when I discovered that the poem my student submitted to 

a regional student exposition and judged 1st prize was a reproduction from the Internet. I felt 

proud when students understood material and received good grades on assignments. 

I felt like a researcher when I observed classroom dynamics that, to students and their 

teacher, may have been normalized. I listened in awe as a teacher regularly code-switched 

between Spanish and English throughout daily lessons. I felt awkward taking field notes in 

classrooms where few students were writing. On some occasions, my outsider perspective 

prompted me to act. For example, I was frustrated with school placement of students who were 

in classrooms below their academic level. I advocated to the teacher that my student be placed in 

the more advanced mathematics class (Algebra) next year. She agreed, and we spent the 

remainder of the year ensuring that he received adequate content preparation.   

When I sat among students in class, I felt like I was a student. When I saw that students 

were uninterested in the lesson, I too shifted my attention. I would smile or laugh at their 

comments and jokes that they made to their friends. I felt reprimanded upon hearing teachers 

belittle students, such as calling them “pobrecitos” (poor children) or claiming, “éste es un 

trabajo para niños de siete años.” (this is work for 7-year olds.). My student role often drove me 

to respond in the moment. For example, when I saw vulgar graffiti on the bathroom stall about 
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one of my students, I told her. She quickly excused herself from class and took a picture of the 

writing so she could report it to administration. Over the course of the research, my multiple 

identities as a teacher, researcher, and student resulted in a very sensory experience.  

My research was not without mishaps. One of my earlier embarrassing moments occurred 

when I visited a participant’s house to introduce the project and receive consent from her father. 

Prior to the visit, I was baking matzo as part of a sweet treat for a fourth-grade class lesson on 

winter holidays. My first batch of matzo burnt in the oven, and the kitchen clouded up with 

smoke. With no time to shower, I raced to my participant’s condominium building where the 

receptionist signed me in and asked, “Do you smell something burning?” Apologies were not the 

only responses to glitches. Sometimes, I had to think of quick remedies, like when the battery in 

my audio-recorder died, and I used the video on my camera to record sound for the remainder of 

the interview. 

Misunderstandings were also common throughout the project. Monthly, I would bring 

students together to check in with them about the project and relay next steps. In the second 

month, I inquired with students regarding their understanding of the purpose of my study. One 

student said it was “to see how we talk English.” Another student put me on the spot and asked 

how my research is going to help English language learners. On another occasion, I conducted an 

interview with a teacher where we covered many topics, including preparation for teaching in 

bilingual schools. Later that day, she approached me wondering why I asked her questions about 

preparation (what I was implying). Although I tried to be transparent about my research and 

approach it in a professional way, my intentions were not always clear to participants. 

Sometimes, misunderstandings resulted in laughter, especially when language was involved. My 

non-native Spanish-speaker status was made apparent one day while talking with a teacher. I 
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commented to her that I was mending a sore throat by drinking “té con ginebra” (tea with gin) 

when I meant jengibre (ginger). 

While my teacher role, bilingual abilities, and support of bilingual education helped to 

cultivate amicable relationships, I was not a complete member of the community. I differed from 

my participants in terms of race, class, and level of education. I experienced “secondary 

socialization . . . which does not supply the fieldworker with the same authority as the native. 

However intimate and extensive an experience, no period of living within another culture can 

fully compensate for the lack of childhood experiences therein” (Wax, 1971, p. 14). I was an 

outsider to Miami, the school, and the lives of my participants. My involvement was both brief 

and extensive, contingent on the comfort and trust of those around me. Not all families invited 

me into their homes, nor did I communicate with all members of the family. Scheduled meetings 

were occasionally canceled or forgotten, and not all of my initial research intentions were 

fulfilled. Despite outsider status, I am appreciative of what I did learn from and share with 

participants. As Wax (1971) notes regarding the role of the researcher: 

If the role gives him the opportunity to observe what he wishes to observe, to 

communicate with and understand the people about whom he wishes to learn, in a 

manner and fashion to which they do not object, it is a good role (p. 55). 

 

Research Questions 

This study explores the following research questions: 

 In what ways are students speaking and writing in Spanish? 

 How do socio-historical, political, and institutional factors influence students’ Spanish 

production? 

 How do students reflect on their own Spanish production? 
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Data Collection 

The research study began in December 2012 with the selection of five students, 

introduction of the project, and consent process. Although some students attended classes 

together, students were not from the same peer groups. Familiarity among students was fostered 

through monthly gatherings in school where students and I reflected on the project and shared 

next steps. Student shadowing was the principal method of data collection. Soto (2012) 

conceptualizes shadowing as “reflecting upon a day in the life of a child or adolescent in English 

transition who may be experiencing school slightly differently than native English speakers”  

(p. 1). From January-June 2013, I shadowed students in their Spanish instruction classes (e.g., 

Mathematics, Humanities, and Spanish). Data collection included 270 hours of predominantly in-

school observations. Note taking followed a three-column format (Heath & Street, 2008), which 

indicated each student’s Spanish language practices, classroom context, and researcher 

reflections 

I collected approximately 2,300 pages of student writing (e.g., notes, assignments, tests, 

projects) in the three classes observed. To capture writing, I coordinated with parents regarding a 

convenient day to stay after school with students or to visit students at their house. There, I took 

pictures of student work and engaged in informal conversation with students and family 

members. Furthermore, each student was provided with an audio-recorder to use to record their 

Spanish speaking in informal and out-of-school situations (e.g., school lunch, car rides, and 

family meals). 

After several months of building relationships with students, educators, and parents, I 

conducted semi-structured interviews with 23 participants. I piloted interviews with students and 

teachers to ensure content and translations were understood. All interviews were audio-recorded 
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and conducted in Spanish or English, depending on the preference of the participant. Interview 

topics included language and migration history, language attitudes, and school perceptions and 

programs. Upon gauging common themes from interviews with each of the five students, I 

facilitated a focus group where students came together to further reflect and elaborate on their 

Spanish language practices, school experiences and language attitudes. Lastly, archival data was 

collected including educational language policy documents, such as the school’s mission and 

vision statements, city-wide demographic information, and a general overview of Miami’s 

bilingual education history. Table 1.1 provides a more-detailed overview of data sources. 

 

Table 1.1 

 

Data Sources___________________________________________________________________ 

 
Observations (divided evenly among students)  

 Mathematics 63 hours / 51 visits 

 Humanities  58 hours / 49 visits 

 Spanish   70 hours / 60 visits  

 Other in-school (e.g., lunch, counselor’s office, ESOL, science)  35 hours / 37 visits 

 Out-of-school visits (e.g., dinner, Three Kings Parade, soccer practice) 44 hours 

Documents  

 Student work in Spanish/Spanglish (August 2012-June 2013)  

  Mathematics 505 pages 

  Humanities  885 pages 

  Spanish   900 pages 

 Archival documents 120 pages 

Individual Interviews/Student Focus Group (N = number of participants)  

 Students N=5 / 7.5 total hours 

 Teachers N=9 / 15 total hours 

 Administrators N=3 / 2.5 total hours 

 Parents N=6 / 7.5 total hours 

 Student focus group N=5 / 1.5 hours 

Audio recordings (N = number of recordings)  

 In-class (e.g., student presentations) N=6 / 13 total minutes 

 Out-of-class/school (student-initiated) N=27 / 1.5 total hours 
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Participants2 

 

Ms. Nuñez, the English Language Coordinator for the middle school, assisted in selecting 

participants for the study according to the following criteria: (a) students who spoke Spanish as a 

first language; (b) students who had a Basic/Intermediate level of English proficiency; (c) 

students who would be interested in participating; and (d) students whose parents would be 

supportive of the project. Students were between 11-13 years old at the start of the study. 

Although no formal attempt at representativeness was made, student participants reflected school 

demographics. Students were of Cuban, Central American and South American origin, and two-

thirds were eligible for free and reduced price lunch. The following profiles briefly describe each 

student’s migration and schooling history, family structure, and academic, social, and linguistic 

background.  

Adrián (6th grade) 

Adrián was born in Alamar, La Habana, Cuba. He attended public schools in Cuba before 

relocating with his parents to Miami. He has one older brother who lives in Cuba. He had one 

older brother who died in a car accident after they moved to Miami. Adrián has been enrolled in 

local public schools since second grade, and he attends an after-school program located in a park 

across from a nearby middle school. Adrián’s mother considered enrolling him in the nearby 

middle school; however, she was concerned that, after school, Adrián could become distracted 

by peers and skip the afternoon program. The family decided to move within the Coral Way 

zone. Adrián began attending Coral Way in fifth grade and now takes a bus directly to the after-

school program. For Adrián, Coral Way was his first Spanish-English bilingual school 

experience. 

                                                 
2 Pseudonyms are used for all educators and students. 
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Adrián believes all classes at Coral Way teach him something new, and he considers 

humanities and English language arts his favorite subjects. He likes humanities because he feels 

that he is “smart in history,” and he thinks it is fun to learn about history. He likes English 

language arts because “it makes you feel like you’re in the inside of the book.” Socially, Adrián 

has strong ties with a few friends but otherwise keeps to himself. During the study, his 

cumulative school grade was a B/C. Adrián had been in the ESOL program during his five years 

in U.S. schools. His English proficiency level was 3 according to Florida’s annual 

Comprehensive English Language Learning Assessment (CELLA). In his free time, Adrián plays 

team soccer and, when his mother allows, video games.  

Adrián’s family identifies as working-class. His mother has a high school education and 

worked twenty years as an accountant in Cuba. During the study, his mother worked as a nail 

stylist at a local salon, and his father was a property manager for several apartments. His mother 

wants Adrián to attend college and become a professional, “que sea algo en este país” (to be 

something in this country). She supports his studies by making a point of meeting all his teachers 

and by ensuring that he completes his homework. Adrián speaks Spanish with family in the U.S. 

and Cuba, with certain friends and teachers, and during visits to Cuba. His mom feels that it is 

important for him to maintain his Spanish so he can talk with family, “mantener las raíces” 

(maintain cultural roots), and have more job opportunities in the future. 

Daniela (6th grade) 

Daniela was born in Manhattan, New York and moved to Colombia as an infant. She 

grew up in Barranquilla as part of a large family with three older sisters and one older brother. 

Her parents divorced, and she relocated with her mother to Miami where she completed first 

grade. Daniela returned to Colombia and, due to differences within the two school systems, had 
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to repeat first grade. She completed second grade in Colombia and subsequently moved back to 

the U.S., where she was required to repeat the second grade. Daniela attended private Spanish-

English bilingual schools in Colombia and various Miami public schools before enrolling in 

Coral Way in sixth grade. Coral Way was her first bilingual school experience in the U.S. During 

the study, Daniela lived with her father, older sisters, and a younger niece and nephew. 

Daniela is outgoing and dreams of being an actress and singer. Outside of school, she 

enjoys spending time with friends and family. Regarding her favorite classes at Coral Way, “the 

way the teacher treats you is how much you like the class.” Daniela experienced a change in her 

class schedule half-way through the school year. She started to neglect her school work due to 

the negative influence of a peer who attended several of her classes. Daniela’s grades dropped as 

a result. One of her teachers and her father met for a conference, where they decided that Daniela 

should be recommended for placement in the International Studies Program (ISP). 

Administration approved the recommendation, and Daniela’s Spanish and humanities classes 

were replaced with ISP Spanish and ISP Humanities. During the study, Daniela’s cumulative 

school grade was a B. She had been in the ESOL program during her six years in U.S. schools, 

and her English proficiency level was 4 according to the CELLA. 

Daniela’s family identifies as upper-middle class. Her father has a bachelor’s degree in 

hotel management and was the owner of both an event-planning company and a hotel in 

Colombia. During the study, he traveled frequently for work connecting large-scale international 

projects with investors. He gives his children guidance and economic support with the goal “que 

salgan con unas raíces más . . . afianzados y creyendo más en ellos mismos” (that they grow up 

with established roots and believe more in themselves). He supports Daniela’s career interests 

and allows her to attend acting classes when her grades are good. Daniela speaks Spanish with 
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her parents, older siblings, family in Colombia, certain friends and teachers, and during visits to 

Barranquilla. Her father believes she should not only maintain her Spanish but also learn more 

languages, citing research in China where students graduate high school speaking four 

languages. He states, “Da agilidad hablar varios idiomas” (It gives flexibility to speak several 

languages). 

Julieta (6th grade) 

Julieta was born in Vertientes, Camagüey, Cuba and moved to Miami with her mother. 

They joined Julieta’s father who had already been working in the U.S. for four years. Julieta is an 

only child. At the time of the study, she lived with her parents and paternal grandmother in a 

condominium in the same building as her aunt and cousin. While in Cuba, Julieta attended public 

schools. Her father had heard positive feedback about Coral Way and moved to the school’s zone 

so Julieta could enroll. In fifth grade, she began attending Coral Way, which was her first 

bilingual school experience.  

Julieta loves mathematics for its relevance to daily life (e.g., taxes, tips, and coupons). 

She also enjoys English language arts and ESOL class, where she believes she learns a lot in a 

day. She dislikes the classes where she feels that all she does is “copy copy copy copy copy copy 

copy copy.” Julieta’s cumulative school grade was a B/C during the study. She had been part of 

the ESOL program since first enrolling at Coral Way, and her English proficiency level was a 1 

according to the CELLA. Outside of school, Julieta likes to watch TV and spend time with her 

family at the park and the beach. 

Julieta’s family identifies as working-class. At the time of the study, her father was 

studying to obtain his certification in air conditioning and refrigeration, and her mother worked 

for a printing company. Julieta’s parents have a high school education. In Cuba, her father 
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worked as a technician of large-scale equipment used in the rice industry. Her mother worked as 

an accountant. Julieta’s parents view education as important and want Julieta to become a 

professional. They support whatever career she wants, but they hope that it will be something 

“con buen futuro” (with a good future). They also believe it is important that she maintains her 

Spanish to talk with family in the U.S. and Cuba and to have more employment opportunities in 

the future. Julieta speaks Spanish with her family in the U.S. and Cuba and with several 

classmates and teachers. Her father thinks that being bilingual broadens one’s education: 

Se mueve como en dos medios, no, como en dos literaturas [. . .] dos idiomas para mí no 

representan solamente dos idiomas, inglés y español, no, sino son como dos culturas. 

Entonces, la persona que domina bien bien puede como . . . gana las dos culturas.  

(One moves in two mediums, in two bodies of knowledge [. . .] for me, two languages do 

not only represent two languages, English and Spanish, but they are like two cultures. 

Therefore, the person who speaks very well can . . . acquire two cultures).  

  

Grecia (7th grade) 

Grecia was born in Panama City, Panama. For seven years while her mother was 

pursuing higher education, Grecia lived with her maternal grandmother in Las Tablas, a smaller 

town four hours from the capital. Grecia is an only child. She attended private schools in 

Panama. She completed part of third grade there and had to repeat third grade when she moved 

with her mother and stepfather to the greater Miami area. Grecia has been in U.S. schools for 

five years. Her parents bought a house in the Coral Way school zone because of the school’s 

good reputation and to be within close proximity to her mother’s work. Grecia began attending 

Coral Way in sixth grade, and the school was her first bilingual school experience. 

Grecia is socially reserved in large groups yet talkative with her friends. She likes civics 

class because the teacher is funny and lets students work in groups. She also likes humanities 

because the teacher is funny, and “it’s like he likes teaching.” She likes her English language arts 

and ESOL classes but thinks that the two should be combined into one class because material is 
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often repeated. During the study, Grecia’s cumulative school grade was a B/C. She had been in 

the ESOL program since entering U.S. schools, and her English proficiency level was a 3 

according to the CELLA. When not at school, Grecia enjoys spending time with friends and 

“tweeting” on Twitter. 

Grecia’s family identifies as middle class. Grecia’s stepfather is retired from the U.S. 

Coast Guard and has been working at a regional supermarket. Her mother has a bachelor’s 

degree in Law and a master’s degree in International Law and Human Rights. At the time of the 

study, her mother worked in a leadership position at the Panamanian Consulate. Her mother 

stresses to Grecia the importance of a formal education: 

La mejor herencia que yo le puedo dejar es la del estudio, de convertirse en una 

profesional, de que no solamente aprenda el idioma inglés y el español que ya conoce 

sino que aprenda también otros idiomas . . . tengo planificado para ella que meterla 

eventualmente en una escuela de francés, italiano y mi esposo quiere que estudie 

mandarín.  

(The greatest inheritance that I can leave her is an education, to become a professional, to 

learn not only English and Spanish, which she already knows, but also to learn other 

languages . . . I have planned to send her to a school to learn French, Italian, and my 

husband wants her to learn Mandarin). 

 

 Her mother feels it is imperative that Grecia maintains her Spanish and that learning 

languages affords her daughter more opportunities “de eligir donde quiere, como quiere . . . va a 

ampliar su horizonte” (to choose where and how she wants . . . it is going to expand her 

horizon). Grecia speaks Spanish with her mother, her family in Panama, and with certain 

teachers. She also enjoys yearly visits to Panama. 

Nico (7th grade) 

Nico was born in San Pedro Sula, Cortes, Honduras. For seven years he lived with his 

maternal grandfather after his mother moved to the U.S. in search of better employment 

opportunities. Nico is an only child. He attended private Spanish-English bilingual schools in 
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Honduras before joining his mother in the U.S. His mother received positive feedback about 

Coral Way and spent three months driving throughout the school’s surrounding neighborhoods in 

search of a place available for rent. Nico enrolled in Coral Way in seventh grade.  

Nico dreams of going to college, becoming a doctor, and opening his own hospital in the 

U.S. At Coral Way, he particularly enjoys civics class. The civics teacher often provides extra 

time for homework completion, one of many examples in which Nico feels that his teacher “nos 

entiende” (understands us). He also likes all his Spanish-instruction classes because they are in 

his language: humanities, where he loves learning geography and about other cultures; Spanish, 

which is easy for him; and mathematics, which he has always liked since he was little. At the 

time of the study, Nico’s cumulative school grade was an A/B. He had just started the ESOL 

program, and his English proficiency level was a 2 according to the CELLA. Outside of school, 

Nico enjoys playing team soccer, watching TV and movies, and playing video games. 

Nico’s family identifies as middle class. At the time of the study, Nico lived with his 

mother and stepfather. His mother has a high school education. In Honduras, she worked as an 

administrative assistant. Since moving to Miami, she has worked in various dry cleaners along 

with Nico’s stepfather. Nico’s mother supports his plan of going to college and becoming a 

doctor. One of her main goals for Nico is “meterlo a que aprenda otro idioma” (enroll him in 

classes to learn an additional language), stating Italian, French, and Portuguese as desirable 

options. Nico speaks Spanish with his family members in the U.S. and Honduras, friends at 

school, and certain teachers. He also enjoys yearly visits to Honduras. His mother wants him to 

maintain his Spanish so that he will have better and higher-paid employment opportunities in the 

future.  
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Summary 

Many similarities surfaced as I learned from students’ migration stories and transnational 

schooling experiences. Several students lived separated from their mother or father for many 

years while their parent was establishing an economic, legal, and/or educational foundation. 

While students’ extended families spanned continental borders, students’ nuclear families were 

quite small, with multiple students being only children, a commonality that I too shared with 

them. Furthermore, four of the five students in the study were immigrants. This higher 

percentage of foreign-born students reflects Miami’s foreign-born population yet contrasts with 

research which indicates that two-thirds of English language learners nationwide are born in the 

United States (Institute for Language and Education Policy, 2011). 

What most surprised me regarding students’ U.S. schooling experiences was the number 

of years they had been classified as ESOL. Florida’s expectation is that students exit the ESOL 

program after 3 years. However, more than half of students had been part of the ESOL program 

for 5-6 years. Four of the five students preferred to speak English with me and with many of 

their peers and teachers. When I visited English-instruction classes (e.g., social studies and 

science) and mentioned to teachers that I was there to shadow students in the ESOL program as 

part of my research, many of the teachers were surprised to learn that my participant was in 

ESOL. Their eyes widened in disbelief. Astonishment came from classmates as well. Upon 

learning that my participants were in ESOL, peers would often comment, “But you speak perfect 

English?” Several participants shared information relating to their elementary experience at 

another Miami public school. They mentioned that, aside from extra time during standardized 

tests, “you didn't really know you were ESOL.” This distinction became more pronounced when 

they entered Coral Way’s middle school. They were required to attend an extra English class, 
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and their class schedules did not offer the opportunity for an elective. Thus, even participants 

themselves were surprised upon realizing their own ESOL status. 

What came through during conversations and interviews with parents was their extensive 

support of their child’s education. Parents drew upon their social network of co-workers, family 

members, friends, and realtors to select Coral Way as their school of choice and move within its 

zone. Many parents mentioned their observation of the student bodies entering and exiting 

various schools and considered the benefits and potential risks of enrolling their children there. 

Their navigational capital (Yosso, 2005) in maneuvering through the educational system resulted 

in finding a positive learning environment for their children. Within school walls, parents 

continued to navigate the system. A clear example of this occurred when Daniela’s father learned 

about the ISP program and advocated for his daughter’s placement in ISP Spanish and ISP 

Humanities.  

In addition to supporting their children’s schooling, parents felt that it was important that 

their children maintain Spanish. While the Spanish-English dual language program was not 

identified as a factor in their choosing of Coral Way, parents acknowledged the program as a 

great way for their children to develop both languages. They recognized the familial, cultural, 

and economic benefits of being bilingual. Their aspirations for their children’s language 

development went beyond the knowledge of two languages to include three and four languages. 

Parents supported opportunities for their children to travel to their countries of origin. By 2013, 

all student participants were able to legally travel to and from the United States, and during the 

study, three students visited their countries of origin.  
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Data Analysis 

Analysis was ongoing in that the design of data sources was informed by the research 

process. My observations of students in their classes, together with my research questions, 

propelled my interview protocols for students and teachers. This grounded approach considered 

macro-level and micro-level issues in the formulation of interview questions with the intent to 

give voice to and interpret participant responses (Strauss & Corbin, 1994). Observations and 

common themes across students’ interview responses informed student focus group questions. 

Furthermore, initial conversations with parents helped to generate topics for further conversation.  

Interview and focus group responses were fully transcribed in the language of the 

interview. The majority of the interview was typed verbatim, and descriptive information (e.g., 

years of teaching and previous employment) was paraphrased or typed in English. Field notes 

were also typed. Spanish transcriptions and their English translations were checked with native 

Spanish-speakers prior to publishing in written research.  

All transcriptions and images of student work were uploaded and coded in ATLAS.ti®. A 

coding scheme was created to assist in the process of organizing and analyzing the data. Various 

coding types were used, such as organizational (e.g., Spanish writing), substantive (e.g., ESOL 

as system), and theoretical (e.g., standard Spanish) (Maxwell, 2005). The purpose of coding was 

to group similar ideas together and determine if patterns emerged from the codes. Patterns were 

explored at the individual level (e.g., Daniela’s Spanish speaking in Mathematics class) as well 

as across students (e.g., mirroring language of instruction). 

I referenced my research questions and coding patterns in the selection of key findings. 

Triangulation increases the likelihood of sound findings and reduces the risk that conclusions 

reflect biases or limitations of a specific data source (Maxwell, 2005). With each detailed 
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analysis, I ensured triangulation of data (e.g., student work + observations + interviews). In my 

description of findings, I strived to center students’ experiences through inclusion of direct 

quotes and examples from multiple data sources. 

 

Outline of Articles and Prospective Journals 

The first article, “‘It’s How We Get Along’—Translanguaging in Middle-School 

Mathematics Class”, explores the translanguaging practices of five Latina/o emerging bilinguals, 

who attended a Spanish-English dual language school where mathematics was taught bilingually. 

This case study re-presents students learning English as a second language as emerging 

bilinguals who access, maintain and develop their first language to varying degrees. Data sources 

included six months of classroom observations, students’ mathematics work, and interviews with 

students and their mathematics teachers. Informed by funds of knowledge and multimodality 

frameworks, findings reveal how students engaged in translanguaging to mediate their 

understanding of mathematics. Students’ translanguaging involved multimodality in their 

alternation of language modes (e.g., speaking, listening, reading, and writing) and other modes 

(e.g., imagery and gestures). Their language practices were influenced by socio-historical and 

institutional factors as members of Spanish-speaking families of various countries of origin, as 

Latinas/os living in Miami, as students attending a dual language school, and as mathematics 

learners with different mathematics histories. Findings reveal how students maintained their 

bilingualism by utilizing their Spanish language abilities to recall, demonstrate, and expand upon 

their mathematics knowledge. This research has implications for the teaching and learning of 

mathematics among emerging bilinguals. 
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This article will be submitted to The Modern Language Journal3. The journal is 

published by John Wiley & Sons in Hoboken, NJ and is currently edited by Dr. Heidi Byrnes 

(Georgetown University) and Dr. Charlene Polio (Michigan State University). In recent years, 

The Modern Language Journal has published research, including case studies, on 

translanguaging in schools (Canagarajah 2011; Creese & Blackledge, 2010). Recent issues have 

included articles with images. The Modern Language Journal is an international refereed journal 

with an interest in second or foreign language learning. The journal is particularly interested in 

publishing high quality work in non-English languages and issues of concern to more than one 

language and geographic location. Authors of case studies of single institutions are encouraged 

to discuss what the particular case offers to readers who work in other locations or with other 

languages. The Modern Language Journal is a competitive journal with an impact factor of 

1.114 and rank of 31/162 in Linguistics. Articles should have between 8,000-10,000 words, 

including tables, notes, appendices, and references. The manuscript should include a 200 word 

abstract and up to six keywords. The internal and external review process may take 

approximately 4-6 months.  

The second article, “More than a Name: Spanish-Speaking Youth Articulating Bilingual 

Identities”, explores how middle-school Latina/o youth articulate their intersecting language 

identities as part of larger institutional and transnational experiences. In their expression of youth 

identities, students endeavored to make sense of multiple labels ascribed to them as members of 

the English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) program and the significance for students 

being Spanish-speakers. In doing so, students brought to the forefront the fluid space in which 

they navigate—a space between their literal and physical involvement in the ESOL program and 

                                                 
3 For more information, visit http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1540-4781 
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their conceptualization of what this membership represents. This case study draws from semi-

structured individual interviews and focus groups with students as well as classroom 

observations. Findings show how youth resisted various images that the ESOL label reified and 

the ways in which students expressed the cultural, communicative, and economic benefits of 

their Spanish identities. The article discusses implications for language policy and programming, 

with particular emphasis on the consequences that institutional naming has for language identity 

development. 

This article will be submitted to Journal of Language, Identity, & Education4. The 

journal is published by Taylor & Francis Group in Philadelphia, PA and is currently edited by 

Dr. Thomas Ricento (University of Calgary) and Dr. Terrence Wiley (Arizona State University). 

The Journal of Language, Identity, & Education has published research, including case studies, 

on identity labels (Starks, 2010), multiple identities of university students (Achugar, 2006;  

Su Kim, 2003), and youth enactment of language policies (McCarty, Romero-Little, Warhol, & 

Zepeda, 2009). The journal can benefit from more research on K-12 youth. The Journal of 

Language, Identity, & Education is a peer reviewed journal with an initial screening from the 

editor and refereeing by two anonymous referees. The journal is interested in publishing research 

that explores relations between home language and school language, the formation and 

consequences of identities in educational contexts, and language policies in education. The 

impact factor, rank, and review timeframe could not be found. Articles should have between 

5,000-9,000 words, including references, notes, and tables/figures. The manuscript should 

include a 150 word abstract and up to six keywords. 

                                                 
4 For more information, visit http://www.tandfonline.com/loi/hlie20#.U2K6WvldUnV 
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There is limited research on the heritage language learning experiences of K-12 students, 

and particularly on their writing development in school. For heritage language learners in the 

United States, writing development continues a literary tradition fractured by their enrollment in 

English-dominant schools. The third article, “Spanish Writing in the Classroom: The Need for 

Critical Heritage Language Education”, explores the Spanish writing opportunities of five 

middle-school students in “Spanish for Spanish Speakers” class. This case study draws from 

heritage language education, critical applied linguistics, and community-based literacy 

perspectives in the analysis of student writing. As student writing opportunities cannot be 

isolated from teacher practices, pedagogical and institutional factors are also considered. 

Findings show how students’ writing development was highly prescriptive, with an emphasis on 

grammar and vocabulary and a limited understanding of language variation. The inclusion of 

topics such as figurative language, and processes such as arts integration provided opportunities 

for students to share their lived experiences through writing. This research offers theoretical 

implications and recommendations for literacy development among heritage language learners. 

This article will be submitted to Applied Linguistics5. The journal is published by Oxford 

University Press in Cary, NC and is currently edited by Dr. Ken Hyland (The University of Hong 

Kong) and Dr. John Hellermann (Portland State University). Applied Linguistics has published 

research, including case studies, which contest the notion of “heritage learners” (Blackledge & 

Creese, 2008; Rothman & Treffers-Daller, 2014). Recently, the journal published a special issue 

on transnationalism, language/variety and identity (De Fina & Perrino, 2013; Li Wei & Zhu Hua, 

2013). Applied Linguistics utilizes a double-blind peer review process. The journal is interested 

in publishing research that explores first and additional language learning, teaching, and use. 

                                                 
5 For more information, visit http://applij.oxfordjournals.org/ 
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Applied Linguistics is interested in the handling of problems in a principled way by reference to 

theoretical studies. Applied Linguistics is a competitive journal with an impact factor of 1.5 and 

rank of 16/160 in Linguistics. Articles should not exceed 8,500 words, including all material for 

publication in the print version. The manuscript should include a 175 word abstract. Review 

timeframe could not be found. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

Through a nuanced understanding of how individuals use language, taken-for-granted 

assumptions of language can be problematized. Woolard and Schieffelin (1994) note that 

language ideology is “a process involving struggles among multiple conceptualizations and 

demanding the recognition of variation and contestation within a community as well as 

contradictions within individuals” (p. 71). This ethnographic case study of the Spanish 

production among middle-school Latina/o emerging bilinguals highlights struggles and variation 

in conceptualizing language as part of larger socio-historical and institutional contexts. Student 

involvement in both the Spanish-English dual language and ESOL programs provides a unique 

lens to interrogate language ideologies. 

  

Language as Standard 

Ideologies of language quality and “full languageness” are consistently associated with 

structure and order (Blommaert, 1999). Within Coral Way’s mandatory Spanish-English dual 

language program, a ranking of languages exists. English is the dominant language of student 

placement and assessment. Students’ proficiency in English determines inclusion in or exclusion 

from the ESOL program. Inclusion in ESOL signifies exclusion from an elective in middle 

school. Students’ level of English proficiency indicates their particular English language arts 

class. Furthermore, mathematics placement tests are in English as well as all annual FCAT 

exams6, the scores of which are also used to determine student placement. As a result of Coral 

Way’s small student body and English-based placement system, students in the ESOL program 

share many classes. While 22% of middle-school students are in ESOL, students in the study 

                                                 
6 Depending on the grade-level, students complete FCAT exams in English Reading, English Writing, Mathematics, 

and Science. 
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were enrolled in classes where, on average, 44% of students in their grade were in ESOL. Aside 

from the higher concentration of ESOL students in the same classes, the school’s English-based 

placement process had additional effects. At times, students were enrolled in content-area classes 

below their academic level, a reality that was observed in the study. Students’ perceived full 

English languageness, as determined by state-imposed test-based means, steered students toward 

certain classes and schedules.  

Whereas English is used to formally test and place all students, the school uses a less 

formal and more subjective process to place students in their Spanish and Humanities classes. 

Most students are in regular Spanish and Humanities. Students who were nominated by their 

teachers to be in ISP during their elementary years and have maintained good grades enroll in 

ISP Spanish and ISP Humanities in middle school. To assess new students’ Spanish proficiency, 

school administration conducts an informal interview with the student in Spanish to gauge 

his/her Spanish-speaking abilities. Aside from the oral interview, administration talks with the 

student’s parents and considers their child’s history with Spanish, such as prior bilingual 

schooling experiences and his/her number of years living in Miami. Administration likes to keep 

the ISP program small to acknowledge the hundreds of hours of after-school ISP involvement 

that students had during elementary school and to recognize their parents’ ongoing support. 

Therefore, few new students enter ISP. Only via teacher recommendations does a student enter 

ISP. Unlike the test-based means of full English languageness, full Spanish languageness is 

determined via past ISP participation, a type of Spanish inheritance through an exclusive 

program. Distinct from participation in ESOL, enrollment in ISP does not have any adverse 

consequences, such as the inability to enroll in an elective. Furthermore, as seen in the study, 

participation in ISP generates school-supported opportunities for students to demonstrate their 
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full Spanish languageness in public formats. These out-of-school opportunities do not exist in 

English for students in the ESOL program. 

Teachers’ ideologies of standard Spanish shaped and were shaped by macro-level 

policies that placed students into particular Spanish classes based on perceptions of students’ full 

Spanish languageness. Teachers viewed students in ISP to have an advanced Spanish vocabulary 

level, possess a strong ability to understand, read and write in Spanish, and be academically 

motivated. Teacher perspectives of students’ Spanish proficiency in the regular classes differed. 

While the majority of teachers did not support the notion of an “español ideal” (ideal Spanish), 

their beliefs were more associated with Spanish speaking than with Spanish writing. Teachers’ 

ideological inconsistencies seeped through when asked how they perceived students’ Spanish 

writing. Teachers indicated, “malísimo” (awful) or “una de las cosas que peor llevan” (one of 

students’ worst [language] aspects). They referenced students’ difficulties with grammar (e.g., 

conjugation and gender), sound-spelling conventions (e.g., b and v), and syntax (e.g., using 

English ways of expression). Although teachers understood students’ difficulties as bilingual 

transfers (Soltero-González, Escamilla, & Hopewell, 2012), they seldom revised student work. 

For example, mathematics and humanities teachers indicated their habit of grading student work 

for content purposes such as students’ understanding of subject-area concepts, rather than for 

writing conventions unique to the Spanish language. For students, formal Spanish writing 

development was limited to opportunities in their Spanish language arts classes. As observed in 

the study, these opportunities varied depending on pedagogical (e.g., discrete skills instruction 

and arts integration) and institutional (e.g., large class sizes and limited technology) factors. 

What was common in student work, however, was a reflection of teachers’ standard language 

ideologies regarding writing. 
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When students spoke about their own Spanish writing, beliefs of standard language 

surfaced. They perceived writing to be their weakest ability in Spanish and expressed their 

difficulty in remembering complex sound-spelling conventions and tilde placement. For students, 

the importance of standard written language was influenced by their experiences in Spanish 

language arts. As observed in student work, Spanish lessons often focused on grammar and 

spelling. Furthermore, students’ writing struggles were reinforced through teachers’ written 

comments. Teachers seldom responded to students’ ideas and instead emphasized students’ 

deviations from standard Spanish. Students’ ideologies of standard written language were shaped 

by teachers’ pedagogical and assessment practices in Spanish language arts. 

 

Language as Evolving 

Miami, with its reputation as both a piece of the U.S. and a piece of Latin America, 

represents a borderlands. All participants in the study made reference to the “ambiente latino” 

(Latin environment) as a unique characteristic of Miami. The merger of people of different 

nationalities creates opportunities for learning. As one teacher stated, “[hay] mucha inmigración 

de otras partes, que aprendemos de ellos cosas que no nos imaginábamos y vamos aprendiendo, 

ellos de nosotros, nosotros de ellos y de la misma cultura de aquí.” (there is a lot of immigration 

from other places, so we learn from them things that we never imagined, and we continue 

learning, them from us, us from them, and from the very own culture here.). The borderlands 

offers an appropriate context to explore ideologies of language change.  

The Coral Way community of students, educators, and parents rejected the notion of an 

ideal Spanish. Students recognized that Spanish-speakers differed in their ways of speaking, such 

as sentence structure, accent, and vocabulary. They noted examples like the accent from Spain 
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and the multiple ways of saying “crispetas” (popcorn) and “mamey” (tropical fruit). Parents and 

teachers, too, raised awareness of differences in speaking and articulated an ideology of 

communicative competence: “la importancia de la lengua es poder entenderse la persona, no la 

perfección del idioma en si.” (the importance of language is to make oneself understood, not 

perfection of the language itself.), “lo importante es que nos entendamos y que tenga riqueza 

expresiva.” (what is important is that we understand each other and that [language] has richness 

in expression and fluidity.), “el lenguaje español en si, ideal no existe, existe una conversación 

adecuada según la persona que está hablando” (the Spanish language itself, ideal, does not 

exist, what exists is an appropriate conversation according to the person who is speaking.), and 

“como hablarlo correctamente o sea utilizar las palabras adecuadas en el momento que debe 

utilizarlas.” (how to speak correctly, in other words to use the appropriate words in the moment 

that you should use them.). Through opportunities to communicate with Spanish-speakers of 

different language varieties, students, educators, and parents adopted beliefs of language change. 

For them, the Spanish language itself was an abstract idea, unable to be defined; what was 

clearer was the function of the Spanish language as a malleable medium for understanding. 

The borderlands of Miami not only includes the convergence of speakers of various 

Spanish language varieties, it also represents a space where English and Spanish intersect. All 

students in the study codeswitched between English and Spanish in their speaking and writing. 

Students were aware of their own mixing of languages. Grecia describes the language of her peer 

group: 

In the group that I am in, they speak a little bit of both, they mix up languages, like they 

say, ‘oh la lámpara’ (the lamp) or something like that . . . they mix up a lot. Like they 

forget a word in English or if they’re speaking just Spanish at the moment, they forget the 

word in Spanish and they say it in English. It’s like sort of like bilingual. 
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While Grecia and her friends recognized their mixed languaging practice as bilingual, 

other students referred to it as “Spanglish”. Their reference to Spanglish did not imply notions of 

a stigmatized variety; rather, students mentioned Spanglish as a communicative tool in their 

everyday lives. They indicated they “talk Spanglish” with their parents, teachers, and peers. 

Students were not the only ones who named their own language. A father in the study noted: 

Creo que va a haber un fenómeno . . . que en la calle ser bilingüe dice Spanglish. Pero 

creo que es serio. Yo creo que los niños hoy hablan un idioma que no es inglés ni 

español. Es diferente cuando tú aprendes otro idioma. Si tú hablas alemán, tú hablas 

alemán e inglés. Italiano, tú hablas italiano e inglés pero cuando tú hablas inglés y 

español, sale una tercera lengua . . . [los niños] se identifican con una lengua que no es 

ingles ni español . . . no es inglés inglés ni español español. 

(I believe that there is going to be a phenomenon . . . that on the streets, they say to be 

bilingual is Spanglish. But I believe that it is serious. I believe that children today speak a 

language that is not English nor Spanish. It is different when you learn another language. 

If you speak German, you speak German and English. Italian, you speak Italian and 

English, but when you speak English and Spanish, a third language emerges . . . [the 

children] identify with a language that is not English nor Spanish . . . it is not English 

English nor Spanish Spanish.) 

 

For children growing up bilingual, they create a third language. This third language is not 

a clear amalgamation of English and Spanish that can be pulled apart to expose the languages of 

its makeup in pure form. Rather, this third language, in many ways, is students’ first language. It 

is students’ foundation for expression. As Daniela says, “it’s how we get along”. 

Through interviews and conversations with students, educators and parents, notions of 

language as evolving surfaced with regard to students’ Spanish writing. Most everyone 

mentioned the importance of reading as a way for Spanish-speaking youth to improve their 

Spanish. Students indicated the benefits of reading in Spanish, such as learning new vocabulary 

and practicing grammar. Parents and educators articulated the strong link between reading and 

writing. Through reading, one can observe how words are used in context, as well as language 

structure and spelling. Students, however, expressed an aversion to reading. Grecia stated:  
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I don’t really practice reading in Spanish, just because I don’t like reading, and I don’t do 

it [in English] or Spanish, I don’t really read in any of the languages. I only read when I 

have to, like in Mr. Aguilera’s [humanities] class, if he calls on me I’m gonna read.  

  

In her response to the best way to improve one’s Spanish, Daniela said, “reading, which 

is something that I will never do. I’d rather stay really bad in Spanish than actually read.” Adrián 

indicated that he reads mostly in English and that he only reads at school. Comments were made 

by students who had been enrolled in U.S. schools for 5-6 years and with predominantly 

monolingual elementary experiences in the U.S. Further research is needed with regard to 

students’ reading experiences and the connection between reading and writing in the heritage 

language. 

Further research should also consider the influences of digital literacies on students’ 

writing practices. As one father stated, “la humanidad en lo que más a adelantar sin lugar a 

duda es en la comunicación” (where humanity will most progress without a doubt is in 

communication.). Rapid forms of communication (e.g., text, video chat, and Twitter) are part of 

students’ everyday language practices. The shortening of words has become a part of 

communicating, shifting notions of linguistic purism. As one mother commented, “Nadie escribe 

perfecto ni en inglés ni en español. La misma situación tecnológica, el escritura lo está poniendo 

como algo secundario. Ya la gente lo habla es de contarle que te entiendan o qué, aunque sea 

mal escrito.” (No one writes perfectly in English nor Spanish. The same technological state is 

placing writing as secondary. Now people [use] language to make oneself understood, even if 

poorly written.). The impact of technological advances on language has created a space to 

explore new constructions of language ideologies. Consideration of written communicative 

competence converges with ideas of standard written language.  
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Language as Dynamic 

As members of the ESOL and dual language programs, students were in a unique 

position to interrogate language policies. Blackledge and Creese (2008) comment on the active 

role of those on the receiving end of language transmission:  

Simply the process of ‘passing on’ [linguistic] resources will alter them . . . those who 

seek to preserve and pass on certain sets of resources may find that the next generation 

either rejects imposed subject positions, contests the validity or significance of resources, 

or appropriates them for other purposes (p. 537).  

 

Students aligned with language policies that recognized and favored their realities as 

bilinguals. On the other hand, students rejected attempts to manage language and define them as 

language speakers. 

Mathematics class provided students with a principal space to engage in fluid language 

practices. Students’ dynamic bilingualism was influenced by language policies at multiple levels. 

The school district’s provision of mathematics materials in English and Spanish, and the school 

administration’s indication that mathematics utilize bilingual instruction created opportunities for 

language choice in the classroom. Teachers instructed in Spanish or frequently alternated 

between Spanish and English. On the overhead projector, they displayed definitions, textbook 

pages, and FCAT practice problems in English. In addition, students chose the language of their 

workbook. This creation of a bilingual and biliterate space fostered translanguaging as a meso-

level language practice among students and teachers. Teachers sought to facilitate students’ 

mathematics understanding and therefore accepted students’ Spanish or English oral and written 

responses. Students accessed their complete linguistic repertoires as they engaged in micro-level 

interactions, such as mirroring the language of instruction, codeswitching, parallel speech, and 

parallel writing. Furthermore, students relied on modes other than language, such as images and 

gestures, to mediate their understanding of mathematics. While not a de jure language policy, 
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translanguaging became a normative de facto policy of practice shaped by dynamic macro-level 

bilingual policy.  

Whereas students’ ideologies of language as dynamic aligned with mathematics learning, 

their beliefs clashed with ideologies that categorized them as language speakers. As members of 

the ESOL program, students confronted institutionally-created labels of them. Positioned as 

“stupid” and “REF” by their peers, students sought to re-position themselves through language. 

In their expression, students rejected narrow definitions of ESOL as someone who lacks English 

and therefore intellect. Instead, they highlighted their multilayered identities as bilinguals and 

articulated the cultural, communicative, and economic benefits of their bilingualism. In addition, 

students challenged macro-level language policies that placed them in certain classes 

(Developmental Language Arts) instead of others (e.g., art, band, or physical education) and 

defined when students achieved English proficiency (passage of CELLA). Students voiced 

suggestions for alternative macro-level policies for students in ESOL, such as one 

comprehensive English language arts class, inclusion of an elective, and exit processes that 

emphasized teacher assessment of student’s English proficiency.   

 

Limitations 

This ethnographic study is limited in several ways. First, Coral Way was selected out of 

convenience because of its established dual language program which extended through the 

middle-school years. Therefore, selection bias is a possibility. Second, data collection methods 

influenced students’ Spanish speaking and writing. The researcher’s original intent was to 

understand students’ Spanish language practices inside and outside of school. The latter context 

proved difficult to develop and maintain throughout the study. While I shared time and activities 
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with all families, these occasions were limited in comparison to the time I spent with students in 

school. Furthermore, my desire for students to record their own Spanish language practices 

outside of class was somewhat unfulfilled. Although students were excited at the beginning of 

the project to receive their own audio-recorders and permission to use the devices in school 

settings (e.g., homeroom, lunch, and hallways), students recorded few conversations. Despite 

reminders, students mentioned many reasons for not recording. Some indicated they had to 

prioritize their schoolwork. Others mentioned they spoke English with their friends during the 

school day. One student indicated conversations with friends and family were private. Still, 

another was concerned the audio-recorder might be tampered with at school. In the end, only 

some students produced recordings, which varied in length and student participation. This data 

source was narrower in scope than other sources. 

Regarding the in-school context, various factors contributed to the capturing of students’ 

Spanish speaking and writing. I sat as close to each participant as possible and recorded his/her 

oral participation via field notes. Audio- and video-recording seemed invasive to the already 

personal shadowing experience. In addition, since I was observing only one student’s class 

participation, audio- and video-recording would include more hours of silence than speech. As a 

result, some of the benefits received from audio- and video-recording were obtained to a lesser 

extent in field notes. For example, I did not always note paralinguistic features, such as a 

student’s tone of voice, vowel sounds, or gestures. Even without audio and video, I am aware 

that my researcher presence may have inhibited students from fully participating and socializing. 

I tried to minimize my presence by remaining in my seat, maintaining silence, and paying 

attention to class activities. While at first, students and teachers saw me as a new face in the 

classroom, they seemed to adapt to my frequent visits. Even by the end of the study, I sensed that 
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many students were unaware of my purpose for joining their class or that I was shadowing one of 

their peers.  

Third, my own Spanish proficiency influenced data collection. Although I have an 

advanced level of Spanish proficiency, I am not a native speaker. My non-native status most 

affected my Spanish comprehension. Different from reading, writing and speaking, it is more 

difficult to take one’s time comprehending speech. There were times when I did not hear all or 

part of what was said, and the quickness of the moment did not allow for repetition. Lastly, the 

case study includes only five students and one school site. However, various research aspects 

promote internal and external generalizability. For example, characteristics of student 

participants represented school demographics in terms of ethnicity, first language, and 

socioeconomic status. Four of the five participants were born outside of the U.S., which is 

slightly higher yet similar to the percent of foreign-born Latinas/os in Miami. This research has 

external generalizability in that students’ experiences as emerging bilinguals may be comparable 

to the experiences of students in programs such as ESOL. For example, students’ articulation of 

multiple identities, including institutionalized ones, and their reliance on Spanish as a tool for 

learning may be commonalities. Students’ enrollment in language and content-area classes with 

peers of varying proficiency and ability levels suggest further similarities. Finally, this research 

may broaden or deepen one’s understanding of middle school as a time of transition for language 

minority students.   

 

Implications 

With its main purpose of exploring students’ Spanish language practices in a dual 

language school, this study suggests implications, including recommendations, for language 
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planning and policy (LPP). The three main LPP activities as described by McCarty (2011) 

provide an appropriate model for discussion. These activities include status planning, corpus 

planning, and acquisition planning. My time at Coral Way prior to the study will also be 

considered as this participatory experience provided me with additional insight into the dual 

language program.  

 

Status Planning 

Status planning relates to the use of certain languages for particular purposes in specific 

domains (e.g., education, media, and the workplace). Status planning is often undertaken by 

politicians and administrators. In Miami in the 1960s, Spanish was deemed a language of 

importance in public schools. With federal funding and support, Spanish-English bilingual 

education programs served to educate Cuban refugee children and their upper- and middle-class 

families. Schooling not only centered on learning to read and write in both languages, but it also 

served to impart nationalistic ideals of democracy during an era of anti-communist sentiment and 

prepare Cuban families for what the U.S. government thought would be a quick return. Aside 

from U.S. government monies, in 1963, the national Ford Foundation allocated $278,000 across 

multiple locations (e.g., Florida, California, Arizona, and New York) for bilingual programs and 

multilingual resources. Yet not all areas have continued to receive funding for additive bilingual 

programs, which is a much larger debate than the scope of this study.  

Currently, with more decentralized funding flows for language programs, it is important 

to explore status planning along with local contexts. As Pennycook (2010) suggests, “we can 

start to develop more sophisticated geographies of linguistic happenings, which take us beyond 

the idea of language use in context and instead operate with a more dynamic understanding of 
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the construction of place and language together” (p. 9). Coral Way’s Spanish-English dual 

language program in Miami provides a particular context in which to understand historically and 

culturally grounded language ideologies. 

A key aspect of status planning is language vitality. More than half of Miami residents 

speak Spanish as either a first, second, or third language. Spanish is part of Miami’s linguistic 

landscape via audio and visual means. Radio stations, TV channels, newspapers, magazines, 

billboards, and window signs are some of the mediums for communication in Spanish. 

Furthermore, Spanish is a principal language of the local economy as well as the greater Pan-

American network of trade, tourism, and commerce. As observed in the study, students, 

educators, and parents recognized the importance of speaking Spanish for communication 

purposes and greater employment opportunities. Their language ideologies were not only 

localized to Miami but spanned state and national borders. 

Coral Way’s bilingual program could not be maintained without internal and external 

funding and support. The school receives funding from multiple sources including Miami-Dade 

County Public Schools, the Ministry of Education in Spain, non-profit parent associations 

(Parent Teacher Association and Spanish International Parents Association), and recently the 

private non-profit Spain-Florida Foundation 500 Years. Funding covers various resources such 

as textbooks, literature, technology, field trips, visiting authors and dignitaries, and teachers from 

Spain and their salaries. Furthermore, Coral Way has very dedicated and experienced faculty and 

staff. Many have worked at Coral Way for more than ten, twenty, or even thirty years. Effective 

hiring and partnerships are key components in the continued strength of Coral Way’s dual 

language program. 
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In terms of language status maintenance and elevation, the vitality and promotion of 

language from the community should also come from schools. The two realms should reinforce 

one another. While Coral Way is known in the community as a “good school,” more recognition 

of the school’s history and dual language program is needed. Coral Way educators and staff are 

aware of the school’s origin as the first Spanish-English bilingual school in the United States. 

They also believe the dual language program is what makes the school unique; however students, 

parents, and community members are less aware of these aspects. Coral Way should strive to 

inform these latter constituents of the school’s distinctiveness. This transparency should extend 

beyond Miami to the nation.  

A prominent feature of Coral Way’s bilingual program is the opportunity for students to 

enroll in AP Spanish in 8th grade. Typically, AP classes are part of one’s high school experience 

instead of during the middle-school years. Over 1/3 of Coral Way students enroll in AP Spanish. 

Between 50-60 students take the AP exam every year, and only 1-2 students receive a score 

lower than 3. Students’ success contributes to the district’s success. In M-DCPS, more individual 

Latina/o students score 3 or above on AP exams than anywhere else in the country. Furthermore, 

when Coral Way promotes its “A” status, it should reiterate that it is a bilingual school. Excelling 

programs are financially supported, as the principal notes, “the success, you know ensuring that 

the students continue to be successful has definitely assured our funding on a yearly basis.” Coral 

Way should make a greater effort to promote itself publicly as both a dual language school and 

an academically strong student body. 

Recognition of the school as a bilingual community is an important part of status 

planning. Coral Way should continue its tradition of morning announcements in both Spanish 

and English, student work displays, and student participation in public poetry, history, and 
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literature contests and expositions. As the entire school is dual language, students in all classes 

should have the opportunity to participate in public events, not solely students in select 

classrooms and in the ISP program. Furthermore, Coral Way should have more school-wide 

events to promote and recognize students’ bilingualism and multiple heritages. These events 

should be held during the day when all students are present. Within classrooms, teachers can 

promote the status of Spanish by displaying signs with motivational messages regarding the 

advantages of speaking and writing in two or more languages. Teachers can continue to embrace 

students’ dynamic bilingual practices such as translanguaging and transliteracy. As observed in 

the study, translanguaging had an elevated status in school as a way for students to communicate 

and understand mathematics. 

 

Corpus Planning 

Corpus planning involves decisions about linguistic norms and forms, such as writing 

systems and standardization. It includes the promotion of one language or language variety over 

another. This study illuminated that the greatest ideological inconsistencies centered on beliefs of 

ideal Spanish speaking and ideal Spanish writing. Whereas students, educators, and parents 

rejected the notion of standard spoken Spanish, their views were less forgiving when discussing 

students’ Spanish writing. While cognizant of the influences of English transfers and digital 

literacies in students’ writing, teachers and students, in the classroom space, adopted notions of 

the monolingual native Spanish writer. 

With regard to practical implications, heritage language classes such as Spanish language 

arts at Coral Way should continue to include literature from different Spanish-speaking 

countries. Through exposure to a variety of literature, students and teachers can read, learn and 
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share cultural references such as refranes (proverbs), expresiones (idioms), and regionalismos 

(regionalisms). Diverse text sets is a form of modernization, an aspect of corpus planning which 

expands the vocabulary of a language. In addition to including international literature, heritage 

language classes should include national literature that explores Latina/o youth experiences in 

the United States. Reading texts written through a Spanish-English bilingual perspective 

provides students with the opportunity to connect their own experiences, whether similar or 

different. Connections with the text may heighten students’ interest in reading. Furthermore, 

texts may include words and phrases in English or Spanglish, further contributing to the 

modernization of the Spanish language.  

 

Acquisition Planning 

Acquisition planning involves decisions about who will acquire the language and how 

(e.g., school, community, and home). Coral Way’s Spanish-English dual language program 

provides a particular context to explore issues of acquisition planning, such as program design, 

assessment, and instruction. 

Coral Way is a public school with a mandatory dual language program. These 

characteristics distinguish the school from other dual language schools in Miami, which are 

charter (choice), or have dual language programs within the school and are therefore not required 

for all students. These combined factors of public and mandatory send a message of equal access 

and opportunity for students’ development of bilingualism and biliteracy. As former principal 

Migdania Vega stated:  

The Spanish program is not a second-class citizen in this school [. . .] We do not use 

double standards! You’re here to become bilingual and biliterate, and we’re going to 

work with everybody. And by the same token, the same thing that we do with the ELL, 

we say, ‘You are here, you need to learn English, because this is America and you have 
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to learn English!’ We tell the English speaker, ‘You are here, this is a bilingual school, 

you are here to learn Spanish, and we are not going to spoon feed you, and we are not 

going to make it easy for you, you are going to immerse. You are going to do exactly 

what we expect of an ELL we’re going to expect of you.’ (Coral Way Bilingual 

Elementary School Oral History Project, 2010, p. 31-32). 

 

 Coral Way administration believes that the school has a critical role in ensuring that 

students have opportunities to become balanced bilinguals. Program design incorporates a 60:40 

bilingual model (60% of instructional time in English: 40% of instructional time in Spanish). The 

school’s separation of language by subject is wise. It ensures that students have distinct periods 

in which they learn in Spanish or in English. As observed during my visit, with monolingual 

instruction and language-by-subject expectations, students tended to participate in the expected 

language. Students also had opportunities to develop their weaker language. One recommended 

change to Coral Way’s program design is to set language expectations for electives. For 

example, Spanish instruction should be utilized in hands-on, project-based classes such as art and 

band. 

During an era of school accountability, national and state-imposed assessments have 

affected acquisition planning. Providing adequate services for English language learners is a 

concern of all schools. Yet, schools have flexibility in how they provide services. Coral Way 

may want to consider ESOL services for middle-school students which are incorporated into 

their regular scheduling without exclusion from an elective. Options include one English 

language arts class which is leveled according to students’ English proficiency, or pull-out 

services for students with lower levels of English proficiency. Determination of students’ 

English proficiency should not be based on the CELLA alone. Other factors such as teacher input 

and academic progress across subjects should also be considered. Initial assessments in Spanish 

for student placement are also needed. Districts with additive bilingual programs should 
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collaborate with testing organizations to create Spanish assessments. More accurate placement in 

content-area and Spanish language arts classes will reduce the number of students who are 

tracked year-after-year in lower-levels.  

 In addition to reporting English language proficiency gains, schools are held accountable 

for academic gains. State assessments, such as Florida’s FCAT have affected bilingual 

instruction. In Coral Way’s elementary program, mathematics instruction is predominantly in 

English. With mathematics a priority, English instruction often seeps into time otherwise spent 

teaching social studies and Spanish, both Spanish-instruction subjects. Rather than a 60:40 

bilingual model, elementary classrooms often experience 80:20. FCAT has not only affected the 

language of instruction and assessment; it has also affected what is taught and how students 

“language”. Ms. Nuñez, who has taught students with special needs and English language 

learners for 31 years, has seen the effects of high-stakes testing on teaching and learning: 

 Because of FCAT in the school system, teachers are now having to focus on the skills for 

the FCAT. There’s a lot less chance of the kids being able to have time for expression. 

You have to read and comprehend, read and comprehend, read and comprehend. You 

have to analyze, you have to summarize, so there’s a lot of writing, and there’s a lot of 

reading, but there’s not a lot of speaking, and English is a language that if you don’t 

practice speaking, when it comes to writing, you don’t know because you’re not 

practicing [. . .] You have to allow the students . . . and I think this goes back to the way 

we used to teach. We used to teach hands-on, we used to teach move-around, we used to 

teach speak, communicate [. . .] We have lost that, you know, and there’s some real good 

teaching practices that are being lost, and even for those good, awesome teachers out 

there, there’s not enough time to do what we think needs to be done. 

 

 With a focus on the reading and comprehension of prepared material, state-imposed 

skills-based assessments have created fewer opportunities for student-driven oral and written 

expression.   

Methods of teaching language and content are also a part of acquisition planning. This 

study’s mathematics component highlighted the importance for teachers of providing students 
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with language support and active learning opportunities. Understanding students’ mathematics 

experiences (e.g., monolingual, bilingual, and division processes) helps teachers to further 

connect with students. Teachers can encourage oral and written participation in students’ 

language of choice. Creating bilingual materials (e.g., workbooks, dictionaries, and vocabulary 

charts), and integrating biliteracy and technology are additional strategies. Furthermore, teachers 

can develop opportunities for collaboration among students of mixed language proficiency levels 

or mathematics abilities. 

Regarding heritage language classes, this study’s exploration of student writing revealed 

a tendency for prescriptive instruction. Language arts teachers should balance explicit grammar 

instruction with opportunities for students to express themselves. Hands-on activities, inquiry-

based projects, and figurative language development are encouraged. Furthermore, teachers 

should provide students with written feedback on their ideas and writing styles, more than on 

spelling, punctuation and grammar. Multiple drafts, peer editing, and instruction that uses 

students’ own work are possible strategies for addressing the more technical aspects of writing. 

In addition to language development, heritage language teachers should explore ideas of 

language variation with students. Students can learn that standard Spanish is one variety of 

many, and that all varieties have their own situated uses. A community-based literacy approach 

is recommended. A merging of school, home, and community literacies helps to ensure that 

language vitality is not compartmentalized to one space and promotes teaching and learning 

across contexts. 

A significant aspect of instruction is the provision of resources. School administrators 

and department heads should encourage greater sharing of best practices among teachers. Faculty 

members often vary in their years of teaching experience, and in the case of Coral Way, 
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educators have often taught in other countries. Establishing mentorship and sharing opportunities 

among faculty exposes teachers to a variety of methods, such as group projects, arts integration, 

peer correction, choral reading, and debates. Additionally, administration should ensure that all 

classrooms are equipped with adequate technology and staffing. 

This study has sought to re-present students learning English as a second language as 

emerging bilinguals. Its ethnographic approach aims to highlight students and their Spanish 

speaking and writing practices as part of larger socio-historical and institutional contexts. As 

youth growing up in a particular historical time in which migration, school accountability, and 

technology intersect, their generational experiences are unique and best understood from their 

perspectives. Ochs (2002) notes that ethnographers are faced with the challenge of “articulating 

society and culture through the eyes of children as well as of those who attend to them” (p. 100). 

Of importance in this challenge are opportunities for students to reflect upon their own language 

practices and for influential members, such as parents and educators, to share their insights. As 

this study demonstrated, matters of language are intertwined with language ideologies—some 

bending more than others. Youth, together with those around them, create and receive messages 

about language. These messages are significant for the use, promotion, and preservation of 

language.    
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Appendix A: “It’s How We Get Along”— 

Translanguaging in Middle-School Mathematics Class 

To be submitted to Modern Language Journal 

 

This article explores the translanguaging practices of five middle-school Latina/o emerging 

bilinguals in mathematics class. Students attended a Spanish-English dual language school where 

mathematics was taught bilingually. This ethnographic case study re-presents students learning 

English as a second language as emerging bilinguals who access, maintain and develop their first 

language to varying degrees. Student shadowing was the principal method of data collection for 

this study. Data sources included six months of classroom observations, students’ mathematics 

work, and interviews. Findings reveal how students engaged in translanguaging to mediate their 

understanding of mathematics. Students’ translanguaging involved multimodality in their 

alternation of language modes (e.g., speaking, listening, reading, and writing) and other modes 

(e.g., imagery and gestures). Their language practices were influenced by socio-historical and 

institutional factors as members of Spanish-speaking families of various countries of origin, as 

Latinas/os living in Miami, as students attending a dual language school, and as mathematics 

learners with different mathematics histories. Findings show how students maintained their 

bilingualism by utilizing their Spanish language abilities to recall, demonstrate, and expand upon 

their mathematics knowledge. This research has implications for the teaching and learning of 

mathematics among emerging bilinguals. 

 

Keywords: bilingual education, translanguaging, Latinas/os, mathematics, multimodality, middle 

school 

Article word count: 8,307 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Over half of the world’s population is bilingual in that they regularly use two or more 

languages in their everyday lives (Grosjean, 1989). Baker (2011) notes that bilingual classrooms 

are those where (1) formal instruction fosters bilingualism and (2) bilingual children are present, 

but bilingualism is not fostered in the curriculum. This article presents a case of the former, 

mathematics classrooms in a dual language program where students learn through and develop 

Spanish and English. Specifically, this article describes the translanguaging practices of five 

middle-school Latina/o emerging bilinguals. The term “emerging bilinguals” (Escamilla, 2006; 

García, 2009) counters frequently-used deficient-sounding labels for language minority students 

in state-mandated English learning programs (e.g., “English Language Learners”, “Limited 
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English Proficient”, and “English for Speakers of Other Languages”). This term recognizes 

students’ realities and potential as bilinguals. As emerging bilinguals, I argue that students 

access, maintain, and develop their first language to varying degrees while learning English. It is 

from an appreciation of students’ first language that this research arises. 

Originally termed trawsieithu, Williams (1994) described the phenomena of 

translanguaging as one where teachers and students varied their language of input (reading or 

listening) and output (speaking or writing) within Welsh-English bilingual high school 

classrooms. It has emerged as an evolving concept in the scholarship on the teaching and 

learning of second language learners. Translanguaging challenges traditional views of language 

and literacy as isolated skills and areas of development. It is an umbrella term which includes 

hybrid language practices such as codeswitching (Blom & Gumperz, 1972), parallel speech 

(Pagett, 2006), and language brokering (Tse, 1996; Orellana, 2009). García (2011) notes that 

translanguaging is a natural practice among bilinguals who are already living amongst and 

between communities that are hybrids themselves. Bilinguals bring to this “translanguaging 

space” (Li Wei, 2011a) their personal histories, experiences, environments, attitudes, beliefs and 

ideologies, and cognitive and physical capacities. It is in this space where bilinguals can generate 

new identities, values, and practices. 

Recent research highlights the benefits of translanguaging among teachers and students 

within bilingual education settings. Baker (2011) notes that translanguaging can lead to both a 

deeper and fuller understanding of subject matter through linguistic reprocessing, and literacy 

development in one’s weaker language. García (2011) observed translanguaging to occur among 

teachers and students in a Spanish-English two-way immersion kindergarten program in four 

ways: (a) to mediate understanding, (b) to co-construct and construct meaning, (c) to include and 
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exclude, and (d) to show knowledge. Creese and Blackledge (2010) conducted case studies 

across multiple Chinese Mandarin and Gujarati community language schools and found 

translanguaging practices allowed speakers to perform identities and transmit information using 

all linguistic signs at their disposal. Emphasizing translanguaging in essay writing, Canagarajah 

(2011) noticed that a dialogical revision process provided students with the opportunity to 

develop metacognitive awareness of their languaging practices. 

For emerging bilinguals, translanguaging has significant advantages for the learning of 

mathematics. Moschkovich (2007) highlights several aspects of mathematics classroom 

environments that are conducive to learning among bilingual students: (a) instruction and 

materials that allow students to choose the language they prefer for arithmetic computation;  

(b) an awareness of students’ previous instructional experiences in mathematics; and (c) a view 

of codeswitching as a resource for students to communicate mathematically. Garrison and Mora 

(1999) note that when language is removed as an obstacle to learning mathematics, students can 

develop their conceptual knowledge. Once a concept is known, it becomes a vehicle for learning 

a second language and for developing one’s first language. Furthermore, when teachers privilege 

students’ first language in instruction and discussion, they position emerging bilinguals as 

possessing linguistic knowledge. Students take on the role of agentive problem-solvers, and their 

first language is elevated as an intellectual resource (Turner, Dominguez, Maldonado & Empson, 

2013).  

This study calls attention to translanguaging as a practice in mathematics classrooms 

during a time of growth and accountability in the field of education. Nationwide, emerging 

bilinguals comprise one of every ten students in K-12 schools, for which Spanish is spoken by 

80% (Davenport, 2008). Between the academic years of 1997-1998 and 2007-2008, this 
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population increased by 53% while the general student population increased by just 8.5%. 

(Migration Policy Institute, 2010). The increase in numbers of emerging bilinguals is occurring 

during a period of academic pressure. The federal No Child Left Behind Act of 2002 mandated 

annual subject testing in English in K-12 and obligated schools to demonstrate that their 

students, including emerging bilinguals, are proficient in English language arts and mathematics 

by 2014 (Abedi & Dietel, 2004). This expectation presents challenges for the teaching of 

Latinas/os, who by the time they enter their senior year in high school, have mathematics and 

reading levels equivalent to those of white 13-year-olds (National Center for Education 

Statistics, 1999). At an international level, the United States ranks 25th in mathematics among 

industrialized nations (U.S. Department of Education, 2012), prompting national measures to 

increase the number of students who pursue STEM fields – science, technology, engineering and 

mathematics. With mathematics a priority, and annual testing in English a reality, schools must 

consider innovative ways of teaching and learning. They must take into account the mathematics 

experiences of students such as the Latina/o emerging bilinguals in this study. As Moschkovich 

(2002) echoes, “If mathematics reforms are to include language-minority students, research 

needs to address the relation between language and mathematics learning from a perspective that 

combines current perspectives of mathematics learning with current perspectives of language, 

bilingualism, and classroom discourse” (p. 189). 

 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Funds of Knowledge 

 An overarching perspective within this study is that emerging bilinguals are not merely 

students developing language. They are members of families and communities from which they 
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acquire and construct knowledge. They possess funds of knowledge – historically accumulated 

and culturally developed resources, skills, and practices embedded in students’ households, 

family networks, communities, and schools (González, Moll & Amanti, 2005). Language is a 

fundamental fund of students, linked to their local histories and school-home-community 

contexts, and used as a tool for social and intellectual development. These funds of linguistic 

knowledge (Smith, 2002) encompass what students know about their language(s), as well as the 

extent to which this knowledge is perceived as a resource in school.  

 Vélez-Ibáñez and Greenberg (1992) note that children are actively involved in the 

transmission of their linguistic funds. Although adults may manifest certain language practices, 

children organize their own learning through a dynamic and social process that includes error 

and experimentation. In the bilingual classroom, linguistic funds are embedded in students’ 

speaking and writing practices that are both teacher and student-initiated and are modified, 

discarded, or produced depending on specific circumstances. When students’ funds of linguistic 

knowledge are nurtured in the classroom, language transmission and development occurs.  

 

Multimodalities 

 A second and complementary perspective that informs this study is that communication 

and meaning-making consist of multiple modalities that not only include common language 

modes of reading, writing, speaking, and listening, but also comprise modes other than language, 

such as images and gestures. Kress (2000a; 2000b) notes that together these semiotic modes 

more accurately represent the current era of increasing technology. In schools, multiple 

modalities are present in teaching and learning and are unique to each content area; for example, 
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mathematics has its own register of symbols, terms and expressions that have their own meaning 

(Secada, 1991).  

 Students use multimodalities as resources to organize and mediate their understanding. 

Kress (2000a) emphasizes the transformational aspects of this process, indicating how students 

draw upon existing resources, which can be linguistic and cultural, to frame and remake what is 

presented to them as their own. They are designers, transformers, and agents in that their use of 

modalities differs every time. Bilingual students have even more linguistic and cultural resources 

at their disposal. Gutiérrez, Bien, Selland, and Pierce (2011) state how bilingual children use 

their cultural artifacts and social and linguistic practices to traverse new spaces, giving rise to 

multimodal practices that define their everyday lives. Authors note that leveraging bilingual 

children’s linguistic repertoires enhances their academic and language development and 

recognizes students as imaginative and productive meaning-makers. 

 

METHODS 

This ethnographic case study explores the Spanish speaking and writing of five Latina/o 

emerging bilinguals in a Spanish-English dual language middle school in Miami, Florida. The 

research site was selected because the researcher worked voluntarily at the school as a visiting 

teacher during the 2012-2013 academic year. Student shadowing was the principal method of 

data collection for this study. Soto (2012) conceptualizes shadowing as “reflecting upon a day in 

the life of a child or adolescent in English transition who may be experiencing school slightly 

differently than native English speakers” (p. 1). The researcher shadowed students in their 

Spanish instruction classes (e.g., Mathematics, Humanities, and Spanish) during six months in 

2013. This article describes the mathematics component of the study, calling attention to 
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students’ translanguaging practices, which were situated within broader socio-historical, 

regional, and institutional settings. 

 

Miami: A Pan-American City 

Miami historically has been a refuge for immigrants seeking freedom from economic, 

political, ethnic, and religious persecution in their home countries. From the 1930s until the 

1980s, immigrant groups such as Jews, Bahamians, Cubans, Haitians, Nicaraguans, Hondurans, 

Colombians, and Jamaicans came to reside in Miami. In more recent decades, Venezuelans, 

Brazilians and other immigrant populations from Latin America and the Caribbean have 

established Miami as their home. Fifty-one percent of residents are foreign-born, and among the 

city’s 70% Latina/o population, 66% are foreign-born (U.S. Census, 2013). Miami, with its 

geographical proximity to Central America, South America, and the Caribbean, and dominant 

industries of commerce, travel and tourism, has become known as the “Gateway of the 

Americas.” 

It does not take long for a newcomer to Miami to feel the presence of Spanish. The 

language is as much a part of the linguistic landscape (Shohamy & Gorter, 2009) as English, 

represented in the public sphere through audio and visual means. Spanish, in all its varieties, is 

seen on billboards, posters, window signs, graffiti, business and street names, and electronic 

displays. A quick rotation through the AM and FM dials on the radio generates more than 23 

stations in Spanish. Basic TV includes at least 12 Spanish channels, and more than 14 Spanish 

newspapers and magazines are in circulation. The impact of these media sources, the majority 

based out of Miami, is expansive, every day reaching tens of millions of homes in the U.S. and 

throughout Latin America (Florida New Media Directory, 2010). 
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Aside from the media, Spanish is heard among its speakers, who are not isolated in 

certain areas within the city’s estimated 414,000 total population. As one teacher states: 

Miami is like a big salad, there’s everything in here, you know, and then you have the 

dressing which is all of those things that happen in Miami that don’t happen anyplace 

else, not even in New York City. I don’t think New York City has as much of a big 

cultural shock as does Miami because in New York as far as my opinion is concerned, in 

New York the Hispanic sections are very well defined…this is the Dominican, this is the 

Puerto Rican, this is the Hispanic you know as a whole, but in Miami you have Cubans, 

Puerto Ricans, Mexicans, Nicaraguans, Hondurans, everybody is mixed in. There’s no 

section for this and section for that although there are a few little places where, you 

know, they mostly gathered, it’s like a big pie, everybody’s together, you know, big 

garden salad. So, that’s what makes Miami unique. 

 

With the Latina/o population sprawled throughout the city, Miami’s demographics hardly 

reflect what it was 60 years ago. Because of shifting trends, Spanish has become an important 

language of exchange and viewed as a political and economic resource within Miami’s local and 

global society (Fradd & Boswell, 1996). It is common to hear residents claim that one will not be 

at a loss for a job if he/she only knows Spanish and conversely, that not speaking Spanish may 

hinder one’s chance of employment. The presence of Spanish is a defining characteristic of 

everyday city life, making the language, as Roca (2005) notes, a lingua franca. 

 

Coral Way: Research Site 

Built in 1936 by noted Miami architect August Geiger, Coral Way is a Mediterranean-

style two-story wrap-around building with classrooms that open to a courtyard full of shady oak 

trees. The school is home to the oldest Spanish-English public bilingual program in the U.S. As 

part of the U.S. government’s “Cuban Refugee Program,” Coral Way was selected to pioneer a 

Spanish-English dual language program for the 1963-1964 academic year. Shaw (1966) notes 

that it was chosen because of three factors: (a) it was located in a neighborhood of approximately 

half Spanish-speaking and half English-speaking families; (b) the neighborhood was a stable 
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middle-class community; and (c) administration, faculty, staff, and parents were interested in the 

concept of bilingual education. As part of a national Ford Foundation grant totaling $278,000 

and serving Florida, New York and the southwestern Unites States, Coral Way sought to fulfill 

the funder’s aim to improve the education of Spanish-speaking children who had come to live in 

the U.S. (e.g., Cubans in Miami, Mexicans in Los Angeles, and Puerto Ricans in New York). 

Hence, the school shifted its focus in 1963 to provide students with the opportunity to become 

bilingual, biliterate and bicultural through a Spanish-English dual language program which has 

continued for fifty years. 

Today, Coral Way continues as a public neighborhood school and has expanded to 

become a K-8 Center. It is part of Miami-Dade County Public Schools, the fourth largest school 

district in the U.S., comprised of 392 schools spanning rural, suburban, and urban communities. 

Coral Way is located in a residential area of predominantly Latina/o families. Winding alongside 

the school, cultural monuments honor Cuban revolutionaries, singers, and writers who fought for 

Cuban independence from Spain in the 19th century or attempted to overthrow Fidel Castro in the 

1960s. Near Monument Bilingual is a statue commemorating the 14,000 Cuban children who 

emigrated to the U.S. between 1960-1962 as part of “Operation Peter Pan.”  

The school’s motto is “Dos idiomas, Dos mundos de oportunidad/Two languages, Two 

worlds of opportunity.” Coral Way is unique in that it is the only public neighborhood dual 

language school, meaning that it welcomes all students residing in its school boundaries, and all 

students participate in the dual language program. Students receive instruction in language arts, 

social studies, science and mathematics by teachers proficient in the designated language, either 

English or Spanish. Language of instruction differs at the elementary and secondary levels. At 

the middle school where this research was conducted, Humanities, Spanish Language Arts and 
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Mathematics are taught in Spanish, whereas English Language Arts, Developmental Language 

Arts (ESOL), Science and Social Studies are taught in English. 

 Coral Way is a Title I school where 75% of students participate in the federally funded 

free and reduced price school lunch program. Of the school’s 1500 students, 89% are Latina/o, 

8% are White, 1% is Black and 2% are classified as Asian/Multiracial. There are approximately 

560 students in the middle school with 122 (22%) designated as “English for Speakers of Other 

Languages” (ESOL). The majority of ESOL students are of Cuban, Caribbean, and Central 

American origin and speak Spanish as a first language. About 10% speak first languages other 

than Spanish (e.g., Portuguese, French, Italian, and Arabic). 

 

Mathematics: A Bilingual Context 

Middle-school mathematics at Coral Way was taught bilingually. The district supplied 

the school with two sets of mathematics textbooks and workbooks, one in English and one in 

Spanish. Textbooks remained at school, and students chose the language of their workbook, 

which they used for classwork and homework. While there were no pre-established methods for 

bilingual instruction, mathematics teachers generally used Spanish or both languages for 

instruction and displayed the English version of the textbook on the Promethean® board or 

overhead projector. Each spring, students complete the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test 

(FCAT) in mathematics, offered only in English. Throughout the year, teachers strive to prepare 

students for the FCAT by emphasizing key vocabulary in English, downloading FCAT practice 

sheets, administering quarterly exams, and reviewing sample problems with students. At Coral 

Way, students are grouped by mathematics level based on their previous year’s FCAT score. 
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Students in ESOL, special education, and regular programs have classes together. Only students 

in the gifted program have separate mathematics classes. 

 

Participants7 

With assistance from the school’s English language coordinator, five students were 

selected to participate in the study according to the following criteria: (a) they were part of the 

ESOL program; (b) they spoke Spanish as a first language; (c) they had a Basic/Intermediate 

level of English proficiency; (d) they were interested in participating; and (e) their parents were 

supportive of the project. Although no formal attempt at representativeness was made, 

participants reflected school demographics. Students were of Cuban, Central American and 

South American origin, and two-thirds were eligible for free and reduced price lunch. Students 

varied in terms of mathematics level and time in the ESOL program (see Table 2.1). 

 

Table 2.1 

Descriptive Characteristics of Students and Teachers in Mathematics Class 

 

Student Grade 

ESOL 

Level 

(1-4) 

Number of 

Years as 

ESOL in 

U.S. 

Schools 

Course Title  

Teacher’s 

perception 

of class level 

Teacher 

Teacher’s 

dominant 

language of 

instruction 

2012-2013 

Math 

FCAT 

score (1-5) 

2012-2013 

Math final 

grade  

Adrián 6 3 5 Math 1, Regular Mid-range Ms. Gomez 
Spanish and 

English 
3 C 

Daniela 6 4 6 Math 1, Regular Mid-range Ms. Gomez 
Spanish and 

English 
4 B 

Grecia 7 3 5 Math 2, Regular Low Mr. Valencia Spanish 1 D 

Julieta 6 1 2 Math 1, Regular Low Ms. Gomez 
Spanish and 

English 
1 B 

Nico 7 2 1 Math 2, Regular Low Ms. Hernández Spanish 3 B 

 

 

                                                 
7 Pseudonyms are used for students and teachers. 
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Data Collection and Analysis 

For the mathematics component of the study, data collection included 51 classroom visits 

and 63 hours of observation. Concurrent field notes were written while shadowing each student. 

The researcher sat next to or nearby the student and recorded field notes using a three-column 

format (Heath & Street, 2008), which indicated each student’s Spanish language practices, 

classroom context, and researcher reflections. To ensure consistency of data and reduce biases in 

findings, data collection involved the use of triangulation (Maxwell, 2005). Data sources also 

included students’ mathematics work as well as audio-recorded semi-structured individual 

interviews with students and their mathematics teachers. 

Field notes and interviews were transcribed verbatim, and student work was maintained 

in its original form. Analysis of the data was inductive, grounded in particular pieces that were 

sorted and interrelated to understand student dynamics within a particular time and place (Dyson 

& Genishi, 2005). A coding scheme was developed to describe students’ Spanish speaking and 

writing (e.g., codeswitching, parallel speech, and mirroring language). Data sources were 

uploaded and coded in ATLAS.ti®, and the researcher analyzed the data for patterns in students’ 

language practices. These patterns are discussed in the following sections, first highlighted for 

each student and then further examined across all participants.  

 

FINDINGS 

The following descriptions of each student highlight common language practices in 

mathematics and include representative examples. In some cases, students’ written work is 

emphasized, and at other times, their speaking is underscored. 
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Adrián 

Adrián was a friendly yet independent student who performed at an average level in 6th 

grade mathematics. When his academic progress dropped, Ms. Gomez, his teacher, would 

communicate with his mom who would encourage Adrián to complete his homework, improve 

his grades, and attend the weekly ESOL mathematics tutoring offered by the school. Adrián 

chose the Spanish version of the workbook, indicating that his mom could help him with 

homework. This year was his fifth year in the ESOL program, and he had varying mathematics 

class experiences that included three years of mathematics in English in a neighboring 

elementary school, and one year of bilingual mathematics during the previous year when he 

entered Coral Way. 

Adrián completed his homework in Spanish with occasional responses in English (i.e. 

parallel writing), such as writing “78 pancakes/18 cups” when the problem stated “panqueques” 

and “tazas.” His in-class participation was reflective of the constant alternation of Spanish and 

English in Ms. Gomez’s instruction. When answering her direct or choral response questions, 

Adrián would sometimes mirror her Spanish, mirror her English, or engage in parallel speech, 

responding in English to her Spanish questions. Constant alternation between Spanish and 

English was also evident in Adrián’s written classwork. Figure 2.1 highlights fill-in-the-blank 

and practice problems for a unit on finding the shaded area of composite figures. 
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Figure 2.1. Mathematics Classwork 

 

 

Adrián’s classwork reflects translanguaging in its alternation of language and modality. In the 

first example at the top of the page, Adrián calculated separately the area of the rectangle and 

triangle. He labeled in Spanish, “Rectangulo” and “triangulo,” omitting the accents (rectángulo 

and triángulo), and then switched to English to label “Total area.” His formulas for area 

computation reflected English symbolic expressions (A=bxh and A=½bxh), and he used 
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numerical representation for his area computations. Adrián used the image of the composite 

figure to mediate his understanding of the base and height of the rectangle and triangle. He 

circled important numbers in the image to determine the height of the triangle (6) yet wrote 9 in 

his written response, which affected his calculation for the total area. 

In the middle example, Adrián relied on the image of the shaded figure to determine 

which numbers to write into the formulas for area of the rectangle and triangle. He used the 

figure to estimate the height of the triangle (more than 5) and then referred to the opposite side 

(12) in his final calculation of 7 for the height. He switched to creating his own image of a 

triangle, labeling his figure with the final numbers for base and height. 

In the final example, Adrián referred to the shaded image to calculate the area of the 

rectangle and triangle, this time engaging in parallel writing in English, “Rectangle,” “triangle,” 

and “Shaded area.” Similar to the first example, his formulas reflected English symbolic 

expressions, yet he alternated between English and Spanish when writing his units of 

measurement, first indicating “pulg2” for the area of the rectangle, then “in2” for the area of the 

triangle, and then switching back to “pulg2” for the shaded area.  

Adrián’s classwork represents a flexibility with language, exemplified by his reading of 

the directions in Spanish and his writing in a multitude of modes—Spanish, English, 

mathematical, numerical, and imagery. Focusing only on the final shaded area responses would 

leave out the process he uses in solving. This process—translanguaging—highlights his 

“modeswitching” (Li Wei, 2011b), a common practice in bilingual mathematics classrooms.  

 

Daniela 

Daniela was an outspoken and well-liked student both inside and outside of mathematics 

class. She cared about achieving good grades, as did her parents. She regularly completed 
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homework and asked questions in class when she needed clarification. She sat towards the front 

and helped Ms. Gomez progress through daily problems on the projector by scrolling up and 

down on the classroom laptop. 

Daniela had been in the ESOL program for six years and came from an elementary 

school where mathematics was taught in English. In Ms. Gomez’s 6th grade class, Daniela chose 

the English version of the workbook and used English to take notes, complete homework, ask 

questions, and socialize with classmates. Daniela occasionally used Spanish for one-word choral 

responses, yet her greatest utilization of the Spanish language was receptive, in the form of 

parallel speech. Excerpt 1 highlights Daniela’s (D) choral response to Ms. Gomez’s (MG) 

solicitation of calculating the area of a parallelogram. Students looked at the overhead projector 

where the problem was being displayed from the English version of the textbook. 

 

Excerpt 1 (On overhead projector) 

MG: 

D: 

MG: 

D: 

¿Ocho por siete? (“Eight times seven?”) 

Fifty-six. 

¿Pies por pies? (“Feet times feet?”) 

Square feet. 

3a. Find the area of the parallelogram. 

 

 

In this exchange, Ms. Gomez questioned in Spanish, and Daniela responded chorally in English. 

Daniela used Spanish to mediate her computation of mathematical expressions. Although Ms. 

Gomez and Daniela communicated in different languages, there was parallel understanding 

because both individuals have proficiency in Spanish and English. Parallel speech is distinct 

from codeswitching in its emphasis on the comprehension of language, yet both practices are 

part of translanguaging.  

8 ft 

7 ft 
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Daniela’s parallel speech was representative of the bilingual environment of the 

classroom. Ms. Gomez instructed in both Spanish and English. She switched back and forth 

effortlessly and credited her upbringing in Miami and childhood mathematics experience in 

Spanish-English bilingual programs as her natural “method.” Through her first-hand experience, 

Ms. Gomez believed in the long-term benefits of “additive” (Lambert, 1975) bilingual education, 

where the belief is that learning a second language adds to one’s repertory of skills at no cost to 

one’s first language. She felt that bilingual programs enhanced instruction more than 

monolingual education and allowed students to better express themselves. It is in this setting of 

constant alternation of language, and acceptance and appreciation of both languages, that Daniela 

felt comfortable engaging in parallel speech. 

 

Julieta 

Julieta was a diligent mathematics student who expressed interest and enthusiasm in 

learning the subject and appreciated the everyday usefulness of knowing mathematics (e.g., 

taxes, tips, and coupons). She found the subject easy and felt that her mathematics experience in 

Cuba prepared her well, stating, “What you do here in 6th grade, you do it there in 3rd grade”. She 

had known her multiplication tables since first grade and indicated that, when she came to Coral 

Way last year, she had to learn a new way of doing multiplication and division that differed from 

the processes she had learned in Cuba. Julieta was in her second year in the ESOL program, and 

based on her previous year’s FCAT score, had been placed in a low-level 6th grade mathematics 

class.  

As time progressed, Julieta became more social in mathematics class, initially socializing 

in Spanish with Spanish-dominant classmates and later in English with more English-dominant 
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classmates. She sat in the front of the classroom and frequently participated, sometimes 

interrupting other students’ opportunities to respond. It was common for Julieta to make herself 

stand out during and after participation, with comments in English such as “Me, me, me!” and 

“Yes!” She often mirrored the language Ms. Gomez used and sometimes engaged in parallel 

speech, responding in English to Ms. Gomez’s Spanish questions or in Spanish to her English 

questions. She chose the Spanish version of the workbook, and her classwork reflected the 

constant alternation of Spanish and English in Ms. Gomez’s instruction. For example, Julieta 

would sometimes write definitions and fill-in-the-blank words in Spanish and then at other times 

in English, the language displayed on the overhead projector. Her homework was predominately 

in Spanish with occasional parallel writing (e.g., “45 ¾in” when the problem stated “pulgadas”) 

Figure 2.2 illustrates a homework assignment with word problems entailing the conversion of 

units of measurement.  
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Figure 2.2. Mathematics Homework 

 

 

Julieta’s homework reflects translanguaging as she switches between Spanish, numbers, and 

mathematical calculations to successfully interpret, solve, and respond to arithmetic word 

problems. She read each problem in Spanish and wrote her calculations on scrap paper (not 

shown), first determining whether to convert from small (e.g., “pulgadas” (inches)) to big (e.g., 

“pies” (feet)) and apply division, whether to convert from big (e.g., “cuartos” (quarts)) to small 

(e.g., “tazas” (cups)) and use multiplication, or whether to apply several operations (e.g., 

multiplication and subtraction). 
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Julieta modeswitched in problems four and seven as she used the tables to mediate her 

understanding of how to solve the problems. She relied on the tables for several aspects of 

information such as the title, column and row labels, and units of measurement that were 

embedded in her calculations and answers. These problems represented comparisons of 

inequality (e.g., “¿Qué marca tiene la mejor oferta?” (Which brand is the better deal?), and 

“¿Qué animal es más rápido: la tortuga o el caracol?” (Which animal is faster: the turtle or the 

snail?)), and involved multiple steps for Julieta of first finding a common unit of measurement, 

and then converting, comparing, and finally justifying her answer. In addition to alternating 

between Spanish, numbers, and mathematical operations, Julieta’s reading of the word problems 

included cultural mediation as she comprehended the meaning of U.S. cultural nuances such as 

“NFL” and the names “Sheila,” “Latrell,” and “James.” 

Julieta’s homework demonstrates maintenance of her first language, not only in her 

reading, but also in her writing. She used complete sentences for most of her answers, often 

incorporating vocabulary from the questions into her responses. As several of the problems 

involved justifying one’s answer, Julieta’s writing reflects practice with conveying common 

Spanish constructions in the mathematics register, such as “La Tortuga. Porque recore más 

distancia por minuto que el caracol.” (The turtle. Because it covers more distance per minute 

than the snail.). Her writing also played with grammatical and spelling conventions of the 

Spanish language, at times inserting accents (más), and other times omitting accents (tendria 

instead of tendría), letters (recorer instead of recorrer), or interchanging letters with the same 

sound (Rallo instead of Rayo), words which were all part of the word problems. This flexibility 

with language, in addition to her modeswitching used in completion of her homework, was a part 

of Julieta’s translanguaging in mathematics. 
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Nico 

Nico was a hardworking mathematics student and very comfortable with the subject. It 

was his first year in a U.S. school, and he had been placed in a low-level class with many peers 

who were less enthusiastic than he was about learning mathematics. Despite these potential 

barriers, Nico excelled at mathematics as a result of the bilingual nature of the class, his 

familiarity with mathematics vocabulary in English, and his own internal motivation and 

enjoyment of the subject. Of the three bilingual Spanish-English schools he attended in 

Honduras, he learned mathematics in English in two of them. In Ms. Hernández’s 7th grade 

mathematics class, Nico chose the English version of the workbook, indicating that his mom 

wanted him to practice English. He regularly completed homework and responded to written 

word problems mostly in English with occasional codeswitching, either intrasententially in the 

same problem (“Jerry earns 210 dolares con esa cuota” (Jerry earns 210 dollars with that rate)), 

or responding in Spanish to one problem and in English to another. He copied notes and 

definitions from the board in English, the language projected. 

Although Nico wrote primarily in English, he engaged in oral participation primarily in 

Spanish. He used Spanish to ask questions, communicate with classmates, and respond to Ms. 

Hernández’s instruction, which was almost entirely in Spanish. To say that Nico’s participation 

was frequent would be an understatement. Nico participated all the time, and like Julieta, he 

would often shout approval for himself after he called out informally or answered questions 

formally, such as “Yes!,” “¡Sabía!” (I knew it!), and “¡Lo acabo de decir!” (I just said it!). Nico 

not only replied with the answer, but he was typically the only one in the class explaining the 

reason for the answer. Excerpt 2 shows Nico’s (N) choral responses as part of a lesson on 
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scientific notation. Ms. Hernández (MH) has projected the definition in English and an 

accompanying example on the Promethean® board. 

 

Excerpt 2 (On Promethean® board) 

MH: 

 

¿Para qué usamos la notación científica?  

(“Why do we use scientific notation?”) 

Scientific Notation – scientific 

notation is a kind of shorthand 

that can be used to write large 

numbers. 

 

Ex: 17,900,000 = 1.79 x 107 

N: Para escribir los números largos en forma corta. 

(“In order to write long numbers in short form.”)  

MH: ¿Por qué es 107? Yo quiero que me lo investiguen. 

(“Why is it 107? I want you to investigate this for me.”) 

N: Porque hay siete números después del punto decimal. 

(“Because there are seven numbers after the decimal 

point.”) 

 

This example illustrates Nico’s use of translanguaging to actively participate in class. The 

languages of input and output varied. Nico read the definition in English from the board and used 

English to mediate his learning of the purpose of scientific notation, setting in motion his choral 

response in Spanish. Rather than indicating a literal translation of the written definition, Nico 

used his own words to describe scientific notation, a practice that Ms. Hernández often suggested 

to students in class. 

Nico’s explanation of why 7 is the exponent represents another tactic of Ms. Hernández’s 

teaching, which is the encouraging of mathematics processing. For example, she provided the 

class with examples of cognitive strategies for remembering how to set up and solve 

mathematics problems and encouraged students to think of their own. She often called students 

up to the board to work on problems and viewed students’ errors as opportunities to review 

methods. Ms. Hernández’s emphasis on processing came from her mathematics education and 

teaching experience in Colombia where students learned how to determine formulas and the 

reason behind the formulas. She believed that students benefitted from understanding the theory 
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and that this foundation was lacking in the teaching of mathematics in the U.S., where students 

are often provided with formulas. With both an emphasis on processing and a bilingual 

environment, Nico’s translanguaging helped to ensure that his mathematics competence did not 

go unnoticed. Ms. Hernández recommended that he be placed in Algebra in 8th grade, a fast-track 

path that would allow him to skip the academic year of Pre-Algebra, which his classmates would 

take. 

 

Grecia 

Grecia was a quiet, respectful student who received motivation from home to excel in 

school. She cared about achieving good grades in mathematics but indicated that she wanted to 

do well with minimal effort. Despite her goal, Grecia received mainly Cs, Ds, and Fs on graded 

assignments in Mr. Valencia’s 7th grade mathematics class. Similar to Nico’s class, Grecia’s 

class was considered low-level on several interrelated accounts: (1) one-third of students had 

“Intensive Math,” an extra period to improve their previous year’s FCAT mathematics score;  

(2) one-third attended “Math Recovery,” an after-school program and last-chance effort to 

recuperate failing sixth grade (and mathematics); and (3) half of the students, including Grecia, 

had a low-quality 6th grade mathematics experience (e.g., substitute teachers and poor 

instruction). Thus, classroom morale, participation, and academic achievement were generally 

low in Grecia’s class. While Grecia sat in the front of the class, her attention was neither full nor 

consistent, and she was often distracted from the lesson by peer comments, peer disinterest in 

mathematics, and her own daydreaming. 

Grecia had been in the ESOL program for five years and, like Daniela, had come from an 

elementary school where mathematics was taught in English. She chose the English version of 
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the workbook, indicating that her dad, who was English-dominant and at home in the afternoons, 

could help her with homework. In Mr. Valencia’s class, Grecia used English to socialize with 

friends and fill out tests, quizzes, and worksheets, which were in English. Aside from completing 

tests and quizzes, writing was not a common class practice. For example, Mr. Valencia did not 

embed note taking or homework correction into students’ daily activities. Therefore, Grecia and 

her classmates spent very little time writing in mathematics. With regard to oral participation, 

Grecia rarely initiated participation, and when she did, it was typically unrelated to mathematics 

theory and computation and more about seeking clarification in Spanish for which homework 

pages had been assigned. During class, when Grecia responded to Mr. Valencia’s questions, she 

would mirror his language of instruction, which was almost entirely in Spanish. Excerpt 3 

illustrates communication between Liam (L), who sits in the same group as Grecia, Grecia (G), 

Mr. Valencia (MV), and a female student (F) regarding a review lesson on fractions. Mr. 

Valencia has written the answer to a problem on the Promethean® board.  
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Excerpt 3 (On Promethean® board) 

1 

 

2 

3 

L: 

 

G: 

MV: 

[To Grecia] ¿Entendiste? 

[To Grecia] (“Did you understand?”) 

No. 

[Overhears] A ver Grecia, ¿Son fracciones similares? 

[Referring to -93/10 and 41/8] 

[Overhears] (“Let’s see Grecia, Are they like fractions?”) 

[Referring to -93/10 and 41/8] 

-93/10 + 41/8 = -167/40 

 Multiple students saying “No” 

4 

5 

 

6 

 

7 

 

 

 

8 

 

9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

13 

 

14 

G: 

MV: 

 

G: 

 

MV: 

 

 

 

G: 

 

MV: 

 

F: 

 

MV: 

 

G: 

MV: 

 

G: 

No. 

¿Por qué no? 

(“Why not?”) 

Porque son mixed numbers. 

(“Because they’re mixed numbers.”) 

No son mixed numbers. ¿Por qué no son fracciones comunes? 

Why aren’t they common fractions? 

(“They aren’t mixed numbers. Why aren’t they common 

fractions? Why aren’t they common fractions?”) 

Porque the negative. 

(“Because of the negative.”) 

No [slightly frustrated], ¿Quién puede ayudar a Grecia? 

(“No [slightly frustrated], Who can help Grecia?”) 

Porque el denominador es diferente. 

(“Because the denominator is different.”)  

Porque el denominador es diferente. ¿Ves? 

(“Because the denominator is different. Do you see?”)  

Okay. 

Hay que encontrar un denominador común. 

(“You have to find a common denominator.”) 

[Nods in agreement] 

 

 

In this example, Grecia translanguaged to fully participate in the dynamic conversation, which 

started between peers and transitioned into a teaching and learning moment. Various languages, 

verbal and non-verbal, and modalities were evident among its speakers. Grecia alternated 

between Spanish and English (6), stating, “Porque son mixed numbers,” a vocabulary term 

repeated by Mr. Valencia throughout the class in English. After hearing Mr. Valencia codeswitch 

(7), first intrasententially and then intersententially to emphasize his question through translation, 

Grecia indicated “Porque the negative,” (8) switching again from Spanish to English to read and 
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interpret the minus symbol as a negative sign. Although incorrect in her responses, 

translanguaging among speakers, including assistance from peers, resulted in Grecia’s enhanced 

understanding of the mathematics topic of like fractions.  

 

DISCUSSION 

This study highlighted the translanguaging experiences of five middle-school students in 

bilingual mathematics classes. Its ethnographic approach helped to expose students’ funds of 

linguistic knowledge accumulated from their unique cultural experiences as members of 

Spanish-speaking families of various countries of origin, as Latinas/os living in Miami, as 

students attending a dual language school, and as mathematics learners with different 

mathematics histories. Furthermore, this study re-presents students learning English as a second 

language as emerging bilinguals who access, maintain and develop their first language to varying 

degrees. It was through students’ Spanish language abilities that they were able to recall, 

demonstrate, and expand upon their mathematics knowledge. 

Students in this case study mediated their understanding of mathematics through 

translanguaging. They relied not only on Spanish and English language modes (i.e. speaking, 

listening, reading, and writing), but also on other modes, such as imagery (e.g., shaded-area 

figures) and gestures (e.g., nodding). Utilization of modes was not a pick-and-choose experience; 

rather students switched between and within modes in a dynamic and fluid languaging practice. 

They brought to their modeswitching existing linguistic and cultural resources that guided their 

mediation and positioned them as active learners.  

Students’ translanguaging included mirroring, codeswitching, and parallel speech. Their 

languaging practices also consisted of parallel writing, an under-developed phenomenon in the 
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bilingual education research, which I have described as when students read in one language and 

write in another. Students’ oral participation tended to mirror the teacher’s dominant language of 

instruction, which in Ms. Gomez’s class was both Spanish and English. Her alternation of 

language paved the way for students to adapt their language as well through the use of parallel 

speech. Similarly, students’ in-class writing was greatly influenced by English, the dominant 

written language displayed on the Promethean® board or overhead projector. Students would 

often mirror English in their writing or, when mediating Spanish workbook pages, would 

codeswitch or use parallel writing.  

The mathematics component of the school’s dual language program allowed for students 

to develop their bilingualism and biliteracy. Students who had received prior mathematics 

instruction in English were introduced to the mathematics register in Spanish. Students who had 

received prior mathematics instruction in Spanish were able to continue and build upon Spanish 

as an intellectual resource. Furthermore, school materials in Spanish and English offered students 

the opportunity to develop literacy in both languages, including practice with grammatical and 

spelling conventions. For some students, their workbook was in a familiar language from 

previous mathematics experiences. For others, like Adrián and Nico, they were able to develop 

literacy in their weaker written language. Consequently, Nico’s practice with the English version 

of the workbook and his familiarity with mathematics vocabulary in English may have been a 

factor in the mid-range mathematics FCAT score (3) he received at the end of his first year in a 

U.S. school. 

The translanguaging experiences of students in this study were context-bound. Students 

were fortunate to experience the additive aspects of a dual language program that has been 

operating for five decades in a city where Spanish has status. Their mathematics teachers were 
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all native Spanish speakers who believed in and supported the school’s aim for students to 

become bilingual and biliterate. Teachers viewed students’ translanguaging as a right because 

they viewed students’ bilingualism as a resource (Ruiz, 2010). As a result, teachers created a 

“zone of comfort” (Vélez-Ibáñez & Greenberg, 1992) where students felt free to express 

themselves and experiment with language while they learned mathematics. Students’ alternation 

of language and mode was common practice. “It’s how we get along,” as one student stated in 

response to why she switched between Spanish and English. Although not documented as formal 

policy, students’ translanguaging was, as Levinson, Sutton and Winstead (2009) indicate, a 

policy as a practice of power. Their translanguaging extended and was facilitated by their 

surroundings as the norm. 

Pedagogical Implications 

Despite this study’s unique setting, findings from this study can transfer to other settings 

of bilingual education. Recalling Baker’s (2011) definition of bilingual classrooms as those 

where bilingual children are present, translanguaging happens among emerging bilinguals, 

whether students are part of additive or subtractive bilingual environments. Students mediate 

their understanding through accessing their funds of linguistic knowledge. Mathematics teachers 

can consider the dynamic nature of translanguaging and build upon students’ bilingualism as an 

intellectual resource. Whether or not teachers are bilingual, they can ensure language support is 

in place. Recommendations include understanding students’ previous mathematics experiences 

and allowing students to choose their language of response in oral participation and in writing; 

utilizing different modes of teaching and learning (e.g., imagery and technology); providing or 

creating bilingual materials (e.g., textbooks, mathematics dictionaries, and vocabulary charts); 
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inviting more English-proficient speakers to serve as translators; and facilitating cooperative 

working groups among emerging bilinguals.  

Mathematics teachers should be aware of potential challenges when teaching emerging 

bilinguals. As observed in the case of Grecia, the use of students’ first language is not enough to 

create a learning environment. Teachers need to provide opportunities for students to be active 

mathematics learners. Possibilities include asking students to share their mathematical 

processing, inviting students to review mathematics problems in front of the class, engaging 

students in choral response, encouraging note taking, and giving students ownership of their own 

homework correction or that of a peer. Middleton and Spanias (1999) note the importance of the 

middle years in influencing students’ motivations toward mathematics. They suggest that 

teachers establish consistent instructional practices and facilitate students’ understanding of the 

applied nature of mathematics by creating mathematics problems that relate to students’ lives.  

Furthermore, teachers should understand that initial placement of immigrant students in 

mathematics classes may not accurately reflect students’ mathematics knowledge, as observed in 

the cases of Julieta and Nico. Year-to-year continuation of lower placement among emerging 

bilinguals can be exacerbated by students’ scores received on annual state mathematics exams in 

English. Gutiérrez (2002) calls attention to institutional forms of segregation (e.g., tracking and 

separate bilingual education) as factors affecting student placement in mathematics. Schools 

should consider initial mathematics assessment measures in students’ first language, keeping in 

mind that multiplication and division processes may be different in other countries. At the 

classroom level, mathematics teachers must become advocates for emerging bilinguals placed in 

mathematics classes below their academic level. They should be prepared to provide students 

with more intensive material or recommend them for higher-level mathematics classes. With 
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these recommendations in mind, along with an awareness of translanguaging as a practice of 

power, educators can create classroom environments that are conducive to the learning of 

mathematics among emerging bilinguals. 
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Appendix B: More than a Name:  

Spanish-Speaking Youth Articulating Bilingual Identities 

To be submitted to Journal of Language, Identity, & Education 

 

Youth position and re-position themselves in relation to names and labels. This article explores 

how middle-school Latina/o youth articulate their intersecting language identities as part of 

larger institutional and transnational experiences. In their expression of youth identities, students 

endeavored to make sense of multiple labels ascribed to them as members of the English for 

Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) program and the significance for students being Spanish-

speakers. This ethnographic case study draws from semi-structured individual interviews and 

focus groups with students as well as classroom observations. Findings show how youth resisted 

various images that the ESOL label reified and the ways in which students expressed the cultural, 

communicative, and economic benefits of their Spanish identities. The final section discusses 

implications for language policy and programming, with particular emphasis on the 

consequences that institutional naming has for language identity development. 

 

Keywords: Latina/o youth, bilingual, language policy and programming, identity labels, middle 

school 

Article word count: 8,604 

 

INTRODUCTION 

With the percentage of English language learners comprising 10% of students in K-12 

public schools in the United States (National Center for Education Statistics, 2013), it is crucial 

for educators, researchers, and policymakers to understand issues of youth, language, and 

identity. Youth have distinctive generational experiences which are often interpreted from the 

perspectives of adults. However, when youth are seen as producers of cultural and linguistic 

practices, they are recognized for their own actions. Bucholtz (2002) emphasizes how youth 

shape cultural forces and do not restrict themselves to specific ideological categories; rather, 

youth are bricoleurs who self-appropriate culture by borrowing from and adapting one’s 

background to create new styles. Youth innovate and pave the way for their own language 

practices depending on their social setting. They have flexible and multiple identities that are 

best understood from their own points of view. Youth are also navigators of language and 
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culture. Yosso (2005) defines navigation as distinct from negotiation. While negotiation assumes 

that youth have to compromise part of themselves in order to fit into a particular culture, 

navigation emphasizes that youth are the drivers of their own destinies. This article describes 

how Latina/o English language learners articulate their intersecting language identities as part of 

larger institutional and transnational experiences.  

An understanding of the schooling experiences of middle-school English language 

learners is a vital yet nearly absent body of research (Rubinstein-Avila, 2003). Middle school is a 

period of transition. Students must quickly adapt to new school schedules that include moving 

from class to class as subjects change; increased and varied teacher expectations; a wider range 

of electives and extracurricular activities; more adverse consequences for misbehavior like 

detentions and suspensions; and often times, a larger and more heterogeneous student body. 

According to the Association for Middle Level Education (2003), middle school is a time when 

students witness their own development. These areas of development include intellectual, 

physical, social, emotional, linguistic, and moral, all of which are intertwined. For middle-school 

students, “achieving academic success is highly dependent upon their other developmental needs 

also being met” (p. 3). For Latinas/os, middle school marks a critical time academically in that 

43% earn less than a high school diploma. Latinas/os, many of whom are English language 

learners, lead the nation in drop-out rates (National Center for Education Statistics, 2014). 

English language learners are not only in the midst of developmental growth and 

preparation for high school, they are also learning English. Participants in this study, all of whom 

immigrated to the United States in elementary or middle school from various Spanish-speaking 

countries of origin, noted that the hardest aspect of starting school in the U.S. was making 

friends, a challenge complicated by their limited proficiency in English. For youth, the socio-
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cultural and emotional aspects of school cannot be removed from the academic. When asked 

why the middle-school years are important, students stated “porque tú crees que tu vida . . . si no 

me acompaño esto, yo voy a quedar en mal” (because you think that your life . . . if I don’t 

follow this, I’m going to be in trouble), “trying to figure out who you’re going to be,” and “a 

little career that you see what people might do in the future.” Middle school presents many 

choices for youth to reflect upon and construct who they are now and who they will be moving 

forward. Attention to how youth shape their multiple identities is key to understanding the 

schooling experiences of English language learners. 

I begin with the connecting concepts of language, identity, and names. I then describe my 

research methodology with a detailed description of students’ social context as members of both 

Spanish-English dual language and English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) programs 

in a middle school in Miami, Florida. I transition into students’ expression of their ESOL and 

Spanish identities, which are intertwined within and across these distinctions. I conclude with a 

discussion, including implications for language policy and programming. 

 

Language and Identity 

Language and identity are intricately linked in that language is at the center of who we 

are, how we present ourselves, and how others see us (González, 2001). Individuals construct 

their identities by and through language. Bucholtz and Skapoulli (2009) note that “language 

stands at the intersection of multiple spaces, times, resources, and systems of meaning in the 

articulation of youth identity” (p. 3). Identity formation is not a solitary endeavor but rather a 

relationship with the sociocultural world. Bailey (2001) argues that an understanding of identity 

must consider questions of how, when, and why individuals count as members of particular 
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groups. For language learners, identity construction is tied to acceptance and belonging (Su Kim, 

2003). Adolescent language learners occupy various roles as sons and daughters, sisters and 

brothers, students, and friends across multiple and transnational sites of home, school, and 

community. Their identities are constantly shifting and changing as they move across time and 

space. 

In addition to membership across various social groups, questions of language and 

identity must reference larger, and frequently inequitable social structures (Norton Peirce, 1995). 

For language learners, these structures include institutions such as schools, whose programs and 

policies influence youth identities. Bhabha (1994) contests that identities are not pre-given, 

rather they are the production of an image of identity and one’s transformation in assuming that 

image. Schools pose images of identity to students through unequal positioning of which 

languages, and thus language speakers, are accepted, promoted, and developed. Adolescent 

language learners must negotiate the interplay between being positioned and repositioning 

themselves (McKay & Wong, 1996; Pavlenko & Blackledge, 2003). To understand the multiple 

identities of language learners is to understand how youth transform this intermediate space. 

 

Names 

Names and labels can appear to be self-evident for those who fall within and outside their 

categorizations. Rymes (2000) notes their inseparable connection to one’s social identity and 

history—how names are obtained, who says them, how they are used, and in what context. 

Names can have colonial underpinnings and represent outdated or lingering structures of power. 

They can be psychologically and emotionally damaging for the named as the namer isolates the 

named, explains them, contains them, and controls them (Ndebele, 1995). This molding and 
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constraining can begin to loosen through contextualizing the named. Starks (2010) proposes that 

the use of labels reflects multilayered and multifaceted identities that are continuously changing.  

Thesen (1997) challenges educational institutions to examine the discrepancies between how 

students are categorized and how they describe themselves. An understanding of identity in 

transition highlights the importance of hearing directly from those being named and taking into 

consideration their social histories, changing contexts, and future aspirations.  

 

METHODS 

The ethnographic case study on which this article is based explores the Spanish 

production of five Latina/o emerging bilinguals in a Spanish-English dual language middle 

school in Miami. The site was selected because the researcher served as a visiting teacher in fall 

2012. The larger research design involved shadowing students in their Spanish instruction 

classes (e.g., Mathematics, Humanities, and Spanish), comprising 270 hours of observation over 

the span of six months in 2013. This article explores how students in a dual language and ESOL 

program made sense of the institutional identities ascribed to them and how they imagined new 

possibilities. Through providing spaces for students to self-name, this research uncovers 

students’ own depictions of their multiple identities.   

 

Miami: “Northern Latin America” 

Miami’s population has changed significantly since the Tequesta Indians inhabited its 

land 12,000 years ago and Spain and Great Britain occupied its territory prior to Florida’s U.S. 

statehood in 1821. At the turn of the 20th century, white and black settlers followed railroad 

expansion to Miami, and immigrant communities relocated to the city shortly after. The first 
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wave of Latina/o immigrants were Cubans who migrated to Miami in the 1930s to open cigar 

factories and escape various political regimes, most notably that of Fidel Castro. Today, Miami’s 

population is 70% Latina/o, representing numerous countries of origin from Mexico, the 

Caribbean, Central America and South America. As one father in the study indicates, “En Miami 

no hay sector que no este lleno de latinos” (In Miami there’s not an area that isn’t full of 

Latinos). 

In addition to its high concentration of Latinas/os, Miami has many new immigrants. 

About half of its residents are foreign-born, and among its Latina/o population, two-thirds are 

born outside of the United States. Miami comprises the only U.S. metropolitan area in the top 10 

in which more than half of Latinas/os are foreign-born (Pew Research Center, 2013). Latina/o 

immigrants often reference Miami’s similarity to their home countries. Warm humid weather, the 

Spanish language, the ocean, and availability of food preferences constitute familiar aspects. 

Spanish, with all its varieties, is a principal language of the media and economic marketplace. As 

one teacher jokes, “Hay que salir de Miami para poder practicar inglés” (One must leave 

Miami in order to practice English). 

 

Coral Way: Site of the Study 

What makes Coral Way unique is its history as the founding Spanish-English public 

bilingual school in the United States. In 1963, 27 years after opening as a school, Coral Way 

started the Spanish-English dual language program to serve predominantly Cuban, Jewish, and 

white students—demographic categories at the time. Financially supported by the U.S. federal 

government, the intent of Coral Way’s bilingual program was, according to The Miami Herald, 

for “both native and foreign-born students to become adept in two languages and at ease in two 
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cultures” (“First bilingual school,” 1963). Students switched between two cooperating teachers 

who each taught different content-area subjects in their native language of Spanish or English. 

Coral Way’s dual language program has expanded from originally serving students in 

grades 1-3 to its current structure as a K-8 Center. The bilingual program, which is a 60% 

English - 40% Spanish instructional model, is mandatory for all students. Students switch 

between two cooperating teachers in grades K-4 and then switch for every subject in grades 5-8. 

Spanish instruction classes include Mathematics, Humanities, and Spanish. English instruction 

classes include Language Arts, Developmental Language Arts, Science, Social Studies, as well 

as electives, such as music, art, physical education, band, and journalism. 

Coral Way is a Title I school where 75% of students participate in the federally funded 

free and reduced price school lunch program. Of the school’s 1500 students, 89% are Latina/o, 

8% are White, 1% is Black, and 2% are classified as Asian/Multiracial. There are approximately 

560 students in the middle school with 122 (22%) designated as ESOL. The majority of ESOL 

students are of Cuban, Caribbean, and Central American origin and speak Spanish as a first 

language. About 10% speak first languages other than Spanish (e.g., Portuguese, French, Italian, 

and Arabic). 

 

ESOL Program 

All states are required by federal law to identify students needing language support 

services. Involvement in the ESOL program at Coral Way is determined by responses from the 

district’s home language survey, scores from the Comprehensive English Language Learning 

Assessment (CELLA), and academic progress in English Language Arts. For the home language 

survey, a parent or guardian responds to three questions regarding his/her child: (1) Is a language 
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other than English used in the home?, (2) Did the student have a first language other than 

English?, and (3) Does the student most frequently speak a language other than English? If the 

answer is “yes” to any question, the ESOL program coordinator administers the CELLA to 

assess the student’s English proficiency. The CELLA is comprised of three parts – 

Listening/Speaking, Reading, and Writing. Students must pass all three areas and obtain a 

minimum total “cut score” set by the state to be considered English proficient. Failure to pass 

one or more sections, even after achieving the minimum total cut score, is cause for a student to 

enter or remain in the ESOL program.  

There are five levels of English proficiency, with the fifth level considered “English 

proficient.” Students at this level are exempt from the ESOL program. In middle school, students 

tested at a proficiency level less than five have Developmental Language Arts in addition to 

English Language Arts. This additional class occupies time that would otherwise be utilized by 

students to enjoy an elective. To exit the ESOL program, students must pass the CELLA and 

pass the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT) for English Language Arts with a 

score of three, four, or five. Both the CELLA and FCAT are administered in the spring. The 

state’s expectation is that students will be able to exit the ESOL program after no more than 

three years.  

Once students exit ESOL, they are monitored for two years. During this period, they do 

not have to take Developmental Language Arts but must pass the CELLA during the first year of 

exit as well as the FCAT for English Language Arts. Students who are unable to pass these 

exams are re-admitted to the ESOL program. Since the opening of the middle school in 2005, 
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Ms. Nuñez8, the middle school ESOL coordinator, has seen only one student re-admitted to the 

program. 

 

Participants 

This ethnographic case study includes five middle-school students who participate in the 

ESOL program. Ms. Nuñez assisted in selecting students who spoke Spanish as a first language 

and had a Basic/Intermediate level of English proficiency. Similar to school demographics, 

students in the study varied in terms of country of origin and socio-economic status. Some were 

new to U.S. schools and to the ESOL program, whereas others had participated in ESOL for 5-6 

years (see Table 3.1).  

 

Table 3.1 

Descriptive Characteristics of Students 

 

Student 
Country of 

Origin 

ESOL 

Level 

(1-4) 

Number of 

Years as 

ESOL in U.S. 

Schools 

Daniela Colombia 4 6 

Grecia Panamá 3 5 

Julieta Cuba 1 2 

Nico Honduras 2 1 

Adrián Cuba 3 5 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
8 Pseudonyms are used for all proper names. 
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Data Collection and Analysis 

This article draws from semi-structured individual interviews and focus groups with 

students, totaling approximately 12 hours during six months. Data were triangulated with 

classroom observations. Interview topics were generated based on the researcher’s experience 

shadowing students in their Spanish-instruction classes. This grounded approach considered 

macro-level and micro-level issues in the formulation of an interview protocol with the intent to 

give voice to and interpret student responses (Strauss & Corbin, 1994). Topics included student’s 

migration history, transnational school experiences, perceptions of Coral Way programs (e.g., 

dual language and ESOL), emerging bilingualism, perceptions of Spanish skills, and attitudes 

towards Spanish maintenance. Interviews were conducted in English or Spanish, depending on 

the most common language of communication between researcher and participant. Four of the 

five participants preferred to speak English with the researcher, who is bilingual in English and 

Spanish. 

The focus groups provided an opportunity for participants to co-construct perspectives 

with peers, raise taboo topics, and discuss issues of significance (Agar & MacDonald, 1995; 

Culley, Hudson & Rapport, 2007). Although some students attended classes together, students 

were not from the same social groups. Familiarity among participants was fostered through 

monthly gatherings in school where both researcher and students could reflect on the project and 

share next steps. The creation of focus group questions was influenced by students’ interview 

responses and classroom observations. Questions focused on understanding students’ perceptions 

of the language of Coral Way, alternation of Spanish and English, opinions of bilingual 

education programs like dual language and English language development, and identification as 
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ESOL, bilingual, and middle-school students. The researcher asked questions in English while 

encouraging students to respond in the language that best expressed their point.  

Interview and focus group responses were typed verbatim and uploaded in ATLAS.ti®. 

Transcriptions were coded (e.g., bilingual benefits, Spanish language importance, ESOL as 

system, and ESOL label) and analyzed for patterns among codes. The next section highlights key 

themes uncovered in the analysis of students’ perceptions of their own bilingual identities. 

 

MULTILAYERED LANGUAGE IDENTITIES 

In their articulation of youth identities, students endeavored to make sense of various 

labels ascribed to them as members of the ESOL program—what I view as institutional 

identities—and the significance for students being Spanish-speakers. The following segments9 

illustrate various layers of students’ ESOL and Spanish identities. In my attempt to tease out 

students’ multiple identities, I recognize that this distinction may depict students’ many identities 

as separate planes, when in fact, they are inextricably connected. These layers are intertwined in 

ways best expressed through students’ own perspectives as bilingual students.  

 

ESOL as Institutional Practice 

Students were aware of institutional practices related to the ESOL program and how 

these practices affected them as participants in the program. During the individual interviews, 

Daniela, Nico, and Grecia each expressed their dissatisfaction with the inability of ESOL 

students to participate in electives. Students’ disappointment on this issue surfaced in response to 

questions relating to what they liked and disliked about school. As Daniela stated, “Well I kinda 

                                                 
9 Excerpts utilize transcription conventions from Jefferson (2004). 
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like that we have . . . no I don’t like that cuz I don’t have it [Softer voice]. But there’s a lot of 

sports I mean I don’t get any, but there’s a lot of sports.” Others mentioned electives when 

describing school in their country of origin. As Nico stated, “Aquí tú tienes que ser fuera de 

ESOL para tener P.E. o arte o música, mientras que allá, no, ya si tú sabes inglés o español 

siempre tienen [todos] P.E., arte y música.” (Here you have to exit ESOL in order to have P.E. 

or art or music, whereas there, no, if you already know English or Spanish everybody has P.E., 

art and music). While electives were considered core classes in other countries, certain electives, 

like band, can be unique to the U.S. middle-school experience. Grecia exclaimed: 

Having an elective is something so . . . it’s hard for me to accept because I want to 

experience having an elective at least once because maybe next year I’m not going to the 

same school, I’m probably gonna move to Panama and over there, they don’t have 

electives, they don’t do band, they don’t do the same things as over here, so I WANT to 

experience them, but they don’t let you experience that cuz obviously you’re ESOL . . . 

so it’s like no, you can’t have an elective, you’re ESOL. 

 

The absence of an elective was a significant source of frustration for students in the 

study. The void served as an institutional practice that marked students as different from their 

peers who were not part of the ESOL program. It also served as an obvious contrast with 

students’ school experiences in their countries of origin. 

In addition to school scheduling, students critiqued the ESOL program exiting process 

established by the state. Students were asked to provide their opinions as to why they remained 

in ESOL. Julieta indicated, “Even if you know it [English], really really that you know it . . . the 

problem . . . is the tests, in the tests you show you know, but you know . . . it’s not really, it’s 

hard to go up a level, it’s really hard.” Julieta’s response highlighted her awareness of the 

CELLA to exit or advance within the ESOL program, her understanding of its purpose to assess 

English proficiency, as well as her doubt (“it’s not really”) in its effectiveness as an accurate 

measurement of English proficiency. Skepticism persisted for students who had remained in the 
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ESOL program for many years. Responding to the same question, Adrián stated, “Cuz . . . I don’t 

really know why [Five-second pause] I don’t know why.” Daniela professed, “I DO not know, 

and I’ve been asking my- that, I’ve been asking myself that question on and on, but it’s more 

because of reading. I don’t know, I don’t know about the rest [Softer voice], I don’t even know 

why I am an ESOL.” Reflecting upon their continued involvement in the ESOL program, 

students expressed uncertainty, speculated about their weak areas, and imagined alternative 

exiting processes. Grecia proposed: 

I don’t get what you guys want, really, it’s just based on a test, it supposedly tells you if 

you know English or not, why can’t a teacher just tell, “Oh she knows how to speak 

English,” why does a test have to do it. It’s a test, it’s not gonna really test your 

understanding about anything [Four-second pause] I don’t think so, I don’t think a test is 

gonna tell you how much you know, it’s just impossible . . . just because you get an F in a 

test, it doesn’t mean you’re stupid. 

 

 Students grappled with the difficulty and ambiguity of the state-defined exiting process. 

Another prevalent concern among students was the perception of the CELLA as a faceless, one-

time assessment of English proficiency that is out-of-touch with students’ school realities as 

English speakers. As Grecia professed, a test is not only a poor indicator of English proficiency 

but also an inadequate measure of intellect.  

 

ESOL as “Stupid” 

Students in the study felt that members of the ESOL program were perceived by others as 

stupid. Participants heard this message directly from peers or interpreted peer comments as such. 

This linking of ESOL with stupidity came out during interviews, focus groups, and classroom 

observations. On one occasion in Grecia’s mathematics class, students were independently 

solving inequalities from the textbook. Excerpt 1 illustrates communication among Liam (L), 

Carla (C), and Grecia (G) who sat within close proximity of one another. 
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Excerpt 1 

L: 

 

[To Carla] ¿Sabes lo que estás haciendo?  

[To Carla] (“Do you know what you’re doing?”) 

C: Yes, that’s why I’m in band and not ESOL. 

[One minute later] 

G: [To Liam] Just because you’re in ESOL doesn’t mean we’re stupid. She’s so mean. 

L: Es una boba. 

(“She’s stupid.”) 

 

In this example, Carla interpreted Liam’s question as an indication that he did not understand the 

assignment. She affirmed her mathematics abilities and exposed the reality that students in the 

ESOL program, like Liam, do not have electives. Her comment equated her own band 

membership with intelligence and consequently, Liam’s ESOL membership with stupidity. 

Grecia overheard the conversation, became offended, and heatedly exclaimed to Liam that 

students in ESOL, including themselves, are not stupid. 

The direct relationship between ESOL and stupidity surfaced during the focus groups as 

students responded to whether ESOL defined who they are. Grecia’s (G) experience in 

mathematics class re-surfaced among comments from Daniela (D), Adrián (A), and Nico (N). 

Excerpt 2 highlights segments from a more extended transcript. Un-italicized brackets [ ] denote 

overlapping speech. 

 

Excerpt 2 

1 

 

 

 

D: 

 

 

 

ESOL just represents that you need a little bit more help learning a language that 

you’re trying to learn, nothing more and nothing less. Like if we’re in ESOL here 

it’s because we came from another country and because we’re trying to fit into a 

language, not because you know, Nico doesn’t know anything so he’s in ESOL, 

in other words, like he’s stupid so he’s in ESOL. 

2 [Laughter from other students] 

3 

 

 

 

D: 

 

 

No, that’s not . . . that . . . no, like that’s an example, but that’s like that ESOL 

doesn’t . . . people come up to me and they’re like, ‘Oh my god, you’re so stupid, 

you’re in ESOL.’ I’m not stupid. I’m trying to fit into a language that I didn’t 

know years before.  

.   .   .  
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7 D: So like it’s not fair if I was . . . like every time I hear my friends say something 

about how someone that doesn’t know how to speak English is a REF [refugee] 

8 A: [Whispering] Yeah, right.  

9 D: or someone that doesn’t know how to speak English is stupid or someone that’s 

in ESOL is like mentally retarded, I consider that mean, and I consider that 

something that we all went through. 

10 A: [Yeah, cuz] 

11 D: [Everyone] before was a REF. Everyone before didn’t know nothing and 

everyone before got a certain pro- a certain pro-, [blah] 

12 A:                                                                                [progress]  

13 D: a certain problem fitting into something so ESOL doesn’t represent anything 

more than just trying to fit into a language that you didn’t know. 

.   .   .  

17 G: Like the other day, it’s true that happens like a lot . . . this girl, you [researcher] 

were there in first period, and this girl next to Liam said, ‘Oh shut up, because 

you’re ESOL, at least I’m not stupid like you.’  

18 D: [That happens a lot]  

19 G: [And] it’s very rude because if you were in that position, you wouldn’t like it, 

because it’s not your . . . probably it’s your fault for not passing [Chuckles], but 

it’s not your fault that you’re ESOL.  

20 D: It’s not your fault that you’re not passing. It’s that maybe you didn’t know some 

things. Like I said, being in ESOL is just . . . 

21 N: Learning another language. 

 

In this segment, Daniela revealed her interpretation of the ESOL label as trying to “fit” into a 

language that she didn’t know years before. Her articulation and rejection of ESOL as being 

synonymous with stupid is based on her personal experiences as the target of peer confrontations 

(3) and as a witness to remarks within her own peer group (7). Whether born in the United States 

or in another country, learning English is something everyone goes through (9). Grecia added to 

Daniela’s reference to ESOL as stupid by sharing what happened in mathematics class (17). 

Grecia felt victimized by Carla’s allusion to ESOL membership as stupid. Her recollection of the 

interaction between Liam and Carla was different from what actually had transpired. Carla had 

not used the word “stupid.” For Grecia, however, the message was clear. This segment concludes 

with students pondering why they are in ESOL, a reference to the vaguely complex institutional 

practices involved in exiting the program.  
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ESOL as “REF” 

Throughout the project, students called attention to the label “REF,” a derogatory 

abbreviation for “refugee” or “refugiado.” Students first mentioned REF during interviews when 

responding to questions about Coral Way and, in particular, whether there was an official 

language at school. While most students indicated there was a mix of English and Spanish, 

Julieta and Adrián specified English as the dominant language. In Excerpts 3 and 4, Julieta (J) 

and Adrián (A) justify their responses with Erin (E), the researcher. 

 

Excerpt 3 

J: Cuz we’re in the United States of America and that’s the basic language in this country so 

if you live in this country, why are you not gonna speak English, so every day in the 

hallway, I see everybody speaking English, everybody, everybody, everybody. I don’t see 

. . . I see nobody speaking Spanish. And I don’t . . . I don’t know why the ones who speak 

Spanish are left behind. 

E: How so? 

J: I don’t know. People think . . . call them names like REFs. 

E: What does that stand for? 

J: Like you came in a boat from Cuba. 

 

 

Excerpt 4 

A: Cuz it’s what people know more. Cuz some kids know more Spanish than English, and 

like almost the whole school talks English except for the ESOL people, like I mean the 

kids that are new. I hate when people call those kids REF. I hate when people say REF to 

like your family or to you. It’s not really nice. Cuz if they say REF, your family is 

actually a REF too so, it’s like . . . seriously. 

E: You’re talking about [your own]  

A:                                    [your own] Yeah.  

E: And what is a REF?  

A: A REF is somebody that talks Spanish, but in a mean way, they say REF. Like he’s a 

REF, he talks Spanish, he can’t talk English. 

 

In their descriptions of why English is the official language at school, Julieta and Adrián made 

reference to students who speak Spanish and the mean names they are called. Despite the fact 

that all students at Coral Way are part of the dual language program and have some proficiency 

in both English and Spanish, Julieta and Adrián’s comments allude to the stigmatization by 
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others of the Spanish language and of those who prefer to speak Spanish, such as some students 

in the ESOL program. While Julieta and Adrián, both from Cuba, were more vocal about their 

aversion to the label REF, all students expressed a distaste to the unfairness of name-calling. 

Excerpt 5 highlights further references to REF as part of a focus group discussion on labels. 

Speakers included Julieta (J), Daniela (D), Grecia (G), Nico (N), Adrián (A), and Erin (E).  

 

Excerpt 5 

1 J: I’ve been bullied like two times, and every time they bullied me, it was about my 

language. It was like ‘you REF.’ They were telling me stuff, and I didn’t like it. 

2 D: [To Julieta] I told you if they do that, you need to come tell me. 

3 [Laughter from other students] 

4 G: I don’t like it when people come up to you and judge you for what . . . what your like 

nametag is [Chuckles], because it’s just mean, because they don’t really know who you 

are and [like they don’t know] the situation, they don’t know anything, so why judge. 

5 D:              [and what you went through] 

6 G: Because I can judge them about anything, and they would say, ‘Oh that’s not true,’ then 

why are you judging me? It’s not fair. 

7 D: Exactly, that’s like if you want to be respected you need to respect [others] 

8 N:                                                                                                             [others] 

9 A: Yeah. 

10 D: So if you don’t want me to insult you, then don’t come up to me and insult me. 

11 N: If you want respect, respect [others] 

12 A:                                              [Cuz] this is what I hate [that some kids] 

13 D: [To Nico]                                                                     [I like that English. Getting better]                       

14 A: 

 

they call you REF, but their family, but their parents are REF, so what’s the point about 

you calling me REF if you’re . . . if you’re another REF so, just BE QUIET. You have 

nothing to say, and you have no way to judge me, so.  

15 D: I think REF is just an insult [to the Spanish language] 

16 A:                                              [I call that] . . . I think that’s really something stupid to say. 

17 E: Can you elaborate on that?  

18 J: And for Cubans.  

19 G: They made that up, they . . . they . . . that was like since last year, they made that name 

up. 

20 A: They made . . . they made mostly a name for . . . for like people that . . . for like Cubans, 

and for like [people like from like Colombia are not] 

21 D:                     [Cuz people here think] that since Fidel Castro is sadly a bad person, and 

since Cuba is sadly a really poor place, people think that because they’re like that, 

they’re different people, and it’s kind of reliving the same thing that happened with the 

Negros back then but these days, it’s with Cubans. And I completely disagree with 

people insulting Cubans because just like I could think that Cubans are awesome, 
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people could think that Cubans are awesome too, maybe not as good as I think of them, 

but there’s no right for people to insult Cubans. 

22 E: And you said that the label REF is like an insult to the Spanish language.  

23 A&J: Yeah.  

24 A: Also Ms. –––––, you know Ms. –––––, the reading teacher? She told K–––––, the kid 

that he was saying, he’s like, ‘Oh, and I saw . . .’ when, like in the Calle Ocho when 

there was a carnival, he’s like, ‘Oh, I saw so many REFs,’ and then the teacher’s like, 

‘Don’t say no REFs, cuz you . . . cuz you don’t want people to call you a REF, and you 

talk Spanish too . . . and I’m Cuban, so if you got a problem with it, then deal with me.’ 

So, yeah she [got really pissed off] 

25 D:                      [Do it] by yourself. If you have a problem, there’s no need to share it. If 

it’s good, okay. If it’s bad, just keep it to yourself.                    

 

In this excerpt, students expanded upon the connection between the label REF and the Spanish 

language. Julieta and Adrián shared their personal experiences (1, 14) as targets of the label 

during peer bullying and judging. Discrimination was about “my language” (1), the Spanish 

language (15), and being Cuban (18, 20). Students expressed their dislike and hate for 

“nametags” such as REF because those who label do not know “the situation.” Throughout the 

discussion, students advocated for mutual respect between peers. They highlighted 

commonalities among peers, such as family migration experiences (14), friendships (21), and the 

Spanish language (24). 

As illustrated in the previous sections, the ESOL label reified institutional identities for 

students in the ESOL program. They grappled with exclusion from electives and an omnipresent 

yet detached exiting process. For students, the label signified other connotations such as “stupid” 

and “REF.” Transcriptions illuminated not only students’ perspectives and experiences but also 

their emotions. Long pauses, chuckles, interruptions, loud exclamations, and soft-voiced 

mumbles reflected their own struggles with making sense of their institutional identities. The 

following segments highlight another layer of students’ identities—their bilingual selves. 
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Spanish as Cultural  

During interviews and focus groups, students articulated the importance of “balancing 

out” languages. While students viewed English as essential for gaining employment and 

citizenship in the United States, they viewed Spanish as imperative to maintain. Students 

articulated their intent to preserve their Spanish identity and “no perder mis raíces” (not to lose 

my cultural roots), “not forget the language from your culture,” and “never forget where you 

come from.” Grecia stated: 

Always remember that you do speak Spanish and that was your first language, and to 

always practice it, no matter whether your mom decided to go all English, just ask your 

mom please just speak Spanish with me at least. I have enough English at school, so 

please just speak Spanish with me at home. That’s what I think. 

 

As participants in ESOL and as residents of the United States, students’ responses reflect 

their awareness of English as a stronghold language with the potential to replace their Spanish 

identities. Students expressed resistance of a monolingual English identity and indicated their 

cultural pride and sense of worth in being bilingual. Julieta and Grecia conveyed, respectively: 

Having two languages, even that people don’t see it, Spanish is a great language to speak 

to be like us, you know, we speak Spanish and English. We know how to write them, 

how to read them, we know everything. 

 

I just think that losing . . . it would just be a shame if I lost what I had learned first, then 

now, cuz it’s like what are you doing with your life? Cuz if I wouldn’t have learned 

Spanish first, I would probably not know two languages, I would just know one, so it’s 

like I want both of them. I think it’s really important. 

 

 Students credited Coral Way’s dual language program with helping them to maintain 

Spanish. As Adrián noted, the bilingual program helps to “keep the two languages, [not like] the 

whole day it’s all English, and then you start losing the Spanish. It’s both. It’s the good thing 

about it.” As part of the focus groups, students had the opportunity to comment on alternative 

programs for ESOL participants. Excerpt 6 highlights a discussion about Arizona’s English-only 
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ESOL program, where students have to pass an English proficiency exam like the CELLA before 

taking content-area subjects in Spanish. Speakers included Erin (E), Grecia (G), Daniela (D), 

Adrián (A), Julieta (J), and Nico (N).  

Excerpt 6 

1 E: If you all were studying right now in Arizona, you would have to pass the CELLA before 

you could take any classes in Spanish. So you wouldn’t be able to take Humanidades, 

Matemáticas, [Español] until you pass the CELLA. What do you think about that? 

2 J:                        [Awwww] 

3 G: What would we take? 

4 E: English and Science.  

5 G: So we would take all those but in English?  

6 E: Yes.  

7 G: But isn’t ESOL supposed to be for . . .  

8 D: They don’t have ESOL.  

9 A: ESOL it’s a . . .  

10 D: That’s weird.  

11 E: They have ESOL for learning English. 

12 A: What does ESOL stand for?  

13 E: English for speakers of other languages. So in Arizona they have the ESOL program, but 

you have to pass CELLA before you can take Spanish classes.  

14 D: That IS weird. 

15 J: I don’t think that’s a good program because if you’re ESOL you need to learn some 

English, but they don’t have to, you don’t have to listen to people every single day 

speaking Span- speaking English, so you need a little bit of English and a little bit of 

Spanish, cuz when you learn English, then you’re gonna forget the Spanish. 

16 D: I get what you’re saying, you need to balance it, [like if you speak . . .] 

17 A:                                                                               [Yeah] You need a lot and a lot.  

18 G: They’re sort of like restricting you from the language that you normally speak so you can 

only speak English until you pass the CELLA. 

19 D: Which is kind of weird because if you need to balance it out, you need to speak English 

and Spanish, like I think what we all do here, like you know how Nico may speak Spanish 

with his friends and English with some other friends, and Spanish at home and English 

here . . . and that’s kind of what I call balancing out.  

20 G: That’s kind of weird, cuz normally they would let you, you know, they would want you to 

speak [both languages], but like that’s just like . . . you can only speak one. 

21 N:           [Umm hmm] Speak English. 

22 D: Speak English or be quiet. 

 

In this discussion, students commented on the strangeness of Arizona’s ESOL program. Julieta 

indicated her rejection of its English-only aspect and communicated the need for ESOL students 

to learn in Spanish and English to maintain both languages (15). Daniela called for the need to 
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balance out languages (16, 19), which is “what we all do here,” and Adrián alluded to the 

necessity of both and rather than either or (17). Grecia pointed out the restrictive nature of 

Arizona’s program and the peculiarity of its monolingual objective (20). The segment concludes 

with students imagining the language realities for ESOL students in Arizona—English or silence 

(20-22). 

Students’ comments address their advocacy of programs for ESOL students, such as dual 

language, that balance bilingualism. Their perspectives were firm and based on their personal 

experiences of what ESOL students “need.” As Grecia indicated, maintaining the “language that 

you normally speak” should be the intent of ESOL programs. Students imagined educational 

language policies that reflected their interest in preserving their cultural identities as Spanish 

speakers. 

 

Spanish as Communicative 

Students spoke of the high importance of maintaining Spanish to communicate with 

family and friends. These relationships were not only in the United States, but also crossed 

borders to Cuba, Central America, and South America. Students regularly communicated with 

immediate and extended family members and friends through conversations via telephone, 

Skype™, and return visits. Reflecting on the continuation of Spanish, Nico stated, “Es muy 

importante para mí seguir continuando hablando el español porque me puedo seguir 

comunicando con mis amigos de Honduras y ser siempre social allí en Honduras” (It’s very 

important for me to continue speaking Spanish because I can keep communicating with my 

friends in Honduras and always be social in Honduras). Grecia exclaimed: 

It’s really bad when you get out of a country speaking one language that’s your normal 

language, and then you come to this country and then you learn English, and you go back 
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and you don’t know absolutely nothing, and it’s really bad, and it happens a lot. 

 

 The possibility of not being able to communicate with family and friends during return 

visits was enough of a reason to maintain Spanish as current opportunities for communication. 

Aside from being able to communicate with family and friends, students recognized the 

importance of Spanish at the local, national, and global level. They emphasized how the majority 

of immigrants in the United States come from Spanish-speaking countries like Mexico, 

Colombia, and Cuba. Julieta pointed out the importance of speaking Spanish in order to 

communicate with immigrants whose second language is Spanish, as is the case with many 

Brazilians. All in all, students underscored the communicative benefits of their Spanish 

identities. 

 

Spanish as Economic 

Students noted economic reasons for preserving Spanish. They made more references to 

the future than when they expressed cultural and communicative aspects. Living in the United 

States, students envisioned better jobs as bilinguals, more employment opportunities, higher pay, 

and quick hiring. They viewed Spanish as a marketable skill. As Julieta indicated, “If you’re 

gonna get a career, the first thing they’re gonna ask you is how many languages do you speak.” 

Daniela already knew which career she wanted—that of an actress and singer. Already acting in 

nationally-syndicated television shows, she stated: 

I know a lot of artists, not that know-know, but like I know that they don’t speak Spanish, 

which Justin Bieber, which is half of my idol, and Liam Payne from One Direction, he’s 

my idol. He doesn’t know how to speak English, I mean Spanish, and it’s not hard for 

them because they already got where I want to get. But I know definitely that if they 

would have known Spanish and English they would have gotten a little farther . . . it 

would be easier for them to communicate with fans. 
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 Envisioning careers that cross linguistic borders, students saw Spanish as an economic 

asset. While students reflected on their future selves, their comments were not removed from 

present realities. Many observed the experiences of their parents, who had migrated to the United 

States with pre-established careers and who were unable to continue previous careers due to 

different degree requirements and their limited English proficiency. Students articulated the 

importance of speaking Spanish in the workplace so that “customers can feel happy because they 

can speak their language from home . . . I think it makes them feel good cuz it makes you feel 

good” and “para que unas personas que no supieran nada de inglés pero sabrían trabajar 

tuvieran un buen trabajo también” (so that people who don’t know English but are hardworking 

have a good job as well). As children of immigrants and as English learners themselves, students 

recognized Spanish as a language of comfort and empathized with the challenge of being 

recognized intellectually. 

Students’ significance for maintaining their Spanish identities emphasized the speaking 

and listening aspects of the Spanish language. Through prompting during interviews, students 

highlighted benefits of continuing to read and write in Spanish. Their principal reasoning related 

to economic self-sufficiency. Daniela indicated her desire to write her own Spanish lyrics and 

posters. Adrián stated, “You don’t have to like tell people to teach you how to write a word or 

how to spell it.” Julieta noted, “You won’t be worried that the boss is gonna fire you, the boss is 

gonna be worried that you’re gonna quit.” While not as forthright in expressing their Spanish 

literacy identities, students recognized the advantages of maintaining Spanish literacy for the 

future. 
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DISCUSSION 

Students in this study constructed their multilayered youth identities by and through 

language. Their articulation reflected their experiences as immigrants from various Spanish-

speaking countries of origin, residents of Miami, and members of both Spanish-English dual 

language and ESOL programs. Through interviews, focus groups, and informal conversations 

with peers, students contextualized their bilingual selves. Their experiences were understood and 

communicated through the process of naming (McLaren & da Silva, 1993). Students positioned 

and re-positioned themselves in relation to labels of who they are. 

Whereas all students at Coral Way were part of the dual language program, not everyone 

was part of the ESOL program. This distinction became a boundary to distance members from 

non-members. Initial boundaries were institutionally established by designating an extra English 

class for ESOL students, denying an elective, and enacting a test-based method for program 

entry and exit. In addition to being a formal program and policy, “ESOL” accumulated multiple 

meanings as students within and outside the program named members. In a school with a 

majority Latina/o and bilingual population, students became defined, as Olsen (1997) notes, by 

their lack of English and willingness to hold onto Spanish. ESOL became an image of an identity 

which students in the study sought to transform. 

While students recognized the ESOL program as one that helps them to “fit” into the 

English language, they stressed how the name, ESOL, does not define them as individuals. 

Institutionally positioned as “stupid” and “REF”, students aimed to clarify these distinctions. In 

doing so, students brought to the forefront the fluid space in which they navigate—a space 

between their literal and physical involvement in the ESOL program and their conceptualization 

of what this membership represents. For students, articulation of this intermediate space was not 
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without emotion, internalization, resistance, and re-appropriation of the ESOL program label to 

name themselves. 

Students’ ESOL identities were not divorced from their Spanish identities. Youth were 

invested in the Spanish language through their acknowledgement of both symbolic (e.g., family, 

friends, and education) and material (e.g., jobs and money) resources (Norton Peirce, 1995) at a 

local, national, and global level. Students’ motivations for maintaining Spanish were both 

instrumental and integrative (Gardner & Lambert, 1972). They viewed Spanish as a necessity in 

the workplace for their own benefit of obtaining rapid employment and higher pay. Furthermore, 

students viewed Spanish as a way to socialize with family, friends, and community members. 

Distinct from the aforementioned types of investment and motivation, students expressed the 

importance of Spanish as cultural. They felt a strong connection with their countries of origin 

and the significance of one’s first language. Their identities were rooted beyond U.S. borders and 

maintained through transnational relationships and return visits. Students’ high regard of Spanish 

helped to authorize it as a legitimate language and to foster, as Achugar (2006) notes, “the 

cultural and historical role of Spanish in the construction of a professional identity in the United 

States” (p. 98). 

Implications for Language Policy and Programming 

Understanding how youth articulate their language identities has implications for 

language policy and programming. The youth in this study critiqued many aspects of the ESOL 

program, including institutional ramifications and false assumptions by their peers of students in 

the program. At a time when students are positioning themselves academically, middle school is 

an important period in the educational pipeline to address issues of social acceptance and 

belonging, as these areas of development impact academic growth. While program distinctions 
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(e.g., honors and regular) may be inevitable, design of programs in which students are not denied 

access to hands-on social environments, such as electives, is recommended. Furthermore, 

language policies that assess students’ daily progress in learning language, such as a portfolio-

based and interdisciplinary approach, may better represent students’ language development than 

a test-based format. Youth in this study also expressed how language maintenance programs 

which develop bilingualism and biliteracy, such as dual language, positively impact the school 

experiences of language learners. For students, balancing languages is a significant aspect of 

learning and fosters an academic environment in which language minority students are not 

institutionally pushed into silence.  

Similar to program distinctions, program names may be unavoidable; however 

derogatory images of the named can be avoided. As Adrián’s reading teacher demonstrated when 

she called out her student’s offensive use of “REF,” educators are instrumental in re-positioning 

false imaging. Through understanding identities as fluid and viewing names as arbitrary and 

open to re-conceptualization, educators can model these notions of identity for their students. 

These recommendations for language policy and programming could not have been named 

without listening to students’ articulation of their youth identities and acknowledging them as 

language policymakers (McCarty, Romero-Little, Warhol, & Zepeda, 2009). Youth experiences 

provide an essential component in imagining educational possibilities for English language 

learners. 
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Appendix C: Spanish Writing in the Classroom:  

The Need for Critical Heritage Language Education  
To be submitted to Applied Linguistics 

 

There are millions of heritage language learners in K-12 schools in the United States. Yet, there 

is limited research which has explored students’ heritage language development in classrooms, 

and particularly their writing opportunities. For heritage language learners in the U.S., writing 

development continues a literary tradition fractured by their enrollment in English-dominant 

schools. Based on an ethnographic study in Miami, Florida, this article explores the Spanish 

writing opportunities of five middle-school students in “Spanish for Spanish Speakers” class. 

The research draws from heritage language education, critical applied linguistics, and 

community-based literacy perspectives in the analysis of student writing. Issues of analysis 

include standard Spanish, language variation, and creative writing. As student writing 

opportunities cannot be isolated from teacher practices, pedagogical and institutional factors are 

also considered. This research offers theoretical implications and recommendations for literacy 

development among heritage language learners. 

 

Word count: 7,795  

 

INTRODUCTION 

The United States is the place of residency for 35 million individuals who speak Spanish 

at home, half of whom are born in the U.S. (Carreira, 2013). Spanish-speakers are members of 

local and transnational networks which comprise generations of familial and social ties. In U.S. 

public schools, one in every twelve K-12 students speaks Spanish as a first language (Institute 

for Language and Education Policy, 2011). Spanish-speaking students attend a variety of school 

programs that may develop students’ Spanish in addition to English, transition students from 

Spanish to English, or immerse students in English-only environments. 

The development of Spanish has many educational and societal benefits for Spanish-

speaking students. Learning in one’s primary language reinforces content-area knowledge 

learned in English (Cummins, 1991), improves reading achievement in English (August, 

Goldenberg, & Rueda, 2010), and increases the self-esteem of its speakers (Portes & Zady, 

2002). Spanish writing development, the focus of this article, has distinct advantages. Baker 
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(2003) notes that an ability to write in one’s primary language increases the language’s functions 

and prestige and leads to greater language maintenance and revitalization. For Latina/o students 

in the U.S., Spanish writing continues a literary tradition fractured by students’ enrollment in 

English-dominant schools (Vélez-Ibáñez & Greenberg, 1992). Furthermore, development of 

biliteracy complements students’ bilingualism in that writing strengthens and is strengthened by 

students’ oral and reading abilities.  

This article explores the Spanish writing opportunities in Spanish class of five middle-

school English language learners in Miami, Florida. Through analyzing student writing and 

interview responses of teachers and students, I highlight trends, aberrations, and gaps in student 

learning. Informed by heritage language education research and community-based literacy, this 

research offers theoretical implications and recommendations for primary language literacy 

development.  

 

Heritage Language Education 

The study of heritage language learners (HLLs) is a newer field in the United States. 

Originating in the 1990s, this research has highlighted policies and practices in heritage language 

education. There has been an emphasis on students and teachers at the high school and college 

levels (see Carreira, 2007; Martínez, 2003; Valdés, 2000) with limited research during the 

elementary and middle-school years. Research has varied in its definition of heritage language 

learners. Common descriptions indicate that HLLs have a historical or personal connection to a 

minority language (Fishman, 2001) and/or are raised in homes where a minority language is 

spoken (Valdés, 2000). HLLs are often multilingual in that many have multiple native languages 

(Rothman & Treffers-Daller, 2014) and speak or understand, at varying degrees, the heritage 
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language, which can include an immigrant, refugee, or indigenous language, as well as a former 

colonial language (Wiley, 2005). Despite the contestation of terms and their allusion to the past, 

HLLs and their languages are ever-present. Hornberger (2005) elaborates on this dynamic: 

The local heritage identities, knowledges, and purposes the languages convey are also 

inevitably contested and ever-shifting in their national contexts. That fluidity and 

negotiation is, I believe, the surest evidence of the adaptability and long-term survival of 

heritage languages in our ever-changing world. (p. 608) 

 

The vitality of heritage languages can be attributed to the continuous fluctuation of what 

heritage languages signify for current populations.  

 Heritage language classrooms are those in which the heritage language is used as the 

principal medium of instruction. They can be content-area classes (e.g., Mathematics and Social 

Studies) as well as language classes (e.g., Spanish for Spanish Speakers), with the latter example 

as the focus of this article. Extant research regarding language classes for HLLs suggests 

multiple characteristics of optimal learning environments. Language development should build 

from the existing language abilities and experiences of students, who are often in classes with 

peers of mixed proficiency levels in the heritage language. Students can extend vocabulary and 

grammar as well as read and reflect upon different types of literature. Valdés (2000) also notes 

that HLLs should develop strengths in the heritage language so they might resemble strengths in 

the majority language.  

Furthermore, teachers should create classroom spaces where HLLs feel comfortable with 

their language backgrounds and can learn from each other in the heritage language without 

shyness or alienation (Carreira, 2000; Hornberger & Wang, 2008). A key aspect in creating a 

comfortable space is for heritage language teachers to highlight language variation. Variation 

includes rural and urban dialects of the heritage language from various countries of origin as well 

as local dialects. Carreira (2000) indicates that although lexical differences often distinguish 
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varieties, teachers must call attention to the linguistic overlap among varieties, which includes 

shared core rules regarding syntax and morphology. Students should be aware that standard 

language is also a language variety. With consideration and acceptance of similarities and 

differences in varieties, teachers can foster caring classroom communities. 

There is limited research that discusses the teaching and learning of heritage languages 

through a critical perspective. In addition to developing an awareness of language varieties, 

HLLs should understand the situational use of language. Valdés (2005) emphasizes that students 

should acquire a formal variety of the heritage language for academic and professional settings. 

The teaching of formal, standard Spanish, however, goes beyond its acquisition as a self-

contained system. Social values ascribed to different varieties of Spanish, including standard, 

must also be considered (Martínez, 2003). Variation cannot be highlighted without underlining 

the power and subordination of language speakers. Pennycook (2001) argues for an 

understanding of how power operates through language; instead of describing standard language 

as powerful, identify particular forms of powerful language. Through disentangling language in 

the contexts of interaction, students and teachers in heritage language classrooms can develop an 

understanding of language, status, and communication. In the process, teachers and students can 

bring forward their lived experiences.  

 

A Community-Based Literacy Perspective 

Community-based education begins with people and their immediate reality (Corson, 

1999). It draws upon the knowledge, expertise, and cultural and linguistic practices of 

community members. Community-based literacy foregrounds the role of the local heritage 

language community itself in shaping curriculum. It is with this conceptualization of the school-
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community relationship that, in Europe and Australia, heritage languages are often referred to as 

“community languages,” and the schools in which they are taught as “community language 

schools” (Creese & Blackledge, 2010). In Miami, as well as in many urban and rural areas of the 

U.S., community members are inhabiting transnational spaces. They have emotional ties to more 

than one home country, blurring social and geographical space (Li Wei & Zhu Hua, 2013). With 

the increased flow of people and global communications which create networks spatially and 

virtually (De Fina & Perrino, 2013), communities are constantly stretching and evolving. The 

dynamic nature of community cultural and linguistic practices must be considered in the teaching 

and learning of heritage languages. Luke and Freebody (1997) argue that literacy curriculum 

should take up questions of “what kinds of local textual practices can and should be forged in 

relation to larger social forces and dynamics, and how community, technological, and global 

change can form the very bases and objects of study” (p. 2-3). An understanding of literacy in its 

historical circumstances is a crucial aspect of community-based education. 

Incorporating community knowledge and language practices involves participation from 

students and teachers. Norton and Toohey (2004) encourage teachers’ co-investigation with 

students on topics of importance to both. This participatory stance positions teachers as problem-

posers rather than problem-solvers (Auerbach, 2000). Collaboration between teachers and 

students ensures that language learning is embedded in pertinent issues for students. Moll and 

Greenberg (1990) advocate literacy development through student inquiry. When students claim 

ownership for what they read and write, they have greater investment in their learning. An 

inquiry approach cannot be limited to the textbooks and materials found in classrooms. Teachers 

must cast a wide net to ensure that student learning extends beyond school walls to include the 

greater community. Field experiences, classroom visitors, and out-of-school assignments 
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introduce additional contexts for language and literacy development. Through integration of 

school and community, students can envision “how they might use literacy to influence their life 

chances and trajectories in a particular material economy of textual and discursive relations” 

(Luke & Freebody, 1997, p. 4). They can expand their understanding of literacy as a key 

component of their own self-sufficiency. 

 

METHODS 

The larger ethnographic case study on which this article is based explores the Spanish 

speaking and writing of five Latina/o emerging bilinguals in a Spanish-English dual language 

middle school in Miami. Student shadowing was the main method of data collection, with a 

focus on accompanying students in their Spanish-instruction classes (e.g., Mathematics, 

Humanities, and Spanish classes). Observations totaled 270 hours during six months in 2013. 

This article explores students’ writing in their Spanish classes in particular, with an emphasis on 

content. As student writing opportunities cannot be isolated from teacher practices, pedagogical 

and institutional factors are also considered. 

 

The Multiple Varieties of Spanish in Miami 

Located ninety miles from the Caribbean and a short plane ride from Central and South 

America, Miami is an attractive city for Latin American migration, tourism, and trade. Since its 

establishment as a receiving community for many middle and upper-class Cubans who fled Fidel 

Castro’s rise to power in 1959, Miami has become a place of residence for immigrants of all 

socio-economic levels. Nearly three-quarters of residents are Latina/o, and among Latinas/os, 

two-thirds are foreign-born. Once predominantly Cuban, Miami’s Latina/o population now 
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includes groups from 20 different Spanish-speaking countries of origin, including Cuba (49%), 

Nicaragua (10%), Honduras (8%), Colombia (5%), Puerto Rico (5%) and the Dominican 

Republic (3%) (U.S. Census, 2012). As one teacher in the study indicated, “Miami es un pedazo 

de Latinoamérica y a la vez es un pedazo de los Estados Unidos.” (Miami is a piece of Latin 

America and at the same time is a piece of the United States.). Both Spanish and English are 

principal languages in Miami’s white-collar and blue-collar workforce, politics, and media. 

Coral Way Bilingual K-8 Center, where the ethnographic study took place, is 

representative of greater Miami. Eighty-nine percent of the school is Latina/o with students and 

teachers from over 14 Spanish-speaking countries of origin. Thirty-five percent of students are 

classified as English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL), with 90% speaking Spanish as a 

first language, and 10% speaking other languages (e.g., Italian, French, Portuguese, and Arabic). 

All students at Coral Way are part of the Spanish-English dual language program, where they 

receive English instruction for 60% of the content areas and Spanish instruction for 40% of the 

content areas. The school has Title I status, in that more than 75% of students qualify for the 

federally funded free and reduced price lunch program. Coral Way is a public school and part of 

Miami-Dade County Public Schools (M-DCPS). 

 

International Studies Program (ISP) 

Developed in 1989, ISP is the result of collaborative efforts between M-DCPS and the 

education ministries of France, Germany, Italy and Spain. This agreement ensures that 

curriculum and high school degree requirements meet the standards of both the United States and 

European Union educational systems. Students learn language and content in the target language. 

The collaboration includes the hiring of teachers from Europe who come to Miami to teach for a 
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temporary period, such as 3 or 6 years. In addition to materials, the agreement funds cultural 

events, student scholarships, and guest speakers. Over the years, non-profit organizations run by 

volunteer parents (e.g., Spanish International Parent Association and German International 

Parent Association) have formed to support the various district-wide international studies 

programs. Parents coordinate fundraisers for materials and international trips for students, 

teachers, and their families. Students in ISP receive high school content-area credit for their 

participation. Upon continuation and completion at the high school level, students receive dual 

recognition for their studies and can pursue higher education in Europe. 

Coral Way is the only public neighborhood school with ISP; the other schools are magnet 

programs requiring application. Approximately 30% of Coral Way students are part of ISP. 

Students are nominated by their teachers and encouraged by their parents. At the elementary 

level, students attend ISP after school for one hour per day during four days of the week. Coral 

Way teachers teach the curriculum, which has a humanities focus on past and present 

civilizations around the world. At the secondary level, students are enrolled in both ISP Spanish 

and ISP Humanities as regular periods during their school day. These students continue to 

Advanced Placement Spanish in 8th grade. Everyone in ISP must maintain good grades (mostly 

A’s and B’s) to continue in the program. 

 

Spanish Class 

The two main levels of Spanish are regular and ISP. The three teachers among the five 

classes observed in the study had a total of 70 years of experience teaching Spanish language 

arts. All were native Spanish speakers from various countries of origin. Their teaching 

experiences spanned elementary, middle and high school levels, and several were Spanish 
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teachers before migrating to Miami. All teachers taught in Spanish, and students typically 

maintained the language of instruction when participating in whole group. With peers, and 

during group work, many students would switch to English despite teachers’ pleas to speak 

Spanish. Students had mixed Spanish proficiency levels, and there was more Spanish proficiency 

variation in the regular classes than in ISP. 

The school receives materials, including textbooks, workbooks and short stories, from the 

district’s Division of Bilingual Education and Other Languages. The Spanish Consulate provides 

additional materials for the ISP classes. Teachers can also request materials when funding is 

available. Unlike the rigid district pacing guides for mathematics and English language arts, 

which indicate what students should learn each week, the pacing guide for Spanish is more 

flexible. Spanish teachers have more variability in what they teach. While teachers covered 

similar topics and shared ideas with one another, they each planned individually. All teachers 

incorporated multicultural literature into their curriculum. Students read short stories, novels, 

poetry, and non-fiction from various countries, including Puerto Rico, Spain, Cuba, Mexico, 

Uruguay, Nicaragua, Colombia, and the United States. 

 

Participants10 

This study centers on the Spanish production of five middle-school students. The 

common linkage among students was their participation in the ESOL program. All students 

spoke Spanish as a first language and had a Basic/Intermediate level of English proficiency 

according to Florida’s Comprehensive English Language Learning Assessment (CELLA). 

Students were from various countries of origin, and their experiences in U.S. schools ranged 

                                                 
10 Pseudonyms are used for students and teachers. 
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from one to six years (see Table 4.1). All students were placed in the regular Spanish program 

upon enrollment at Coral Way. One student entered ISP half-way through her first year as a 

result of an agreement between school administration, her father, and her Spanish and 

Humanities teachers.  

 

Table 4.1 

Descriptive Characteristics of Students in Spanish Class 

 

Student 
Country 

of Origin 
Grade 

Number of 

Years in 

U.S. 

Schools 

Number of 

Years at 

Coral Way 

Spanish Course  

Title and Level 

Teacher’s 

perception of 

class level  

Teacher 

Daniela Colombia 6 6 1 

Spanish for Spanish 

Speakers 2, 

Honors/ISP 

Honors 
Ms. 

Villanueva 

Grecia Panamá 7 5 2 
Spanish for Spanish 

Speakers 1, Regular 
Regular Ms. Guzmán 

Julieta Cuba 6 2 2 
Spanish Language 

Arts, Advanced 
Low Ms. Peña 

Nico Honduras 7 1 1 
Spanish for Spanish 

Speakers 1, Regular 
Low 

Ms. 

Villanueva 

Adrián Cuba 6 5 2 
Spanish Language 

Arts, Advanced 
Low Ms. Peña 

 

 

Data Collection and Analysis 

The main instrument of analysis for this lens of the study comes from students’ written 

Spanish work. More than 900 pages of student writing were analyzed, and data were triangulated 

with Spanish classroom observations and interview responses. Seventy hours of classroom 

observations were conducted across 60 visits. Semi-structured, audio-recorded interviews were 

conducted individually with students and their Spanish teachers. Conversations occurred in 

English or Spanish, depending on the preferred language of the participant. Students reflected 

upon many topics, including their K-12 Spanish class experiences, perceptions of Spanish skills, 
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and attitudes about the Spanish language. Teachers commented on their pedagogical preferences, 

attitudes about the Spanish language, and teaching conditions. 

Student writing was maintained in its original form, and interviews were transcribed 

verbatim. Data analysis considered the integration of micro and macro dimensions of society 

(van Dijk, 2009), and a coding scheme was created to identify these dimensions. Codes 

described student work (e.g., grammar and student expression) and illustrated pedagogical and 

institutional characteristics (e.g., standard Spanish and facilities) as well as teacher and student 

beliefs (e.g., Spanish language description and Spanish language difficult). Data sources were 

uploaded and coded in ATLAS.ti® and analyzed for trends, aberrations, and gaps.  

 

Learning Standard Spanish 

Students’ Spanish writing reflected an instructional emphasis on grammar. Generally, 

grammar topics were introduced by teachers as discrete and rule-based skills. Teachers reviewed 

each lesson with students as a whole group and provided class time and homework for students 

to practice. Students learned how to identify words as diphthong (two adjacent vowels in one 

syllable), triphthong (three adjacent vowels in one syllable), hiatus (two adjacent vowels in 

separate syllables), aguda (word stressed on last syllable), llana/grave (word stressed on second-

last syllable), esdrújula (word stressed on third-last syllable), and sobresdrújula (word stressed 

on fourth-last syllable). The intention of these lessons was to increase students’ understanding of 

pronunciation, accentuation, and placement of the tilde (i.e. accent marker) in writing. Additional 

grammar topics focused on the identification of prefixes, suffixes, and roots of words; nouns, 

verbs, and adjectives; subject and predicate; prepositions and conjugations; and types of 
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sentences, such as declarative, interrogative, exclamatory, and imperative. Furthermore, students 

learned and practiced conjugating verbs, with an emphasis on verbs in the present tense. 

Students’ writing also reflected an instructional emphasis on vocabulary and spelling. 

Teachers chose vocabulary words as part of their preview for class readings or based on 

students’ own spelling errors in submitted assignments. Selected words often included complex 

sound-spelling distinctions and tilde placement. Students learned rules for spelling such as “las 

palabras que terminen en ‘Ble’ y ‘Bilidad’ se escriben con ‘B’” (words that end in “Ble” and 

“Bilidad” are written with “B”). Practice comprised fill-in-the-blank worksheets and 

opportunities for students to create sentences using vocabulary words. In addition to reviewing 

student work, teachers measured students’ understanding through vocabulary quizzes. Grecia, 

one of the students observed, experienced vocabulary and spelling lessons that differed from the 

norm. Ms. Guzmán, Grecia’s teacher, expanded instruction to include homophones, words that 

sound the same but have different meanings, such as “ves” and “vez”, “haber” and “a ver”, and 

“ahí”, “ay” and “hay”11. Students also learned about homonyms, words that are spelled the 

same but have different meanings, such as “gato”, “gancho” and “cuadro”12. This kind of 

verbal play altered the routine of discrete vocabulary learning as students were exposed to 

common yet complex words in relation to one another. 

Students expressed their difficulty writing in Spanish. When self-evaluating their abilities 

in Spanish speaking, comprehension, reading, and writing, students, overall, doubted themselves 

more in their ability to write. They found writing to be the most challenging because many letters 

“sound the same” (e.g., c, s, and z; b and v), or “don’t have a sound” (e.g., h). Remembering tilde 

                                                 
11 Meanings are multiple; however, common meanings include: ves (you see), vez (time, opportunity), haber (to 

have, to exist), a ver (let’s see), ahí (there), ay (expression of pain or surprise), hay (there is, there are) 
12 Meanings include: gato (cat, jack for automobile), gancho (hook, hanger), cuadro (square, picture, garden bed, 

scene) 
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placement was also difficult as Grecia stated, “I try . . . but it just comes out wrong.” Several 

students noted institutional inconsistency in the teaching and reiteration of rules. Julieta 

mentioned that teachers in her school in Cuba would not teach the rules, and “you need to find it 

by yourself.” Julieta and her friends would ask each other for clarity in class. In Nico’s school 

experiences in Honduras, teachers would repeat the rules, whereas at Coral Way, Nico stated, 

“no las repite, sólo enseña algunas cosas.” ([the teacher] does not repeat the rules, [the teacher] 

only teaches some things.). Despite difficulties in writing, the majority of students felt that their 

Spanish had improved since enrolling in Coral Way, and they highlighted grammar and 

vocabulary as the main areas of improvement. 

 

Becoming Biliterate 

In addition to grammar, spelling, and vocabulary exercises, students’ writing instruction 

included reading responses and essays. Students demonstrated their comprehension of the 

reading by writing 1-2 sentences in response to questions about the text. Topics included main 

idea, vocabulary significance, order of events, character description, and student opinion. Essay 

writing varied by class. Students would write one draft covering topics generally assigned by 

their teachers. Nico and Daniela wrote, on average, 3-5 paragraph essays. They described what 

they did during the weekend and holiday vacations. Other themes included memorable trips, 

places of relaxation, friendships, and dreams and aspirations. Nico and Daniela also provided 

summaries and opinions on movies, books, and oral debates from class. Julieta and Adrián wrote, 

on average, 1-2 paragraph essays. Topics covered students’ favorite classes, hobbies, and school 

and career goals. Julieta and Adrián also provided descriptions and summaries of class readings. 

Students received feedback on their essays in the form of teacher corrections to spelling, 
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punctuation, and tilde placement. On rare occasions, students received overall comments such as 

“¡Muy interesante!!” (Very interesting!!) and “¡Bien!!” (Good!!). 

In Ms. Villanueva’s classes, Daniela and Nico learned and practiced figurative language. 

They created similes, metaphors, and personification. Written examples included, “tus ojos son 

tan claros como el agua de la playa” (your eyes are as clear as ocean water) [simile – Daniela], 

“tu cara es un tomate cuando corres” (your face is a tomato when you run) [metaphor – Nico], 

and “la playas [sic] me agarra con sus gigantes manos” (the beach grabs me with her giant 

hands) [personification – Nico]. In Daniela’s class, students learned about greguerías—humor 

combined with metaphor—invented by Spanish writer, Ramón Gómez de la Serna. Some of 

Daniela’s greguerías included, “la tina es la pisina [sic] de mi baño” (the bathtub is the 

swimming pool of my bathroom) and “mi cama es el parquedero [sic] de mis sueños” (my bed 

is the parking lot of my dreams).  

Daniela and Nico also developed figurative language in the form of refranes (proverbs), 

expresiones (idioms), and adivinanzas (riddles). Examples included, “camaron que se duerme se 

lo lleva la corriente” (shrimp that falls asleep is carried away by the current; you snooze, you 

lose) [refrán – Nico], “Yo le dije a mi hermana que se mordiera la lengua y no le dijiera [sic] a 

nadie mis secretos” (I told my sister to bite her tongue and not tell anyone my secrets) 

[expresión – Daniela], and one of Nico’s adivinanzas: 

Tiene escama pero no es un pez (It has scales but it is not a fish) 

tiene corona pero no es un rey (It has a crown but it is not a king) 

¿que es? (What is it?) 

La piña (The pineapple) 

Through creation of figurative language, Daniela and Nico played with language and learned to 

express meaning in ways other than literal. Students sought to situate figurative language within 

a writing context that would bring imagery and emotion to the forefront. As Daniela and Nico 
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crafted their examples they experimented with spelling and grammar, including punctuation 

(¿que es?), the subjunctive mode of conjugation (mordiera; dijiera instead of dijera), and 

accentuation (camaron instead of camarón; que instead of qué). Practice with figurative 

language presented an alternative method of developing students’ Spanish writing. 

 

A (Limited) Understanding of Language Variation 

Students had few opportunities to reflect upon the topic of language variation. Grecia and 

Julieta learned how there have been various socio-historical contributions to the Spanish 

language spoken in the United States. These contributions are classified as anglicismos (English 

words), anglicismos fantasmas (perceived English words but from other origins such as Latin or 

German), indigenismos (indigenous words), africanismos (African words), and regionalismos 

(regional words of same language). Grecia and Julieta found instances of these contributions in 

class readings, such as marimba (musical instrument – africanismo) and canoa (canoe – 

indigenismo). As part of Ms. Guzmán’s class, Grecia created a list of regionalismos, including 

asere (buddy), pelaito (boy), and guagua (bus)13, as well as anglicismos, such as estrés (stress), 

béisbol (baseball), and bistec (steak). Students’ learning of these contributions was more isolated 

to a series of lessons than woven throughout the year. 

Students’ Spanish teachers were aware of language variation. As immigrants from 

various Spanish-speaking countries, residents of Miami, and teachers of a multilingual student 

body, teachers were exposed to a multitude of Spanish language varieties. Teachers, for the most 

part, rejected the notion of an “español ideal” (ideal Spanish), referencing their experiences 

living in Miami and traveling internationally. Ms. Guzmán indicated that when she first moved 

                                                 
13 For additional meanings and countries where used, visit http://www.asihablamos.com/ 
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to Miami, she thought there was a standard Spanish, and that she spoke “perfecto español” 

(perfect Spanish). However, she soon began to question her own Spanish, stating, “aquí uno 

aprende que uno no sabe todo el español que tú cree(-s) porque la se usa el español en distintas 

países de distintas maneras y entonces uno empieza como que aprender un poco más español 

aquí.” (here one learns that one does not know all the Spanish that you think because Spanish is 

used in various countries in various ways, and so, one begins to learn a little more Spanish here.). 

Ms. Villanueva also recognized variation within the Spanish language and expressed “lo 

importante es que nos entendamos y que tenga riqueza expresiva y fluidez.” (what is important is 

that we understand each other and that [language] has richness in expression and fluidity.). Ms. 

Peña indicated, “las lenguas son vivas y cambian y van cambiando.” (languages are living, and 

they change and continue changing.). Teachers viewed language as malleable and their own 

language use as evolving. 

Students were also mindful of language variation. They recognized that Spanish-speakers 

differed in their ways of speaking, such as sentence structure, accent, and vocabulary. Refuting 

the notion of an ideal Spanish, Daniela noted, “every single Spanish has its own way”, and 

Grecia indicated, “I think everything is just . . . you think it’s ideal for you and other people may 

think that’s not ideal for them, it’s just what you learned first I guess.” Students’ responses 

reflected an understanding of the connection between language and identity. Julieta highlighted 

the ongoing evolution of the Spanish language, exclaiming, “everybody started inventing their 

own words, and then they started doing bad words, now bad words are part of our language . . . 

there’s no such thing as perfect Spanish, and there will never be.” For students, Spanish is not 

universal, static, and flawless. 
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Despite teacher and student beliefs in the flexibility of language, the notion of standard 

Spanish as “correct” came through in student work. Reflecting upon the aforementioned 

contributions to the Spanish language, Grecia wrote, “el español es muy moderno pero usar el 

idioma correctamente suena mas profecional [sic].” (Spanish is very modern, but to use the 

language correctly sounds more professional). As part of Ms. Peña’s class, Adrián completed an 

exercise where he had to “correct the errors” in the regionalismos in the first column and write 

the standard Spanish words in the second column, recopied below: 

habla: es la forma en que cada persona emplea su lengua. (uno corige [sic] los errores) 

(speech: the way each person uses his/her language (correct the errors)) 

 

pa’ casa para casa14  

dotol doctor 

haiga haya 

 

Overall, students had limited opportunities in Spanish class to share and extend their knowledge 

of linguistic diversity. When presented with the topic, a binary message surfaced of “correct” and 

“erroneous” Spanish. What remained invisible was a deeper understanding of language variation. 

Why do Spanish varieties exist? Is standard Spanish a variety? How is language linked to power 

and social differences? What is the function of language variety? What factors determine 

language as appropriate? This critical lens of language use was glossed over in teachers’ narrow 

presentation of language variation. 

 

Pedagogical and Institutional Influences 

Students’ writing opportunities were affected by teachers’ lessons, expectations, and 

routines. While all teachers emphasized standard Spanish, teachers varied in their approach and 

product. Furthermore, institutional factors contributed to the teaching and learning environment.  

                                                 
14 pa’ casa, para casa – towards home; dotol, doctor – doctor; haiga, haya – from the verb haber (to have, to exist)   
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Arts Integration 

Ms. Guzmán articulated that students can find grammar boring so she tries to utilize a 

form of play. When teaching tilde placement, conjugations, and prepositions, students first 

learned in whole group, and then each student constructed, what she calls, a “playable.” 

Students, like Grecia, used construction paper to make their playables, which they folded and cut 

into sections, wrote definitions, grammar rules and examples, and then re-folded to form a book 

to keep and use as a reference.  

Ms. Guzmán and Ms. Villanueva allotted class time for students to produce project-based 

reading responses in the form of book reports. Daniela and Grecia created reports, which 

consisted of the title and author, as well as descriptions of primary and secondary characters, 

summary of events, favorite part of the story, moments of surprise, and student’s overall opinion. 

Students occasionally worked in pairs to complete their book reports, and they always integrated 

art. Glitter, ribbons, stickers, colored paper, and crayon and marker illustrations adorned student 

work. On one occasion, Daniela and her partner created their book report in a 3-D pop-up 

format. 

Other hands-on projects included country profiles as part of Ms. Peña’s class. Adrián and 

Julieta each chose a country to research and present their findings in written and oral formats. 

They both selected Cuba and investigated various topics including Cuba’s capital, president, 

population, attractions, current events, and key historical figures like Cuban patriot and writer, 

José Martí. Students added visuals to their written profiles such as Cuba’s flag and a map of 

main provinces and bodies of water. Adrián highlighted the significance of the flag’s white star, 

red triangle, and blue and white stripes. Students organized their information into a booklet and 

decorated pages with stenciled letters and colored pencils.  
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In Ms. Guzmán’s class, Grecia worked in a small group to invent and produce a fable. 

Students had previously read fables in class and learned about the history of the fable and its 

common characteristics. Grecia and her group created a story about a rabbit, Diego, who was 

lost. His friends, the frog and the duck, asked everyone except the snake, Carlos, if they had seen 

Diego. Carlos wanted to help, but the friends said no, that he would eat Diego! Later after Carlos 

found Diego and brought him home, the friends exclaimed, “nunca te juzgaremos.” (we will 

never judge you.). Ms. Guzmán shared that through hearing the stories and morals crafted by 

students, she learned more about issues that affect them. She also intentionally grouped students 

with mixed Spanish proficiency levels. Students utilized class time to collaborate on writing their 

fable, which they eventually typed, illustrated, and bound into a book. They created puppets of 

their fable’s characters using paper bags, construction paper, and markers. In addition to the 

process of story creation, student collaboration, and multiple iterations of writing, what stood out 

from this hands-on project was not only the product, but also the product delivery. Students 

culminated their experience by reading their fables to students in a first-grade classroom and 

using their puppets to act out story dialogue. 

Routines and Expectations 

While students had opportunities for hands-on learning and innovation, these occurrences 

were limited. Most instruction was teacher-centered in that teachers chose activities, delivery, 

and assessment. Teachers aimed to keep students engaged during the typical class period of 1.5 

hours. Ms. Guzmán and Ms. Villanueva would plan a variety of activities and divide them into 

20-30 minute intervals. Ms. Peña tended to review vocabulary and grammar at the beginning of 

class and allow students the rest of the period to copy and complete exercises from the textbook. 

Julieta noted that many Spanish classes were “really boring, just copy copy copy copy copy copy 
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copy copy”. As time dragged, so, too, did student interest. Students became sidetracked, 

engaging in non-class related conversations and visiting with peers across the classroom, before 

returning to the task, if at all. 

Teachers’ views of the International Studies Program as an advanced, honors-type 

Spanish program coincided with their perceptions of students in ISP. Teachers commented on 

their advanced vocabulary and abilities to understand, read, and write well in Spanish. As Ms. 

Villanueva noted, “tienen gran interés en general por aprender y son alumnos de buen 

comportamiento.” (they have a great interest in learning overall and are well-behaved students.). 

Teachers perceived students to be academically motivated, respectful, and to have great 

solidarity as a group. Students in ISP, like Daniela, were afforded unique language learning 

opportunities. For example, they wrote and exchanged pen pal letters with students in a school in 

Spain. They created poetry and submitted their work to be judged as part of the Miami-Dade 

County Fair and Exposition. Students also performed in school-wide choral and drama 

performances throughout the year. Lastly, they participated in field experiences such as a visit to 

see the Spanish Navy training vessel Juan Sebastian de Elcano, as part of the 500-year 

commemoration of the European discovery of Florida. Students in ISP not only engaged in more 

hands-on Spanish learning opportunities, but their activities also stretched beyond school walls 

into the public sphere. 

 Institutional Factors 

While the exclusivity of the International Studies Program resulted in small class sizes, 

this benefit was not the case in regular Spanish classes. Unlike mathematics, English language 

arts, and science, Spanish classes could exceed Florida’s maximum limit of 22 students per 

middle-school class. Julieta and Adrián were in classes with 26 and 27 students. All Spanish 
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teachers reflected upon their larger classes and their hindered ability to further advance with 

students, delve deeper into topics, and cover more content. Aside from large class sizes, regular 

Spanish classes were inclusive of grade and ability level. This inclusion meant that Spanish 

classes comprised students of mixed Spanish proficiency levels, students in higher middle-school 

grades who were below grade-level in Spanish, and students with special needs. Teachers 

differentiated their materials, work time, and assessment when possible. However, most of the 

time, lessons were the same for all students. As Ms. Villanueva articulated: 

No puedo dedicarme . . . no puedo dividirme, porque si me divido entre el niño de 

educación especial, el niño del programa regular y el niño que tiene aptitudes para estar 

en ISP, es que no . . . no puedes. Puedes lo que puedes. 

(I cannot dedicate myself . . . I cannot divide myself, because if I divide myself between 

the child with special needs, the child in the regular program and the child who has 

abilities to be in ISP, no . . . you cannot. You do what you can do.) 

 

Brimming with students of mixed grade and ability, teachers worked with what they were 

institutionally given.  

In addition to disproportionate class sizes, facilities varied in comparison to mathematics, 

English language arts and science. For example, four of the five Spanish classes were not 

equipped with audiovisual equipment, such as an overhead projector or interactive Promethean® 

board. Ms. Villanueva took it upon herself to purchase her own laptop, projector, and rolling 

cart, which she placed in the center of her classroom to project content onto the wall. Without 

technology, Ms. Peña noted, “la clase hace aburrida porque si uno no le podía pasar un poquito 

un audio un sonido o algo . . . se corta la monotonía.” (the class becomes boring because one 

cannot play a little audio or sound or something . . . [audio] breaks up the monotony.). 

Furthermore, in two of the classes observed, the room was extremely cold. The district office 

downtown controlled the climate system and rarely responded to temperature complaints. Many 

students would bring their sweatshirts to class and express their discomfort; however, the one 
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most affected was the teacher, who would wear her winter coat and boots while teaching. She 

would attempt to stifle the cold air emanating into the room by stuffing pieces of clothing into 

the vents. Aside from the discomfort of students and their teacher, the frigid air blowing from the 

vents made it difficult to display motivational signs and student work on classroom walls. Papers 

would come loose and fall to the floor. Visibly present was the rippling effect of institutional 

challenges, pedagogical aspirations, and student learning opportunities. 

  

DISCUSSION 

Students’ writing opportunities in Spanish class aligned with, extended, and fell short of 

expectations for heritage language development. In terms of alignment, students further 

developed their biliteracy as members of the ESOL program and dual language school. With an 

emphasis on grammar, spelling, vocabulary, reading comprehension responses, and multi-

paragraph essays, students reinforced skills in Spanish that they often learned in English. 

Furthermore, their understanding of multiple literary genres and figurative language such as 

similes, metaphors, and personification resembled topics covered in English language arts.  

What extended the classes’ overall focus on Spanish language form were opportunities 

for students to bring forth their funds of knowledge – historically accumulated and culturally 

developed resources, skills, and practices embedded in students’ households, family networks, 

communities, and schools (González, Moll & Amanti, 2005). Through writing refranes 

(proverbs), expresiones (idioms), and adivinanzas (riddles), students shared wisdom and humor 

acquired from their lived experiences as Spanish speakers. Ms. Guzmán’s selection of 

homophones (e.g., ves and vez) and homonyms (e.g., gato and cuadro) provided opportunities for 

students to think about recognizable words in new ways. Through the use of fictional writing in 
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the creation of their fable, Grecia and classmates presented pertinent social and moral issues in 

their lives and shared this knowledge with young children. Development of figurative language, 

vocabulary, and narrative appropriated new meanings as students’ writing became reified with 

their own funds of knowledge. 

The area in which students’ Spanish writing opportunities fell short was an understanding 

of language variation and the social values ascribed to particular varieties. For a school with 

speakers of dozens of different Spanish language varieties located in an urban city that is 

geographically and virtually connected to the Spanish-speaking world, consideration of language 

use and social meaning was missed. The limited writing around this topic served to highlight 

linguistic diversity of regionalismos and binary notions of “correct” and “erroneous” Spanish. 

Even as students learned standard Spanish, they did not learn of its significance as a variety in 

specific domains and social situations. Without explicit teaching of the value ascribed to standard 

Spanish, students learned its implicit value as “correct Spanish” synonymous with the Spanish 

learned in school.   

Pedagogical factors influenced students’ Spanish writing opportunities. A teacher-

centered instructional approach positioned students as empty vessels to be filled with prescriptive 

knowledge (Freire, 1970). Teacher feedback, in the form of grammar and spelling corrections, 

also served to reinforce a rule-based way of learning and assessment. Arts integration, however, 

provided an alternative method for literacy development. Students engaged in hands-on projects 

while simultaneously practicing topics covered in class. They generally enjoyed these projects as 

artistic expression was seldom paired with content-learning; and many students, such as 

members of the ESOL program, did not have time in their schedules for art or another elective. 

In addition, teacher expectations of students’ capabilities created further variation in Spanish 
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writing opportunities. Cultural field experiences and public exhibition of student work were 

activities exclusive to students in ISP.  

On an institutional level, Spanish classes absorbed many environmental challenges to 

learning. Large class sizes with students of mixed proficiency level, grade, and ability proved 

difficult for teachers to differentiate instruction. Furthermore, lack of technology limited 

modernized 21st century modes of language teaching, and extremely cold rooms created spaces 

of discomfort. 

 

CONCLUSION 

A community-based approach to literacy would provide a solid framework for heritage 

language programs. Language maintenance is a community effort which involves participation 

from many members: business leaders, policymakers, multimedia professionals, parents, school 

administrators, teachers, and students. Conceptualizing the classroom as an extension of the 

community, teachers can facilitate learning opportunities that draw from students’ lived 

experiences as members of heritage language communities. Topics of interest for teachers and 

students become the base for student literacy. Students are encouraged to seek out-of-school 

resources and leverage the knowledge of parents and community members. Through engagement 

in inquiry-based projects, students develop literacy in their heritage language and practice 

writing conventions learned in class. Moreover, students’ own work, or adaptations of their 

work, can be used for teaching writing conventions and literary genres. In this way, students 

learn the mechanical aspects of literacy using text and context they created. 

Community-based literacy would also fill in the gaps of a limited understanding of 

language variation. As a supplement to reading multicultural literature in the heritage language, 
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teachers and students can photograph, videotape and bring to class print and imagery from home, 

community and media sources. Through exposure to multiple forms of literacy, students can 

reflect upon how varieties of the heritage language are used and for what purposes. In addition, 

teachers can facilitate activities where students highlight instances when certain language 

varieties were privileged and other varieties suppressed. As students further their understanding 

of how power operates through language, the class can solicit insight from community members. 

Teachers and students can learn how in particular domains and contexts of interaction, different 

language varieties accrue power. They can learn how to make the linguistic market work to their 

advantage (Martínez, 2003). Through engaging in role-play and embedding dialogue in writing, 

students can practice dialect use. 

These recommendations for literacy development would be difficult to implement 

without attention to classroom environment. Similar to student placement assessments for 

mathematics and English language arts, U.S. schools should develop assessments for student 

placement into heritage language classrooms. They should strive to maintain grade-level 

classrooms as much as possible. School administrators should ensure consistency in class size 

across all subjects and hire teaching assistants as additional resources for students with special 

needs. Finally, heritage language classrooms should be equipped with adequate technology. 

Schools must send a message of support equal to that provided to other content areas. This 

positive message must reverberate loud and clear for heritage language teachers, students, and 

the languages they speak.  
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